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HIT A GRAND SLAM!

By popular demand, in

its SECp/yp great edition,

MicroLeague Baseball is a

winner again! And it's so

good, it's the MVP (Most Val-

uable Program) of baseball simula-

tion games.

New levels of baseball strategy.

Now you can enjoy an all new level

of baseball strategy. Because

MicroLeague Basebal I H features

everything the award-winning first

edition had, including: dynamic,

high-quality graphics real players

and stats true-

to-life perform-

ance power-

house teams

from the past

and present"

and exclusive en-

dorsement by

Major League

Baseball and the

Players Associa-

tion. Whether

you play a game

or a season, if

you're looking for

managerial ex-

citement, you

can't lose.

We made it even better!

MicroLeague Baseball H goes be-

yond the first edition, with pheno-

menal new visuals and sophisti-

cated features such as: stadium di-

mensions, grass and artificial turf

factors, box score and stat compiler

built in, so you can keep track of

your players and their season ex-

panded statistical factors if you're

a baseball purist injuries, argu-

ments with the ump and even rain

delays. Plus a "Quik-Play Option"
,

if you like to get to the bottom of the

ninth inning fast.

The "Exclusive"

strategy simulation of

Major League Baseball.

Major League Excitement

Year-Round!

MicroLeague Baseball

is not a joystick game.

Your mind — not your

reflexes — are in con-

trol, and that's what

keeps you challenged,

game after game. The

sights, sounds and

stats create a level of

involvement no other

product can approach.

Add to this MLB Sea-

son disks and the

unique General

Manager/Owner

disk for drafting &

trading players —
even creating

your own fantasy

dream teams, and you've got

a League Champ!

MicroLeague Baseball His

available for the Atari ST

systems, and will be coming

for the Amiga and MAC this

summer.

Available at computer and soft-

ware stores everywhere; or for di-

rect VISA/MC orders simply call

1-800- PLAY BAL

MicroLeague I is still

available for Apple II Series;

Atari 65/130 XE, 800 XL.

Commodore 64/128; and IBM PC.

PC Jr. and compatibles.

MicroLeague Sports

2201 Drummond Plaza

Newark, DE 19711

(302) 368-9990

1987,

MicroLeague Sports

Association

OFFICIAL LICE « SEE

DJDILEtCUl USIIJU

MLB

Official Licensee Major League

Baseball. Major League Players Association



H O M U T

With the introduction ofthe
ST computers comesanew
kindofcomputerlanguage:

'The most advanced, most

power lul microcomputer

your money can buy."

—Creative Computing

PRAISE.
"The best hardware value of the year."—Infoworld

"We have spent the last three months

evaluating the Atari and have come to the

conclusion that it can't he beat as a

low-cost telecommunications terminal,

drafting workstation, or for quick graphics

visualization." —Microtimes

"We are most impressed with the clarity

ofthe graphics, with the speed of the disk

I/O (input/output), and with the ST's

value." —Byte Magazine

"With the impressive ST. Atari has

delivered on its promise of power without

the price." —Family Computing

"Faster and with better graphics capabili-

ties than an IBM7AT'\ it could be a great

vehicle for low-cost networks, desktop

publishing and visual database manage-
ment software." —Microtimes

"All of the displays are clear, sharp,

readable, and flicker free. We
were particularly impressed by

the clarity of the high-resolution

monochrome."
—Byte Magazine

"The ST's readily apparent

strong point is speed. Com-
pared to the Macintosh™,

working with the ST is extraordinary"
—John Dvorak. San Francisco Examiner

"Since the pinouts are standard, it is also

possible for various software packages

to support an even wider range of output

devices—even faster printers and high-

end plotters." —Microtimes

"The ST is notieeably faster than the

Macintosh, not only because of the faster

clock rate but because it has a faster

disk drive." —Personal Computing

"The ST is an amazing bargain, much
more of a computer 'for the rest of us'

than Mac ever was." —Byte Magazine

"From here on you had better think of Atari

as a major player in the computer game."
—Jerry Pournelle, Infoworld

The 520ST" with 5I2K ofmemory is

under $800. The f040ST
m

withafallmega-
byte is under $I,(H)(). No wonder the experts

are impressed.

To experience the ST excitement

for yourself, see your Atari dealer.

For the one nearest xou,

calif 800443 8020.

9:(X)AM-5:(X)PM

Monday-Friday at a r\\

Pacific Time. AIAKI

\tari aeater.

JL

Technology So Advanced, It's Affordable,
Alan ST 520ST and iwosr are trademarks 01 registered iradomaiks ol Alan Corporation

IBM and AT arc trademarks O' registered trademarks ol International Business Machines Corporation Macintosh rs a trademark licensed to Apple Computer Inc

[ 1986 Atari Corporation
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I
recently participated in an open te-

leconference of magazine editors,

sponsored by the Atari 8-bit SIG
(Special Interest Group) on Compu-
Serve. Editors from Atari Explorer,

Antic. Analog. Compute, and other

Atari-oriented journals gathered elec-

tronically to discuss the future of Atari

publishing— in particular, the future of

Atari 8-bit coverage.

Some noted a loss of 8-bit reader in-

terest; others complained of a lapse in 8-

bit article submissions. Everyone be-

moaned the lack of new ideas. How
many times could you print a tutorial on

redefining character sets or using Play-

er-Missile graphics? Was there any-

thing new left to be said about a five-

year-old machine?
As long as Eve been involved with

microcomputers. Eve marveled at the

failure of imagination that takes hold

just when a piece of hardware is fully

understood. Sensing that a frustrated

curiosity about specifics is a spur to in-

novation, the micro industry has placed

great stock in postponing comprehen-

sion of this kind. Demented documenta-
tion, proprietary secrecy, and beau-

reaucratic ignorance all do their part to

delay that frightening moment when all

the veils arc stripped away.

But when that moment finally ar-

rives, what then? Most innovators, it

seems, become disenchanted. Failing to

shift their thoughts away from specifics,

locked into "let's explore the hardware"

mode, they are immediately seduced by

the challenges of new equipment. As a

result, questions of the commodity val-

ue of the old machine—questions that

can only be approached when one has

mastered all the technicalities—go un-

explored.

This disenchantment can be lethal if

a machine is unpopular, if its technol-

ogy is eclipsed by newer and more eco-

nomical alternatives, or if it is summari-
ly— as is often the case at this

O
I

Eight-bits forever!

Editorial
By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

juncture—abandoned by its creators.

But the Atari 8-bit computers—enor-

mously popular, technically unsur-
passed, and firmly supported—are in

just the opposite position. No longer on

the "leading edge" in one sense, they are

on the verge of becoming so in another.

The Atari 8-bits are becoming a kind

of commodity--perhaps the first true

commodity in the history of personal

computing. By Christmas, 1 987, anoth-

er million or more Atari 8-bit comput-

ers will be purring away in American
homes.

Some will find their first use as enter-

tainment systems— fruit of an enor-

mous resurgence in the popularity of

video games. Others will be purchased

as utility machines, educational tools,

or productivity aids.

They will be bought in toy stores,

through discount chains, by mail-order.

Only a very few new users will be able to

count on the support of a well-estab-

lished local dealer or to plug in, directly,

to the user group network and other

information sources. For the most part,

they will be tabula rasa, their attitudes

towards personal computing yet un-

formed.

How will this market be served? How
will it be educated? Will these people

have to go through the same agony that

we did, thumbing through De Re, Map-
ping, and Leventhal at 3:00 a.m., while

we look on, disenchanted? Or will we
expand our networks to admit them,

share our knowledge with them, and by

doing so, build better tools for all?

Let's get it together on this one. Atari

Explorer is actively seeking submis-

sions on topics relating to Atari 8-bit

computing. We're looking for useful

programs, compact and well- written

tutorials, practical feature articles de-

scribing how to get the most from your

equipment, helpful hints, fillers, and
one-liners. Now that we finally know all

this stuff, let's put it to work!
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A dozen manufacturers committed to the present

and future of Atari computers

Companies To Watch
During our recent travels we have

had occasion to make some new
acquaintances and renew some

old friendships with people who have

committed the resources of their com-
panies to development of products for

Atari computers. We were pleased to

note some exciting, innovative ideas

along with a broad base of support in

traditional areas. Join us for a quick

visit with a dozen companies from

whom we're sure you will be seeing a lot

more in the future.

Compu-Mates

Charles Faris, a successful record

producer and musician with 87 gold and

36 platinum albums to his credit, has

turned his considerable talent to design-

ing and producing user-friendly MIDI
products at affordable prices. Although
Faris's packages are aimed at profes-

sional musicians, his retail prices in the

$79 to $99 range offer interested ama-
teurs the opportunity to experiment

with full-featured, truly professional

MIDI products.

Typical of the Compu-Mates line is

K3PO, an editor for the Kawai K3 syn-

thesizer and Atari ST computer. K3PO
can save up to 17,800 patches or 5,800

user wave forms on a 3.5" disk. The
wave table editor allows you to "paint"

a new waveform with the mouse. The
Droid eliminates objectionable har-

monics and automatically produces

natural sounds that are pleasant to the

ear—something that is difficult to do
manually.

With the patch editor, the waveform
and any sound parameter can be
changed in real time, and the sustain

pedal allows sustain time to be adjusted

rather than remaining fixed.

To get users off to a quick start, an
extensive library of sounds is included

on the disk. Faris also offers editors for

the Casio. Korg. Yamaha, and generic

drums synthesizers in versions for both

ST and 8-bit Atari computers.

IntelliCreations

Marketing software under the Data-

soft name, IntelliCreations has one of

the most extensive lines of entertain-

ment software for 8-bit Atari comput-
ers. Sam Poole, president of the compa-
ny, explained that while other
manufacturers and retailers were re-

ducing their support of Atari Home
Computers, Datasoft was busy prepar-

SamtiBl Poole and Karen Leeds of

IntelliCreations

ing new 5.25" flippy disk packaging
with Atari programs on one side and
Commodore 64 programs on the other.

This approach allows retailers to stock
one package that will appeal to two dif-

ferent groups of consumers.

Sam told us that many Atari owners
write notes to Datasoft on their warran-
ty cards thanking the company for its

continued support of the Atari 8-bit

line.

In our November/December 1986 is-

sue, we named several Datasoft prod-
ucts {Alternate Reality: The City,

Zorro, and Crosscheck) among the best

game releases of 1986, and so far this

year, we have reviewed Mercenary,
Theatre Europe and The NeverEnding
Story. But Datasoft has much more in

store for Atari owners this year, includ-

By DAVID H. AHL. JOHN JAINSCHIGG. and BETSY STAPLES

ing two historic war games (Bismarck
and Tobruk) and three fantasy role-

playing games (Saracen, Black Magic,
and Swords and Sorcery). We, too,

thank them for their support.

Master Designer Software

Master Designer Software designs

software under the Cinemaware label,

which is distributed by Mindscape. Bob
Jacob, president of M.D.S., explained
that each Cinemaware package is pro-

duced—very much as a movie would
be—by a team consisting of a producer,
director, screenplay writer, music com-
poser, and computer programmer.
Cinemaware products are noted for

their stunning animation—almost mov-
ie-like in quality—even on such graphi-

cally ungiftcd computers as the Com-
modore 64 and IBM PC. Jacob
explained that the primary design goal

of Cinemaware products is to engross
the player completely, much as a good
book or movie does.

Furthermore, Jacob, 37, admits to

aiming his company's products at mid-
dle-aged adults rather than at kids, al-

though he hopes they will be enjoyed by
players of all ages.

At the moment. SDI is the only Cin-

emaware product available for the ST,
but we are looking forward to Defender

ofthe Crown, Sinbad and the Throne of
the Falcon, and King of Chicago.

Aegis Development

Aegis Development, which initially

developed its products for the Amiga,
has begun to port them over to other

computers. Bill Volk, technical vice

president of Aegis, explained that this

sequence was due simply to the fact that

Amiga development systems were the

most readily available when the compa-
ny was formed in mid- 1985.

In fact, Bill could hardly contain his

enthusiasm for the potential of the new-
ly announced Atari Mega ST and Atari

PC and the current outstanding perfor-

mance and value of the 1040ST, partic-
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Supercharge

\bur Easy-Draw!
The answer to your Desktop Publishing needs is

here: the Easy-Draw' Supercharger! m! The Super-

charger lets you load scanned images PLUS all or part

of your favorite Neochrome and Degas pictures into

Easy-Draw. Instantly, you'll have access to hundreds of

images that may be used for newsletters, flyers, ads,

company memos and more!

With the Supercharger, you won't be limited to

screen resolution images. Using resolution independent

image files, the Supercharger allows you to preview

scanned images on color or monochrome screens and

then print out at a much higher resolution.

For instance, a 300 dot per inch scanned

photograph can be printed at the same resolution on

laser printers and other high-res devices.

The Supercharger and Easy-Draw offer the most ver-

satile solution for combining text with drawn, painted,

and scanned images in whatever manner you choose!

Additional Easy-Draw Companion Products:

Font Pack #1 -Contains 2 fonts: Rocky and HiTech

(9 pin only) $39.95

Personal Draw Art Has over 150 predrawn images

incl. borders, vehicles, symbols $29.95

Technical Draw Art-Symbol libraries for piping.

electrical, floor plan design etc $29.95

24-Pin Driver- For use with NEC P. Star NB and

Epson LQ printers, incl. Swiss front . . $19.95

Call for info on HP Laserjet Plus and Postscript Drivers

Migraph Inc.

Â >M|AniDU 720 S. 333rd St . , (201

)

narVMimmmi Federal Way. WA 98003
Easy-Draw is a registered iradcmark of ,

Migraph. Inc Supcivharpr and Migraph For more Ulfo Or tO Older Call:

are trademarks of Migraph. Iru. Degas
[ gQQ 223"3729

is a trademark of Batteries Included and
-»/-w- o->Q ACin

NiSKhnirncisalrademariL.it Alan Corp ZUO-COO-40 / /
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Volk. technical VP of Aegis

Development

ularly when equipped with the Blitter

chip.

The company's latest product for the

ST, Animator ST combines three ani-

mation techniques: metamorphic\ eel,

and color cycle. The mctamorphic tech-

nique allows you tocreate two shapes

—

say, a pyramid and a star—and have the

system draw all the in-between shapes.

Ccl allows several shapes created with

NeoChrome—a bird with its wings in

three different positions, for example

—

to be quickly overlaid on one another to

create the illusion of motion. Color cy-

cling allows you to cycle repetitively

through a range of colors in one im-

age—a waterfall or windmill, for exam-
ple—to produce the illusion of motion.

Coming soon from Aegis: Art Pak /.

a library of animated drawings, includ-

ing animals, dinosaurs, cars, planes,

tanks, and backdrops— the ultimate in

clip art.

Aegis also has some fabulous CDI
(Compact Disk— Interactive) products

on the way . . . watch these pages.

Mission Softs

The story of Mission Softs is a story

about a man with a mission. The man:
Keith Long: the mission: design an out-

standing early learning package for

young children. Keith undertook this

project about 1 8 months ago and allows

that the learning experience has been

unparalleled. "Writing the software,"

he told us, "was just the lip of the ice-

berg."

He quickly decided that he did not

want an author/publisher arrangement

with an established manufacturer but

preferred to keep control of the entire

development and production process.

Today, Keith's face registers a wide va-

riety of emotions as he talks about a

printer who delivered 3000 boxes— all

flawed— five weeks late, a dealer who
grilled him about the product for ten

minutes on a long distance phone call

and then ordered just one unit, and
magazines that demand payment in ad-

vance for advertising.

Balancing the frustration, however, is

the pleasure of receiving calls and let-

ters from satisfied customers, many of
whom, he says, ask if he has any new
products yet.

This response is not surprising, con-

sidering the thoughtful touches Keith
has added to his product, 57" Alpha-
Bytes—a poster to be colored, two
sheets of colorful stickers, a spiral

bound (lies fiat) instruction book, and a

classy gold disk label that reads correct-

ly when it is in the drive. See the review

of ST Alpha-Bytes elsewhere in this

issue.

Astra Systems

Astra Systems, is no newcomer to the

Atari world, having been a manufactur-

er of extended performance disk drives

for some five years. In fact, we saw an
interesting reminder of the company's
longevity in the row of Atari 400 com-
puters— the ones with the flat key-

boards, remember— being used to run

final performance tests on Astra's disk

drives.

Drew Featherston, Astra's plant

manager, explained that the 400 is the

perfect machine for the job; "with its

sealed keyboard we can leave it right

out on the factory floor without worry-

ing about dust and dirt."

Astra's newest product, the HD4-, a

combined 20Mb hard disk and 3.5"

floppy drive for the ST, has some very

nifty features, including a lighted front

panel switch, 36" cable, small footprint.

Drew Featherston of Astra

Systems

versatile backup and restore program,
and, perhaps most impressive, a one-

year warranty. A review is in the works.

Mastertronic International

Mastertronic International, is a

three-year old company originally

formed in the U.K. The concept was
simple: make a profit by selling a lot of

games at the lowest possible prices rath-

er than a few packages at high prices.

The original cassette software sold in

the U.K. for just £1.99 (about $3.49).

The strategy worked, and over the past

three years, the company has sold more
than 7,5 million units.

A bit over a year ago, Mastertronic

brought their low price/high volume
approach to the U.S. Today, Master-

tronic disk software sells for $9.99, and
Stuart Kaye, U.S. vice president, re-

ports that the company has already-

shipped more than a million units

here—an enviable record for the first

year of operation.

Stone Age Software

The Atari ST is a perfect general

purpose computing system for college

and graduate students, particularly en-

gineers and other technical types whose
research requires sophisticated graph-

ics and number-crunching capabilities.

Brothers Virgil and Steve Mehalek co-

founded Stone Age Software to provide

Atari ST software tools for science, en-

gineering, mathematics, and related

fields of study at prices students could

afford.

Stone Age currently offers a suite of

three software packages. Vltracalc is a

desktop calculator with 32-bit preci-

sion, which is capable of operating in

decimal, simple binary, l's comple-
ment, octal, or hexadecimal modes, and
incorporates six memory registers. It

sports a wide variety of built-in opera-

tions (including bitwise Boolean logic

ops!) and an array of useful constants,

such as Avogadro's number (6.02 X
I0 23

, last time we counted). The calcu-

lator is configurable either as a stand-

alone program or as a desk accessory

and is available with algebraic or RPN
interfaces (appropriate for Forth pro-

grammers and members of Solidar-

nosc). for only $24.95.

Encrypt is a high-speed binary en-

cryption system that can make a revers-

ibly incomprehensible jumble out ofany
file at better than a K per second, for

$19.95. Lewis-! 23 is a "chemistry
spreadsheet"—a graphic tool for chem-
ists that assists in the modeling of com-
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plex molecules, emphasizing covalcnt

bonding.

Lewis-l 23 calculates the number of

bonds and unshared electrons in a mole-

cule under study, computes formal

charge, and performs simple error-

checking on bonds as they are formed in

the molecular diagram. Extensive on-

line help is supported, including full

stats on all (non-transition) elements in

the periodic table (imagine not having

to remember that the second ionization

energy of Gallium is 1978.8 Kilo-

SIbvb Mehalek. co-founder of

Stone Age Software.

joules— what a luxury). The program
supports output to Degas files and uses

standard Degas printer drivers. It sells

for $29.95.

ICD

If you arc an 8-bit Atari owner, you

should know about ICD, Inc. of Rock-

ford, IL. For the past several years, ICD
has been producing quality hardware

and systems software products for the

Atari line.

Some highlights of ICD's extensive

line: R-Time 8, a battery-backed sys-

tem date/time clock in the form of a

piggyback cartridge that lets you run

other cartridge-based software in nor-

mal fashion. The Printer Connection, a

"smart cable" with built-in interface

electronics that lets you connect your

Atari to any Centronics-compatible

parallel printer. And. for the techni-

cally-minded: Multi I/O a five-function

Input/Output interface that incorpo-

rates a 256K (or 1 Mb) Ramdisk. paral-

lel printer interface. RS-232 interface,

intelligent print spooler, and even a

hard disk interface, compatible with

SASI or SCSI fixed disks.

Sense Software

Chester Sensenig has been program-

ming down to the bare metal for a long

time. A mathematician with an affinity

for 68000 assembly language, he start-

ed writing productivity applications at

the prompting of his son, Douglas, who
was studying business management and

whose work required innovative soft-

ware tools.

Upon Doug's graduation, the father-

son team founded Sense Software to

market Chester's line of Atari ST busi-

ness products to a wider audience.

Currently, Sense is offering
DBSense, a text-based, relational data-

base program incorporating its own,

easy-to-learn. application program-
ming language (a la dBase). DBSense
applications can access multiple files,

creating, for example, a monthly report

out of data drawn from separate ac-

counts payable and receivable and in-

come files.

Math (with 16-digit. double preci-

sion, appropriate for most financial cal-

culations) functions and operations,

and a full text editor are supported in

the DBSense environment, making it

suitable for a wide variety of data man-
agement applications, from accounting

to mass mailing. At the moment,
DBSense employs a "command line"

interface, but Sense is considering mak-
ing the program fully GEM-compalible
in the near future.

White Lion Software

At a time when talk of desktop pub-

lishing and other forms of fancy print-

ing focusses on 16-bit machines, Ira

Brickman, president of White Lion

Software, is concentrating the develop-

ment efforts of his company on the tried

and true combination of a 48K disk-

based 8-bit Atari running Aiariwriter,

Ira Brickman of White Lion Software.

Atariwriier Plus, or Paper Clip.

The Ridge, NY, firm has just re-

leased Qwik Pix and Qwik Pix PC (for

Paper Clip), programs that allow you to

integrate graphics from Print Shop or

public domain sources into documents
created with your word processor.

Qwik Pix co-author Brad McCall
lives far from Ridge, NY, in Georgia,

and he and Ira have demonstrated their

faith in technology by completing the

entire programming project via modem;
they have never met, but the fruit of

their telecommunicativc cooperation is

available to Atarians across the coun-

try.

Where To Find

The Companies To Watch

Aegis Development

21 15 Pico Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90405

(213)392-9972

Astra Systems

2500 S. Fairview, Unit L

Santa Ana, CA 92704

(714)549-2141

Compu-Mates

8621 Wilshire Blvd.. Ste.177

Beverly Hills, CA 90211

(213)271-7410

ICD

1220 Rock St.

Rockford. IL 61101

(815)968-2228

IntelliCreations

19808 Nordhoff PI.

Chatsworth, CA 91311

(818)886-5922

Master Designer Software

5743 Corsa Ave.. Ste. 215

Westlake Village, CA 91316

(818)889-1537

Mastertronic International

711 W. 17th St., Unit G-9

Costa Mesa, CA 92627

(714)631-1001

Mission Softs

P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach, CA 90740

Sense Software

105 Iron Mountain Rd.

Warwick, NY 10990

(914)986-2711

Stone Age Software

P.O. Box 1216

Amherst. NH 03031

(603) 881-7689

White Lion Software

P.O. Box 357

Ridge, NY 11961

(516)924-6071
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By BETSY STAPLES

The ihing that struck me first

about ST Alpha-Bytes, before I

had even booted the disk, was
what I think is best described as the

"attitude" of Mission Softs. As you

read through the small (4" X 6") in-

struction booklet, you quickly realize

that Keith Long, author of the program,

really cares.

He cares enough to provide an unpro-

tected disk, because he knows that

young children will be using it. He cares

enough to include in the booklet a "mi-

nicourse in child development", be-

cause the parent or teacher who is using

the program to "provide a setting that is

congenial to learning" will be better

equipped to do so if he "has an under-

standing of what happens to a child as

he is growing." He cares enough to en-

close in each package two sheets of col-

orful stickers and an alphabet poster to

color.

And finally, he cares enough to offer

to modify your copy ofST Alpha-Byres

if there is some special change that you

think will help your child learn better. If

he incorporates your suggestion in a fu-

ture release of the program, he won't

even charge you for his time.

Using the Program

The program itself is very simple.

The letters of the alphabet are displayed

in boxes across the bottom of the screen.

When a letter is chosen, either automat-

ically by the program or by the child, a

large representation of that letter in

both upper and lower case appears on
the left-hand side of the screen. A draw-

ing of an object, the name of which

starts with the letter displayed, appears

on the right, and three words appear in

System: Atari ST

Price: $29.95

Summary: An excellent, carefully-

implemented early learning package

for ages 2 to 6.

Manufacturer:

Mission Softs

P.O. Box 3916

Seal Beach, CA 90740

(213)439-6281

the middle. The child must choose the

word that describes the picture.

The display is drawn in four-color

medium resolution, and you have a

choice of a black or white background.

The colors add a little pizzazz, but it is

nice to know that the program runs

equally well on a monochrome system.

The child can control the program

with either the mouse or the keyboard,

but our playtesters preferred to use the

keyboard, even though it was more dif-

ficult for them to locate specific letters

that way.

Each time a letter is chosen, the same

three words are displayed, but the pic-

ture changes. The first time the letter R
is selected, for example, a rocket may be

drawn. The next time a ring or a rake

will appear.

The words have been carefully cho-

sen to eliminate the possibility of confu-

sion for the child. Each word in a given

group uses different phonemes, so a

child with even rudimentary reading

skills can distinguish one from another

just by sounding them out. He does not,

for example, have to choose between

tree and three.

The pictures themselves are, for the

most part, simple outline drawings that

are easy to identify. Our five-year old

playtester did have a bit of trouble with

a string of eight-legged ants, however;

he knew that insects have only six legs

each but couldn't find arachnid in the

word list.

ST Alpha-Bytes offers five lessons or

variations on the main theme. Lesson 1

automatically reviews the alphabet in

order. Lesson 2 reviews the letters in

random order. Neither of these modes
requires any input from the child.

Lesson 3 is a quiz mode, which dis-

plays the letters in order and asks the

child to choose the correct word each

time. Lesson 4 docs the same in random
order. Each correct answer is rewarded

with a Happy Face. In the quiz modes,

the child's score is maintained on a

score sheet, which can later be dis-

played or printed out.

Lesson 5, the one which comes up
when you boot the program, is also the

one our playtesters enjoyed most. It al-

lows the child to select the letter that

will be displayed. If he picks the correct

word, the "Counter Machine," located

in the middle of the screen, swings into

action, and the child can watch and lis-

ten as a little ball makes its way from a

storage tank through a variety of giz-

mos across the screen to a smiling, an-

tennaed Counter where its arrival in-

creases his score by one.

ST Alph-Bytes is intended for use by-

children aged 2 to 6. Those at the low

end of that range will require lots of

adult assistance. For these very young
children, the computer serves primarily

to motivate those who might not other-

wise be willing to concentrate on learn-

ing the letter sounds.

Older children, however— even those

over 6— will enjoy playing both by

themselves and with adult guidance.

Our older playtesters even had fun help-

ing their five-year old brother sound out

the words on the screen.
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ST Alpha-Bytes main screen.

Documentation

My only complaint about an other-

wise carefully and professionally pro-

duced program is (gosh, I'm tired of

saying this!) the documentation.

The cute little booklet, each of whose
pages is decorated with the silhouette of

a different animal, covers program op-

eration thoroughly and offers, as men-
tioned above, a great deal of extra infor-

mation.

HOWEVER, the writing style is

nothing short of appalling. In an effort

to sound pedantic while dodging the
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The score sheet can be printed or displayed.

specter of sexism, author ArleneC. Ma-
gel has evolved a stilted and ungram-

matical style that should set your teeth

on edge.

Sentences like "These improved
bodily powers indicates readiness to

handle themselves at the family dining

table" and "Although four-year-olds

may count to ten, his number concept

barely goes beyond two or three" make
it very difficult to concentrate on the

content of the manual.

The good news is that the child using

the program is not subjected to the

author's errors, and while it may be

painful, I assume that an educated adult

will be able to separate the message

from the medium and escape un-

scathed.

From the child's perspective, then,

which is after all what should concern

us, ST Alph-Bytes is an excellent pro-

gram. It provides motivation, entertain-

ment, and education in a skillfully de-

signed package that he will enjoy using

in different ways over a period of years.

We recommend it.

ST SOUND
DIGITIZER

DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSING:
For professional use or just for fun. the ST Sound Digitizer can be used to

create music, experiment with new sounds, edit short commercials, create

sounds for use in your own programs or experiment with speech recognition

HI-QUALITY DIGITAL SAMPLING SEQUENCER:
Digitize real-world sounds from am source (eg microphones, guitar, syn-

thesizer, etc ) then play it back with vour MIDI ket hoard through the ST Sound

Digitizer The computer automatically adjusts the pilch to correspond with

the notes played on the keyboard

FEATURES:
Mouse-driven software features graphic

cut. copy, paste and mixing of sound

data Variable real-time echoes and

reverb A real time oscilloscope displays

graphic sound samples as iliev occur

THE SPECS
Kbit A/DandD/A. 2.S

ps flash A/D conversion

rate allows sampling up to

200.00(1 samples per sec-

ond I volt peak-to-

peak signal and source

Hardware plugs into car-

tridge port for high speed

data transfer rate

TO ORDER: Contact your local dealer or call:

800-654-2821 in California

PRICE *I39'" 800-624-6545 Nattonuide NAARONE

NAVARONE INDUSTRIES, INC. =."^E
21109 LONGEWA^ ROAD, SUITE I :^S^ ^S

SONORA. CA 95370 • (209) 5.U-8.W S^2S^~
TLX:WWI 650-2J0-9046 ^

CALL US!!
Morgan Communications Products

Post Office Box 76175
Washington, DC 20013

(301) 983-0925

for prices like these...

Avatex 1200HC. ..$117.50

Panasonic 10801....$ 197.75

Commodore 1802C....$215

Atari 130XE ..$139.97

Atari XM301 .$39 97
Atari 1050 drive. .$139.97

US Doubler $29 97

PR: Connection $59 75

Xelec Graphix AT. ..$37.50

Supra 20 meg(8 bit) $675
Supra 20 meg(ST)....$575

ASTRA HD*(ST) $847 50
Paradox 5.25' drive. $217

CALL FOR LATEST
PRICING ON ST'Sl

Casio CZ- 101... $287.75

64K Microstuller.. $59 97

CALL FOR OTHER ITEMS'

WE
SELL AND SERVICE

ALL
ATARI COMPUTER

EQUIPMENT!

SOFTWARE
Publishing Partner (used

lor this ad!). ...$99 50

dbMan.. $99 50
Graphic Artist. ..$139.99

DEGAS Elite $49 50
Timeworks ST productivity

series $49 50 each

Current Noies Public

Domain library disks (write

tor complete list)....$5 each
MANY ATARI 800/XL/XE
CARTRIDGES. ...$7.99 EA
Invitation lo Programming

Series #1. 2 & 3 .$7.50 ea
SynFilevSynCaic

. $32 97

Most Electronic Arts brand

Atari 8-bit software $12 97

CALL FOR OTHER ITEMS'

6- outlet Surge Protector

w/EMI/RFI tillering. $19 95
Mouse "Wave" Pad. $9 95

Mouse House. ...$7.50

Disk Notcher. $6 95
Disk File/30(3.5") ...$8.99

Disk File/60(5.25").

DiskFile/l20(5 25")

Bonus 5 25" SS/DD
Maxell 5.25" SS/DD
Centech 5 25" color..$10.97

TDK SS/DD 3.5" $13 75

TDK OS/DD 3.5"

Sony SS/DD 3.5".

Sony DS/DD3.5".
12" Printer Stand
15" Printer Stand.

.$9.99

$12 95
$5.97

$9 97

$18.75

$14.50

$19 50
$9 95
$13.95

CALL FOR OTHER ITEMS'

WE ALSO CARRY
VCRs, TVs, HOME
AUDIO, OFFICE
EQUIPMENT,

TELEPHONES, AND
SUPPLIES!!

(301)983-0925
S3.00 shiDOina charae with each order... MD residents add 5°° sales tax
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Desktop Publishing Primer

Desktop Publishing

For The Atari ST
A bit of background and a review

of Publishing Partner from Soft Logik

We live in a world of informa-

tion. Every day we are bom-
barded by messages of all

kinds: audio, visual, and electronic. But

it is paper—the stuff you now hold in

your hands— that has withstood the

challenge from the other information

media and has flourished.

Despite the onslaught of information

from radio, television, and new forms of

digital communications, the death of

the printed word, to paraphrase Mark
Twain, has been greatly exaggerated.

Ironically, it is the computer, which

some thought would eventually elimi-

nate the need for paper (remember the

"paperless office'*?), that has given new
life to the traditional craft of publish-

ing.

"Desktop publishing" is the most re-

cent major trend in personal computing.

Essentially, it is the ability to set text in

type, mix it with graphics, and finally,

compose a printed page— all without

the need for manual tools such as scis-

sors, paper, and glue. In the midst of the

hoopla and hype that surround the desk-

top publishing movement are some sig-

nificant changes in the way ideas are

prepared for publication.

Desktop publishing programs for

other computers have existed for quite

some time, but it wasn't until recently

that a full-featured system was avail-

able for Atari ST computers. Publish-

ing Partner from Soft Logik is the first

effort to bring these exciting new capa-

bilities to the Atari machines.

The Word and the Page

A Bit of History

Typography is the illustration of

words on paper, an art in itself that has

Italy— to Rome and Venice. It was in

Venice that a scholar named Aldus Ma-
nutius established a press to publish

works of Greek literature and the writ-

ings of the Renaissance humanists. For

his works, Aldus designed the first im-

portant Roman-style typeface and orig-

inated italic type, based on the fluid

penstroke of hand copyists.

Individual pieces of cast metal type

remained the standard for more than

400 years, until 1886 when the first Li-

notype machine was installed at the

New York Tribune. It was the first suc-

cessful attempt to automate typesetting

and the brainchild of Ottmar Mergen-
thaler, a German immigrant who first

tinkered with the idea while working in

a Baltimore machine shop. The Lino-

type machine produced the first real

mass-communications revolution, a

huge wave of inexpensive newspapers,

books and magazines.

The Linotype (and variations on it),

which cast slugs of type from hot metal,

was the predominant method of typeset-

ting until phototypesetting machines
were introduced after World War II.

Phototypesetting produces type by
exposing photographic paper to an im-

age of each individual letter. The image
may come from a film negative that is

enlarged or reduced, or from a picture

of the character on a computer-driven

cathode ray tube similar to a television

set or video monitor. Today, most pro-

ascender

I

x-height

descender

/""**

Figure 1. Determining point size.

been evolving since the fifteenth centu-

ry. Most historians identify Johann Gu-
tenberg, a metalsmith, as the inventor

of movable type in about 1440, but

there is some evidence that the Chinese

used similar cast metal type as many as

400 years earlier. Gutenberg's 1455 Bi-

ble, however, set the wheels of Europe-

an publishing in motion by the end of

the I 5th century.

When Gutenberg's city of Mainz,
Germany was sacked in 1462, the cen-

ter of printing and typography moved to

By TIMOTHY 0N0SK0

fessional typesetting is done by photo-

type machines.

But the sun is setting on the era of

phototypesetting. The laser, that hair-

thin beam of light, is virtually revolu-

tionizing and reinventing typesetting.

Laser typesetters, because they can pro-

duce complete, finished pages of type

and graphics, are usually referred to as

imagesetters. While today's laser ima-

gesetters still rely on photographic tech-

nology—silver-based photo papers and

chemical developing— to produce high-

quality type and pictures, the laser

printer is on its way to making even

these elements obsolete.
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Desktop Publishing Primer

Pages are composed ol columns of type, each wtdlh determined by the lengths d lines These lengths are measured.

not In inches, but in picas. Six picas equal one inch. Wide columns ol small type (9 or 10-pomt) are difficult lo read

Narrow columns ol larger type (12 or 14-poinl) produce "rivers" ol while space thai also reduce legibility.

Figure 2. Wide columns of small type are difficult to read.

Laser printers use a beam of light lo

create an image on paper in much the

same way that common office photo-

copiers operate. (See "Printing By La-

ser" elsewhere in this issue.) The resolu-

tion of current laser printers is relatively

low (most offer "only" 300 dots per

linear inch), but good enough to furnish

"okay-quality" typesetting and even

some coarse photographic reproduc-

tion. In the near future, however, the

output of laser printers is almost certain

to rival that of high-quality phototype-

setting and laser imagesetters.

The Basics of Typography

A few words of explanation about

some of the basics of typography are in

order.

Typewriter and computer-printer

characters arc measured by their pitch.

That is, the number of characters that

fit in one horizontal inch. (The Courier

typeface on a typewriter or daisy wheel

printer, for example, comes in 10- and
12-pitch.) Ten-pitch, with 10 charac-

ters to the inch, is larger than 12-pitch,

which has 1 2 characters to the inch.

Type, on the other hand, is measured
in points, 72 of which equal one inch.

This is the basic and essential measure-

ment of printing and typesetting.

The point size of type has nothing to

do with how many characters fit on a

line. The size of a typeface— 10-point.

1 2-point, 1 8-point, and so on— is deter-

mined by measuring the maximum size

from the tips of portions protruding

downward (descenders) to the very tops

of segments that extend upward, called,

naturally, ascenders. Printers also call

this the base height.

The section of a character exclusive

of its ascender or descender is called the

x-height. Because of the unique propor-

tions of certain typefaces, it is possible

for 10-point type in one style (Helve-

tica, for instance) to be larger than 1
2-

point type in another (such as Times
Roman). (See Figure 1.)

While vertical line spacing on type-

writers and computer printers is rela-

tively straightforward— single, double,

or triple spaces between lines— line

spacing is much more flexible in true

typesetting. The space between lines,

called leading (pronounced "ledding"

and a holdover from the days when
strips of lead were inserted between

lines of type), is also measured in points.

Tight line spacing is about equal to the

size of the type— 10-point type with 10-

point leading, for example. Loose spac-

ing incorporates more leading. Much of

the type you read in newspapers is set

slightly tight about one point greater

than the type size, e.g., 9-point type

with 10-point leading.

Pages are composed of columns of

type, the widths of which arc deter-

mined by the lengths of the lines that

compose them. The length is measured,
not in inches, but in picas: six picas

equal one inch. Wide columns of small

type (9- or 10-point) are difficult to

read (see Figure 2). Narrow columns of

larger type (12- or 14-point) produce
"rivers" of white space that also reduce

legibility (see Figure 3). When all the

words in a column don't end at exactly

the same place on the line, it is called

ragged right composition (see Figure

3). When they all match (as on this

page), the column is said to bejustified.

Justification is tricky and involves

letter spacing as well as word spacing to

produce an easy-to-read document.
Strangely, studies show that most peo-

ple seldom notice whether a column is

justified or not while they are reading.

Lines on a page are called rules and.

again, are measured in points. One-
point rules are most common, but con-

temporary design has made popular

narrower lines of '/> and even % point,

called hairline rules (see Figure 4).

Likewise, the widths of lines that out-

line boxes and circles are also measured
in points.

You may be asking yourself why all

of this is important. Typography is a

rich and complex art, one worthy of

further study. (A good place lo start is

the books written by type historian and
designer Stanley Morrison, which can

be found in any good library.) The
ground rules of typography have been

established over centuries and. while

once the sole domain of typographers,

the world of picas and points and the

elements of page design are becoming
more and more important to personal

computer users.

Just as we moved from typewriters to

personal computers for the preparation

of words and ideas, we arc moving from
simple computer printers into more
complex typesetting and graphic arts

techniques. While laser printers might

seem an expensive option today, they

Pages are

composed of

columns of

type, each
width

determined by
the lengths of

lines. These
lengths are

measured, not

in inches, but

in picas.

Narrow
columns of

larger type (12

or 14-point)

produce
"rivers" of

white space
that also

reduce
legibility.

Figure 3. Narrow columns of large type

suffer from reduced legibility.

1-point rule

4-point rule

6-point rule

8-point rule

Figure 4. Rules are measured in points.

Publishing Partner

System: Atari ST; 1040. monochrome

monitor, and second disk drive

recommended.

Price: $149

Summary: Desktop publishing program

puts publishing power into the hands

of ST users.

Manufacturer:

Soft Logik Corporation

4129 Old Baumgartner

St. Louis. MO 63129
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will one day replace most conventional

computer printers as certainly as the

computer replaced the typewriter.

And these complexities are not going

to simplify themselves just because per-

sonal computer users have not yet been

exposed to them or are unwilling to

adapt. The ultimatum: learn now or be

prepared to return to pencil and paper.

The Page and the Screen

Introduction to Publishing Partner

Your initiation is now complete, and
you are ready to become an apprentice

in the field of electronic typesetting and
publishing. The best place to start is

with a tour of Publishing Partner, a

typesetting and page composition pro-

gram that, just five years ago, would
have been inconceivable on a personal

computer. What makes it possible to-

day is the speed of the 68000 processor

and the enormous memory of your
Atari ST computer.

A desktop publishing program like

Publishing Partner accomplishes sever-

al different functions. It sets type in

columns and allows you to determine

the style of each word— plain, bold, ital-

ic, bold-italic, etc. It arranges these col-

umns on the page and incorporates

graphics— rules and drawings. Finally,

it issues commands to a printer—dot

matrix or laser— to print the composi-

tion on paper. More on this last point

later.

Publishing Partner offers an elec-

tronic analogy to the paper page on
which you can move all these elements

by pointing to them with the mouse and
dragging them around. The popular

term for this kind of analogy is

WYSIWYG — "Whizzywig," for

What You See Is What You Get. It is

not, strictly speaking. In fact, critics

have noted that it is, at best, really

AWYG— Approximately What' You
Get. Since Publishing Partner can print

to a laser printer at 300 dots per inch,

true WYSIWYG would mean that even

the ST high-resolution monochrome
screen would be capable of showing

only a two-inch wide swatch of the page.

Nonetheless, the approach of Pub-
lishing Partner to WYSIWYG is a

practical method of putting publishing

power into the hands, not just of eager

amateurs, but of graphic artists and
professionals more accustomed to tradi-

tional ways.

A Publishing Partner file can contain

up to 99 separate pages. Larger docu-

ments can be created from separate

files, each with its own page numbering

system. Page size can be chosen from

several stock sizes— letter (8V2* X 1
1

"),

legal, index card (3* X 5"), business

card, plus European sizes A4 and B4

—

or can be specified by the user, from 1 to

18 inches square. Orientation can be

"portrait" (taller than wide) or "lands-

cape" (wider than tall).

Master pages can be created so that

graphic material necessary for a consis-

tent appearance can be automatically

included. This is important for continu-

ing elements like page numbers, chapter

titles, and other design motifs. Left and
right-hand master pages can be desig-

nated when you choose the double-sided

option upon creating a new document.
For visual measurement, vertical and

At the right of the screen is a "tool-

box" that contains controls for most of

the graphic and drawing functions of

the program. Without leaving Publish-

ing Partner, you can create circles, el-

lipses, boxes, boxes with rounded cor-

ners, irregularly-shaped polygons, and
horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines.

Another drawing tool allows freehand

drawing.

This is object-oriented drawing, not

to be confused with bitmap drawing

programs like Neochrome and Degas.

These objects can be resized and reposi-

tioned anywhere on the page. You can-

not, however, make individual, pixel-

wide changes in the shapes you create.

The shapes themselves can be filled

with patterns. Thirty-eight patterns are

This is Helvetica Plain

This is Helvetica Bold

This is Helvetica Italic

This Is Helvetica Bold Italic

This is Helvetica Outline

This is Helvetica Shadow

To
Unkerned

To
Kerned

Figure 5. Publishing Partner offers a

bewildering array of type enhancements.

horizontal rulers (on the left side and
top of the page window) can be dis-

played. Ruler measurements can be

shown in units of inches, centimeters, or

picas and points. The horizontal ruler

also shows tab stops. "Guides" to aid in

the placement of text and graphics can

be set on both rulers. (The program
manual never really makes it clear what
tab stops and guides look like or how to

set them, but a little experimentation

provides the answers.)

Text and pictures are imported to the

program; text from any ASCII text file,

and pictures from graphic painting pro-

grams like Degas and Neochrome. (In

addition, the "tiny" compressed graph-

ic file format is also accepted.) The
placement of both involves creating re-

gions using an arrow-shaped pointing

tool. Alternately, columns for text can
be created by choosing the Create Col-

umns option from the menu bar. (This is

the preferred method for creating even-

ly-spaced magazine and book pages.

Freehand text columns are probably
more useful for posters and advertise-

ments.)

Figure 6. Kerning improves

the appearance of type.

provided and can be edited. Each shape,

too, can be drawn in various line widths.

Line and rule patterns can also be edit-

ed.

Using Text

Text is used in two ways in the design

of a printed page—as headlines and as

body copy. Creating headlines is simple

with Publishing Partner. A freehand

text block is indicated, then the typeface

(or font) and size (3 to 72 points) are

selected. Type can then be entered di-

rectly from the keyboard. Body copy

can either be entered from the keyboard
or "poured" into a column by importing

an ASCII file. If the text is longer than

any single column, it can flow from one
column to another by linking the col-

umns, indicating the continuation of

one file.

Where Publishing Partner really

shines is in its ability to manipulate and

enhance text. Any line, word, or charac-

ter within a column, for example, can be

any size type. Furthermore, various en-

hancements or attributes, such as bold-

face or italic type styles, can be desig-
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Figure 7a. From the Publishing Partner Style menu a variety of type

styles can be selected.

5?

Figure 8a. Text in

the screen . .

.

Figure 7b. Samples of the type styles as

they appear on paper when printed with a

dot matrix printer.

Forms Creator
You can crea t e a

variety of for ms
quickly and easily with

your Publishing
Partner program. For

ex a mple, you can
create your own:

V_eUerhead

Invoices

qu1DflD39 OlbeiS

La t>els
Bumper Stickers

General ledger

QjibbiuQ auq yeceiAiuQ

Routing slips

Phone slips

Shipping logs

and much morel

nated. In fact. Publishing Partner goes

way beyond most desktop publishing

programs, offering a bewildering array

of type enhancements, including back-

slanted, underlined, double underlined,

light, mirrored (horizontally flipped),

outlined, reversed (white-on-black),

shadowed, tall (condensed), wide (ex-

tended), and upside down (see Figure

5).

In typesetting, kerning refers to the

ability to set spaces between individual

letters. This is desirable when two let-

ters look better spaced closer together.

For instance, in trie word To, the letter o

looks more comfortable tucked slightly

underneath the overhang of the capital

T (see Figure 6). This may not be obvi-

ous in text-sized type, but is readily ap-

parent at headline sizes. Publishing

Partner permits manual kerning of

characters in an on-screen dialog box.

The Printed Word

All of this, of course, adds up to some
very attractive page makeup features.

But Publishing Partner is designed to

create pages on paper, not on a video

screen.

Currently, the program can handle

most popular dot matrix printers, as

well as laser printers. Newer 24-pin dot

matrix printers, like the NEC P6 and
P7, Toshiba 321, and Epson LQ scries

printers, will produce better quality out-

put than, say, an Epson MX-80. And,
true publication-quality output comes
only from a laser printer. But there is a

vast difference even in the quality of

laser printer output.

While Publishing Partner can print

to the Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Plus,

the resulting resolution is only 1 50 dots

per inch. (The program will also be able

1 12 point Helvetica typeface is it appears on

Figure 8b and on paper actual size.

We live in a world of in-

formation. Every day we are

bombarded by messages of

all kinds: audio, visual, and
electronic. But it is paper
--the stuff you now hold in

your hands—that has with-

stood the challenge from
the other information media
and has flourished.

Despite the onslaught of

information from radio,

television, and new forms of

digital communications, the

death of the printed word, to

paraphrase Mark Twain,
has been greatly exagger-
ated. Ironically, it is the
computer, which some
thought would eventually
eliminate the need for paper
(remember the "paperless
office"?), that has given
new life to the traditional

craft of publishing.
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to use Atari's own laser printer when it

becomes available.) Fortunately, how-

ever, this is the first Atari program to

support PostScript, which is quickly be-

coming a standard in electronic printing

and publishing.

PostScript, written at Adobe systems

by its founders, John Warnock and

Charles Geschke, is a page description

language— a true computer language,

which is built into a number of laser

printers, including the Apple Laser-

Writer, QMS PS 800, NEC SilentW-

riter, Texas-Instruments OmniLaser
series, and the Qume ScripTen, as well

as the Allied Linotronic high-quality

imagesetters. It offers the first way of

mixing graphics and text on a printed

page with maximum flexibility and true

typeset quality.

PostScript programs arc written "on

the fly" by other computer programs.

When Publishing Partner describes a

page to a PostScript printer, it actually

writes from a dozen to a few hundred

lines of PostScript code which, in turn,

are interpreted by the computer inside

the laser printer. The page that is pro-

duced by the PostScript printer only

uses the on-screen representation of the

page as a guide to create its own version

(at 300 dots per inch) from its own li-

brary of special typefaces.

Even the least expensive PostScript

laser printer is a major investment at

over $4000. So Publishing Partner pro-

vides an alternative for users who want

this high-quality output without the big

pricetag. Using its own special smooth-

ing routines for the creation of type-

faces at any size, the program will pro-

duce good-quality output on dot matrix

printers. This is usually good enough for

checking and proofing the page.

PostScript code, though, can be writ-

ten to a floppy disk instead of sent di-

rectly to a laser printer. Since Post-

Script code requires no special charac-

ters other than straight ASCI I text, this

file can be sent, via modem and tele-

phone lines, to a site with a PostScript

printer and fed directly to it. (Of course,

if that site has an Atari ST connected to

the printer, the floppy can be physically

sent to the system, as well.)

This also means' that a system com-
prised of an ST and Publishing Partner

provides a path for true, very high-qual-

ity typesetting. An Allied Linotronic

PostScript imagesetter produces type,

not at the 300-dot-per-inch laser printer

resolution, but at 1270 or even a stag-

gering 2540 dots per inch.

Like any computer program. Pub-
lishing Partner is an idea that is con-

stantly changing and developing. The
version we used for review—version

1.00— has already been updated to fix

minor bugs, provide several new printer

drivers, and offer additional typefaces.

We were unhappy with the limitations

Publishing Partner
virtually assures that Atari users

won't be left out of the desktop

publishing movement

of using only a few typefaces—two

(Helvetica and Times) with PostScript

laser printers and two (Helvetica and

the on-screen "system" face) with dot

matrix printers.

Soft Logik Corporation, publisher of

the program, says it is working on more
typefaces for dot matrix printers

(Times Roman is ready), and a new
version supports all the typefaces, in-

cluding Bookman, Avant-Garde, Pala-

tino, Zapf Chancery, and New Century

Schoolbook, in the Apple LaserWriter

Plus and QMS PS 800 Plus printers.

Furthermore, Soft Logik has just

completed a version of the program that

will automatically download PostScript

typefaces not resident in printers by

spooling the necessary typeface code

from the ST disk drive to the printer. It

is in the process of licensing a large

number of original PostScript typefaces

from Century Software, a Berkeley,

CA, type design company, specifically

for this purpose.

Wish List

The program cries out for other fea-

tures as well, especially an Undo fea-

ture. Often, when moving blocks of

type, graphics and other page elements.

Undo can bea real life saver, particular-

ly if you move a carefully-placed piece

of artwork by mistake. This would come
in handy, too, for sizing and cropping

pictures which, at present, can't be

changed back to their original state

once they are altered.

The program manual, as mentioned,

has a few problems, not the least of

which is organization. After a "quick

tour" and a longer tutorial, the bulk of

the real information is relegated to a

reference section, much of which is not

illustrated. For a visually-oriented pro-

gram like this, that is leaving too much
to the user's imagination.

A word about system requirements:

Publishing Partner works on a 520ST,
but a quick glance at the system status

checker (labelled Don't Look under the

Desk entry on the menu bar) showed
that the sample, two-page tutorial docu-

ment furnished occupied about 60K of

the 140K bytes available to the pro-

gram. So the 1 040ST seems like a better

environment for Publishing Partner.

Finally, even though both mono-
chrome and color versions of Publishing
Partner are furnished, the color version

is difficult to use, due to resolution

problems. Indeed, the program will

handle on-screen color and even print in

color on special printers. But desktop

publishing is, at present, a black-and-

white medium. There are no color laser

printers, and reproducing the (limited

quality) color output from Publishing

Partner would cost a small fortune on a

four-color printing press. The real rea-

son for using the monochrome, rather

than color, video display is the absolute

necessity of higher resolution.

Nonetheless, this is a good start. Pub-
lishing Partner virtually assures that

Atari users won't be left out of the desk-

top publishing movement and, even

now. is a very valuable program. Hope-
fully, it will even spawn some competi-

tion.

Few people remember, but author

Mark Twain was a pioneer of automat-

ed typesetting systems. Twain invested

enormous sums in a jury-rigged typeset-

ting device invented by one James
Paige, only to be left over $300,000 in

debt when the device failed. (Ironically,

it was Ottmar Mergenthaler who even-

tually bought all rights to the Paige ma-
chine.)

Twain, an old newspaper hand who
remembered the drudgery of setting

type manually, had faith in the revolu-

tion that automated typesetting would

create.

So excited was Twain by the prospect

of the automatic typesetter that he pro-

claimed. "It does not get drunk, it does

not join the Printer's Union, and a wom-
an can operate it."

And, his opinion of women notwith-

standing. Twain would probably be

quite happy to see how publishing has

progressed.
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Printing By Laser
A brief introduction to the technology of laser printing

D o you really need a laser print-

er? At $5000, you can probably

live without it. Nowadays, 16-

and 24-pin dot matrix printers can pro-

duce some excellent print— really close

to letter quality— and they're fast.

But have you seen the output of a

laser printer? If you have, you may well

feel that it could be tough to live without

one. Though high-density dot matrix

printers do a very good job indeed, they

will never match the resolution or

sharpness of laser output. Laser pro-

duced pages simply look fantastic.

The reason for this is simple: laser

printers can print up to 300 dots per

inch now, and that density is edging up

as we speak. Even the best of dot matrix

printers can muster no more than about

By JOHN J. ANDERSON

1 00 dpi. There is, therefore, no real way
to compare the systems—except in rela-

tion to your own needs and desires.

Consider the fact that laser printers

are quiet. The fact that they are fast, at

least when printing multiples of a single

page. The fact that they are incredibly

versatile.

And that output looks so good.

The design team at Atari has had its

eye on laser printers for some time now.

They have analyzed the factors that

make the technology so expensive and,

once again doing what they do best,

found a way to crash the price barrier.

The sonic boom is going to shake the

Figure i.

Laser exposure.
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lens
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mirror

photoconductive
drum

foundations of desktop publishing.

Atari has announced that it intends to

make an all-out effort to enter the desk-

top publishing market with an advanced
system that will cost only half what
comparable products now on the mar-
ket cost. To achieve this goal, the new
Mega ST computer will be teamed with

the new Atari Laser Printer. Atari's in-

tention is to sell the complete system,

including computer, printer, disk drive,

and monitor, for under $3000. The 300

dpi laser printer itself will sell for under

$1500.

The speed and RAM power of the

Mega ST allow the laser printer to be

software-driven, which means that

Atari can reduce the cost of the printer

and still achieve greater versatility. Un-

der software control via the ST, the la-

ser printer could conceivably use any
page description language and any type

font.

How Doss a Laser Printer Work?
Laser printers fall into the category

of electrophotographic or page printers.

These printers employ the fully devel-

oped technology currently being used

within the printing units of plain paper

copiers. The crucial difference between

a page printer and an electrostatic copy
machine resides in the image editing

and the exposure unit.

With classic copiers, optical informa-

tion in the form of an "original" is trans-

ferred to the photo-conductor drum by
analog transmission in the form of a

latent electrostatic charge image.

Printers and "intelligent" copiers, on

the other hand, operate by way of a

digital projection of electronic informa-

tion to the photoconductive drum by a

matrix of light dots— using one of vari-

ous exposure techniques.

Currently, resolution of commercial

page printers is 300 dots per inch, and
resolutions of up to 800 dpi have already

been achieved in the laboratory.

The printing unit is common to all

page printers, and in fact many share an
"engine" provided by a single maker,

Canon. Other engines, all from Japa-

nese sources, are now appearing. Some
incorporate more discrete components,
so replacement of consumable elements

is made less costly. Others combine en-

gine elements into single easily-replace-

able cartridges.

The Components

The components of a copier/printer

engine include the following:

Photoconductor drum. The central el-

ement of the printing unit, the drum is
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Figure 2. LED exposure.

LED line

LED line

(top view)
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Figure 3. LC3 Exposure.
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Figure 4. The six steps involved in page printing.
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usually coaled with selenium and acts

as an insulator in the absence of light.

Corona. This component consists of a

thin tungsten thread, which is fitted in a

retractable and extractable plastic

screen. When high voltage is applied by

an electrical charge, it produces differ-

ent charging and discharging condi-

tions.

The printing unit is equipped with

three different coronas. The charge co-

rona charges the photoconductor in

darkness with a positive electrostatic

charge spread evenly over the entire

surface of the drum. The transmission

corona, which dispenses a higher volt-

age than the photoconducter. can then

transfer the toner image from the pho-

toconductor to the paper. The discharge

corona discharges the electrostatic re-

sidual charge to the drum after the

printing run or copy process is conclud-

ed.

Magnetic Brush. The magnetic brush

is an electrostatically charged metal

cylinder, which attracts the individual

toner particles. These particles stand on

top of each other and look rather like

the bristles of a brush. Different charge

conditions of magnetic brush and pho-

toconductor drum cause the toner parti-

cles tojump over to the photoconductor.

All About Exposure

While the printing engines of differ-

ent machines remain very similar, the

exposure units differ widely. Three are

most prevalent:

Laser is the most widely used technol-

ogy today. An intensely modulated la-

ser beam is deflected by a rotating po-

lygonal mirror and directed over the

photoconductor drum line by line (Fig-

ure 1 ). Precise and cost-intensive con-

struction of the optical system and me-
chanical components is required to

achieve a straight print line and con-

stant dot size. This makes laser expo-

sure units and their maintenance rela-

tively expensive. Efforts are underway

to reduce costs by using more moderate-

ly priced semiconductor lasers and sim-

pler deflections.

New technologies, instead of deflect-

ing a line at a time, transmit light infor-

mation to the drum by more efficient

means.

LED (Light-Emitting Diode) lines

are one example; a large number of

light-emitting diodes, each one of which

can be activated separately, are ar-

ranged in matrix form (Figure 2). The
activated diodes emit light, and the

bright/dark pattern is then transmitted

to the photoconductor drum by an opti-

cal system.

LCD (Liquid Crystal Diode) light

switching lines make use of liquid crys-

tal cells arranged in matrix form and
situated underneath a quartz lamp

(Figure 3). Each individual cell can be

open or closed. The light passes through

the open cells and is directed to the

photoconductor drum as a bright/dark

pattern by an optical system.

Do not confuse liquid crystal switch-

ing (LCS) with the liquid crystal dis-

play on your watch or pocket calculator.

An LCS exposure unit sports liquid

crystal arrays that can react about 200
times faster than the traditional LCD.

Putting It All Together

Figure 4 depicts the entire process of

printing a page. The surface of the pho-

toconductor drum is made light sensi-

tive by the charge corona (a). The drum
is then exposed with an image by any of

the techniques described above.

A "latent" electrostatic image is pro-

duced (b). Next the toner particles

jump from the magnetic brush over to

the positively charged parts of the drum
(c), and the laterally reversed image on

the photoconductor becomes visible. As
the paper gets a stronger charge than

the photoconductor, it forces the toner

particles to jump over to the paper

where they are temporarily retained

electrostatically (d).

Finally, under the effect of heat and/
or pressure, the toner is fused to the

paper (e). The drum is then cleared of

any residual toner particles and electro-

statically discharged (0-
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Industry experts convene

to discuss standards and new developments

in CD ROM technology

They descended upon waterlogged

Seattle from all parts of the

world. They came from every

echelon of business, government, and

computer science. They represented a

hundred disparate opinions on the fu-

ture of the technology. They represent-

ed a thousand vested interests. They
represented millions upon millions of

venture dollars, poised for bet on a shiny

rainbow-silver roulette wheel as yet un-

proven in its promise.

This was a meeting of the pivotal

minds at the Second International Con-
ference on CD ROM, sponsored by

Bellevue, WA-based Microsoft Corpo-

Microsoft Bookshelf— 10 roforonco works on om CD. '/////

The Future Of CD ROM
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ration. It was a key event for technical

experts, application developers, consul-

tants, corporate CD ROM users (and

those who aspire to be), print publish-

ers, online publishers, key equipment

suppliers, and everyone else desiring in-

volvement in the young technology of

CD ROM.
It was an occasion for the most

knowledgeable people in the fledgling

industry to come together to discuss

current developments and challenge the

preconceptions of their peers. It was a

technology pep talk, geared to stoke the

burners that will eventually fuel the

transformation of CD ROM -it is

hoped— from promising development

to multibillion-dollar industry. It also

served as a forum for industry an-

nouncements and the unveiling of inno-

vative research.

Microsoft Press has published a book
called CD ROM: The New Papyrus.

The idea is, one would imagine, some-

how to underscore dramatically the sig-

nificance of the advent of CD ROM.
The analogy is perhaps even more apt

than its author had intended. For papy-

rus was of great, almost holy value to

the scribes and priests of ancient Egypt.

It was not to be squandered on the needs

of the masses.

So it is right now with CD ROM. The
technology is prohibitively expensive,

and its uses have thus been limited. The
real task is to bring its innovative value

down to earth.

Compact disk audio has taken the

electronics industry by storm. Its accep-

tance and growth have wowed the ex-

perts. As a breakthrough technology, it

offers some real benefits: superlative

sound and no media wear. When player

prices began to drop two years ago. the

audio CD went through the roof.

Audio on compact disk is treated like

any other chunk of digital information:

it is reduced to a flow of on and off

pulses. And audio is where the current

consumer CD leaves off. But the fact is

that any and all information can be rep-

resented in that same digital manner,

and that is where CD ROM begins.

The Significance of CD ROM
So the potential of CD ROM in

the future of computing is mammoth.
What remains in question is how. and
when, and what it will cost.

For while the advent of papyrus was
undoubtedly significant, it pales in com-
parison to the advent of printing, called

by Mark Twain "the incomparably

Toshiba XM-2000 CD ROM optical drive.

The bitter

battle of standards

continues unabated

and will continue

for some time.

greatest event in the history of the

world." It was the advent of printing,

not paper, that made books available to

everyone.

Twenty-five years after the first book
was printed in 1 457, the printing capital

of the world was Venice. And the busi-

est printer in the city was Aldus Manu-
tius. Aldus knew that the real market

for printed books was not in expensive,

commissioned editions of the Bible or

the Psalms, but in inexpensive little vol-

umes that could easily be carried in a

man's saddlebag wherever he went. So
Aldus made his books small and cheap;

his Aldine editions were the world's first

pockctbooks, and they sold faster than

he could produce them.

The CD ROM industry surely hopes

that history will someday repeat itself.

Parenthetically, Microsoft subtitled its

1987 Conference "Making It Happen."
If this is ever to be the case, some

formidable obstacles must first be sur-

mounted. And before we can talk about

the cost of disk players, the cost of mas-
tering, or the kind of content that will

break through, we must first talk about

standards.

Standards

Many at the conference would have

you believe that this question has large-

ly been settled. Many at the conference

stressed the need for cooperation be-

tween manufacturers in setting stan-

dards. Many at the conference em-
braced, in seeming altruism, standards

put forth by competitors.

But it is an inescapable fact, repeated

again and again over the course of the

week, that the bitter battle of the stan-

dards continues unabated and will con-

tinue for some time.

In the beginning there was the Red
Book, the standard for encoding audio

tracks on a compact disk, which was
developed jointly by Sony and Philips.

The authority of these sources is hard to

question they brought us the compact
disk in the first place. Acceptance of the

Red Book is universal— no other CD
audio standard exists. That is why any
audio CD disk you buy will play on any
audio CD player you buy.

The same companies then followed

up with their own standard for CD
ROM text, known as the Yellow Book.

The latest entry from the Sony/ Philips

duo is the Green Book, which proposes a

common standard for the interleaving

of text, video, and audio. This standard

is also called CD-I (for interactive).

While acquiescence has been heard

from some quarters, and increasing

pressure is exerted to comply, others

have been observed dumping the Green
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Book into Boston Harbor. Simply put,

they find the CD-I standard sorely lack-

ing.

Complicating the existing specifica-

tions for CD ROM is another critical

consideration, called the logical level.

Logical level considerations were ad-

dressed a little over a year ago by a

coven of manufacturers at a casino ho-

tel called the High Sierra on Lake Ta-

hoe. They emerged with what is now
called the High Sierra format. It speci-

fies a standard for how data is repre-

sented on the disk—conventions, such

as volumes, files, and records, and how
they arc used; how directories and paths

should be organized; and how the vol-

ume and file structures should relate to

the physical blocks.

Among those seated around the table

at the High Sierra, placing a bet on a

standard for CD ROM, were Apple,

DEC. Hitachi, Microware, Microsoft,

Philips. TMS, 3M, Videotools (now

Meridian), Xebec, and Yelick.

The High Sierra standard proposes a

common and known volume, directory,

There is the danger

of dawdling too long in setting

a standard, causing chaos and

weakening the industry.

and file structure for all common oper-

ating systems. The idea is to avoid the

incompatibility problems that splint-

ered the magnetic software market

from the start. The task of writing de-

vice drivers is left to suppliers of the

operating system, rather than applica-

tions software developers or drive man-
ufacturers. Publishers will create on CD
ROM a single version of their data that

will work with any computer, drive, or

operating system, as long as that operat-

ing system has the necessary device

drivers.

As an added result, device drivers do
not have to be bundled on disk, but rath-

er can reside on a floppy disk or in firm-

ware on the interface board. Developers

are, thus, never dragged into a battle

over new formats.

The High Sierra group also specified

"nested" logical levels, wherein simpler

systems need support only a subset of

the proposed standard; excess baggage
need never be supported for its own
sake.

Within the volume structure are a

system area and a data area. The area

reserved for system use is not specified

by the High Sierra Group. The data

area can be partitioned and features a

series of volume descriptors that specify

such things as volume identification, at-

tributes, names and locations, and in-

formation needed to boot the system or

application.

The proposed directory structure is a

hierarchical tree providing as many as

65,535 directories. A path table affords

access through the directory tree, and a

maximum depth of eight levels in the

directory hierarchy is specified. There

is no theoretical size limit within the file

structure, other than those mandated
by restrictions on the volume set.

The High Sierra group described

three kinds of files in an attempt to

satisfy present and future application

ranges: a byte stream, a record struc-

ture, and an application structure. The
byte stream is the fundamental struc-

ture, ft requires that recorded bytes in a

file be treated as a single stream of con-

tiguous byles.

The record structure provides for a

single predetermined partitioning of

bytes in a single stream. The application

structure is the integration of the first

two; the goal is that it should provide for

all application structures by specifying

the byte stream and record structure.

The search for standards always

faces a double threat. There is the dan-

ger of dawdling too long in setting a

standard, causing chaos and weakening

the industry in question. An example of

this can clearly be seen in the magnetic
software industry.

This danger is in turn tempered by

the danger of committing too early to a

standard that is weak. Witness the U.S.

color television standard. It was set ear-

ly on—much earlier than that of West-
ern Europe. For that reason the systems

used by the British and French offer

much higher resolution and better color

rendition.

Other News
Perhaps the most significant new an-

nouncement of the conference came
from newly allied GE/RCA Laborato-

ries, to the distress of both Sony and
Philips. GE/RCA introduced an ad-

vanced, integrated video and graphics

technology that provides digital full-

motion, full-screen video, three-dimen-

sional motion graphics and high quality

audio capabilities from a single com-
pact disk.

The new standard, known as Digital

Video Interactive (DVI), integrates

full-motion and full-screen video im-

ages, in contrast to any other format

demonstrated to date. DVI technology

can provide one hour of full-motion vid-

eo along with high quality audio and
indexing on a single disk.

At the heart of the DVI system are

two proprietary VLSI chips that control

pixel-processing and display-processing

capabilities. This two-chip set is called

the Video Display Procesor (VDP1 and
VDP2). The VDP1 is the system pixel

processor. Designed to run at 12.5 mil-

lion instructions per second (MIPS),
the VDP1 is a general-purpose pro-

grammable device that contains micro-

coded programs in its on-chip RAM.
The VDP1 also includes special video

instructions that give the chip the capa-

bility to perform video-based opera-

tions.

The VDP2 is the output display pro-

cessor, which gives the DVI technology

its resolution modes and pixel formats.

VDP2 resolution ranges from 256 pixels

to 768 pixels horizontally and up to 5 1

2

pixels vertically. VDP2 color depth

pixel formats range from 8 to 24 bits per

pixel, with a maximum of up to 16 mil-

lion colors.

The VDP includes a computer bus

interface that allows it to be used with a

variety of system architectures. "We
have announced DVI today in order to
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solicit early feedback in the technology

and its future commercial develop-

ments," said Arthur Kaiman, RCA
Laboratories director of digital prod-

ucts research. "General Electric and

RCA intend to explore a wide range of

product and market applications for

DVI technology," he continued.

When asked by Atari Explorer about
DVI, Alan Kay said, "I don't yet know
how good DVI really is, but I do know
that CD-I is terrible." The search for

standards continues.

Also at the conference, Microsoft un-

veiled its first general interest product

in the field, a $295 compact disk called

Microsoft Bookshelf, that contains the

information found in ten reference

books. The disk includes Bartleit's Fa-
miliar Quotations, The 1987 World Al-

manac and Book ofFacts, The Chicago
Manual of Style, The American Heri-

tage Dictionary, Roget's II Electronic

Thesaurus, The Houghton-Mifflin
Spelling Verifier and Corrector, Forms
and Letters, The U.S. Zip Code Direc-

tory, Houghton-Mifflin Usage Alert,

and Business Information Sources.

A II6W CD ROM dHve features an audio mode to allow

conventionalplayback of current format CDs through home stereo

equipment.

Bookshelf is capable of operating with

14 popular word processing programs
for the IBM PC and compatibles.

In other developments, a new CD
ROM drive shown by Amdek features

an audio mode to allow conventional

playback of current format CDs
through home stereo equipment. This is

the first instance of such linkage, which

is viewed as a crucial sales feature for

consumer level players. Amdek market-

ing manager Jerry Benson announced
that Sears Business Systems Centers

will carry the CD ROM drives.

If there was one fact to emerge from

the Second International Conference on

CD ROM, it was that the jury is still

out- perhaps we'll know more by the

Third International Conference on CD
ROM. Or the fourth. Certainly the

technology itself is most impressive.

But in closing his address, Kay re-

minded the assembly of conference par-

ticipants that "none of these technol-

ogies is central—what is central is the

notion of the computer as something
that is much more than any medium has

ever been before. The Greeks held that

the visual arts were the imititation of

life. Well, the computer arts are the

imitation of creation itself. Cesare Pa-

vese, the Italian writer, said, 'to know
the world, one must construct it.' But to

construct it dynamically will require all

the technology, ingenuity, and aesthet-

ics we can muster."
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Among Atari ST owners with a

penchant for graphics, no single

product has been so long-await-

ed as a quality video digitizer. Video

digitizers for the ST have in fact hit the

market in the past, but until now have

proved unworthy of the hardware they

purported to support.

But things are different now that

ComputerEyes from Digital Vision has

appeared on the scene. ComputerEyes
is a full-color video digitizer for the

Atari ST, which allows you to easily

capture images in full color from any

standard video source—camera, VCR,
or laserdisc. Supporting all of the

graphics capabilities of the ST, Compu-

At last,

as standard Degas, Degas Compressed,

or NeoChrome compatible files. The
software package features the ability to

translate screens to and from either for-

mat.

How It Works

ComputerEyes is a carefully de-

signed combination of hardware and

software, neither of which has any
worth without the other. The system

type of image that is being acquired.

The ComputerEyes hardware con-

sists of a single printed circuit board

mounted in a plastic enclosure that

plugs into the ST cartridge port. This

board contains the circuitry required to

perform the slow-scan image acquisi-

tion. The software running in the ST
controls the acquisition of the image.

The ComputerEyes control panel

consists of a collection of on-screen but-

a color video digitizer

for the ST O
terEyes represents a unique and rela-

tively low-cost means of capturing
monochrome or color graphics on an ST
display.

The package consists of a hardware
unit that plugs into the cartridge slot of

an Atari 520 or 1040ST and a software

program that drives the unit. Under
simple, mouse-driven software control,

the video signal is scanned and images

captured in the graphics memory of the

computer. Capture time is just six sec-

onds for the lo-res 1 6-color or -intensity

level mode, 12 seconds in the mid-res

four-color mode, and 24 seconds in the

640 X 400 hi-res monochrome mode.
Applications for ComputerEyes in-

clude acquiring images for the popular

graphics drawing programs like Degas
and NeoChrome, capturing real-world

images for desktop publishing and other

printing programs, image databases,

and even industrial applications like

pattern recognition, spatial measure-

ment, and security. ComputerEyes im-

ages can also be transferred to T-shirts

for fun or profit.

A unique feature of ComputerEyes is

that, once acquired, images can be ad-

justed, or fine-tuned, using the system
software to obtain the desired image or

effect. Images can be displayed and re-

displayed in levels of gray (two, four,

eight, or sixteen intensities) or full col-

or. Changes in the brightness, contrast,

and red, green, and blue parameters can

be made after image acquisition to yield

a sensational display. You can also

specify color coarseness and the number
of colors or intensities in the image.

Acquired images can be saved to disk

ComputerEyes
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performs a slow scan on a video signal

present at the video input connector on
the hardware module. During every ver-

tical scan period, the system takes in

200 samples, or one for each of the Atari

ST graphics rows. Thus, one column of
pixels is stored for every vertical scan, or

16.6 milliseconds.

The point during each horizontal

scan period at which the samples are

taken is delayed from the horizontal

sync by an amount that is very slowly

increased as the scan progresses. The
result is that successive columns of pix-

els are acquired, beginning with a short

delay from the horizontal sync (left side

of image) to a long delay (right side).

A video sample consists of three ana-

log voltages that represent the intensity

values of the red, green, and blue com-
ponents at a particular point in the video

image. These voltages are multiplexed

into a 6-bit analog-to-digital converter,

the output of which is read by the Atari

ST. The software stores these raw im-

age data values away in memory during
the scan. It then maps the values to the

Atari ST graphics memory based on the

tons and slider controls that allow you to

control operation of the package with

the mouse. In fact, the only time you
ever have to use the keyboard is to enter

the names of image files that you want
to save. You can view the image cur-

rently in memory at any time simply by
pressing the right mouse button. Press-

ing the same button again returns you to

the control panel screen.

By JOHN J. ANDERSON

Collins is Tweaked by Anderson.
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Making Adjustments

Clicking on the Capture button
causes the video signal present at the

input connector of the ComputerEyes
module to be scanned and displayed on

the ST monitor. The system uses the

current control panel settings of resolu-

tion, scan speed, and gray levels to ac-

quire and display the image. While the

video input is being scanned, a message
to that effect is displayed on the screen.

When the scan is complete, a bell tone is

heard (handy, if a camera is being used.

to let a subject know when he may
move). The screen is then painted from

lop to bottom with the image that has

been captured and processed according

to the settings of the control panel.

If you are acquiring a color image,

the system takes another few seconds

after the scan period to analyze the im-

age to determine the color palette it will

use to paint the image. It displays a

message on the screen to this effect and
then paints the screen.

Clicking on the Adjust button causes

the last-acquired image to be repainted

on the screen using the current settings

of the control panel. After you capture

an image, you can modify its appear-

ance by adjusting the brightness and
contrast sliders, the gray-

level settings, the red, green,

and blue sliders (for col-

or images), and the number-of-colors

option (also for color images). After you
make a change to any of these settings,

you simply click on Adjust to display

the result. You can cancel the repaint-

ing of the screen before the process is

complete by pressing the right mouse
button.

I f you are adjusting a color image, the

system takes a few seconds after you
click to analyze the image, in the pro-

cess automatically determining the col-

or palette it will use to paint it. It is

important to understand that Adjust re-

calculates the palette and the value at

every screen pixel location

from a large table of raw
image data created by
performing a capture.

This means that you
can adjust the appear-

ance of the image as

many times as you
want without losing the

original image data.

The image is not re-

scanned unless you

• nwi'tttottl*'
click agam on the

f»ttlW* wl Capture button.

This is a very powerful ap-

proach and allows you to optimize the

characteristics of every image that you
capture.

If you load an image from disk, it

cannot be adjusted as a freshly captured

image can. This is because it is a picture

file, and does not contain the raw image
data created by performing a capture.

The Adjust button and slider controls

are in fact disabled when you load an

image from disk; they arc enabled only

after you capture an image. Unfortu-

nately, raw data sets themselves cannot

be saved to disk.

The Whtbal button is provided as a

means of initially setting the red. green,

and blue sliders to settings that will give

generally a realistic color balance. It

works like the white balance adjustment
button on a color video camera.

To use it. you provide a video output

as close to white as possible by using a

white translucent lens cap or by aiming
the camera at a white object, such as a

sheet of paper. You then click on the

Whtbal button. This causes the system
to spend a few seconds analyzing the

content of your video signal. When it is

done, it automatically updates the set-

tings of the red. green, and blue sliders

to the appropriate values.

If you capture an image before doing

a white balance, the system calculates

RGB settings based upon the actual im-

age. This may result in an image with

unbalanced color content, but the im-

age will definitely be displayablc. You
can always do a while balance even af-

ter the image is captured, or adjust the

R, G, and B sliders manually, and click

on Adjust to redisplay the image.

If you are capturing images directly

from a videotape recorder, the Whibal
button won't really be of any benefit.

You are better off just letting the sys-

tem calculate RG B values and readjust-

ing them manually as you sec fit.

There is no Whtbal button on the

monochrome control panel, because the

balance of red, green, and blue is unim-
portant in monochrome images. Also, if

you are capturing images in one of the

gray scale modes (as opposed to color).

the RGB settings are entirely disabled.

The resolution area is a pair of but-

tons that allows you to select the resolu-

tion (lo-rcsor mid-res) of the image that

you are about to capture. It has no effect

on images that you have already cap-

tured.

Normally, it takes six seconds to cap-

ture a lo-rcs image and twelve seconds

for a mid-res. However, if you wish, you

can choose a slower scan rale (12 sec-

onds for lo-res and 24 seconds for mid-

res) to produce images with somewhat
better resolution. The reason for this is

rather technical, and has to do with the

interlace characteristics of composite

video signals. Essentially, you can trade

capture time for a certain improvement
in image quality. This improvement can

be most readily noticed as somewhat
lessjaggedness along lines lhat arc close

to horizontal.

Brightness. Contrast, and RGB

The brightness and contrast sliders

work exactly like their counterpart con-

trols on a television set. Increasing the

brightness slider produces an image
with higher intensities. Increasing the

contrast yields an image with greater

differences between light and dark ar-

eas.

A small button located near the

brightness and contrast sliders is la-

beled Rst (for restore). If you click on

this button, you will restore the bright-

ness and contrast buttons to their origi-

nal values as calculated by the system

when the image was captured. This is

handy for starting over after you have

been fooling around with an image for a

while.

The red, green, and blue sliders are

provided to let you modify the color

content of the image that you capture.

This can be either to fine-tune the color

balance for the most realistic results or

to modify the balance to achieve special

effects.

Unlike the brightness and contrast

sliders, the R, G, and B sliders are not

changed each time you perform a cap-

ture. This is because although it is cor-

rect to change the brightness and con-

trast settings to compensate for lighting

and other conditions, you will not want

to change the color balance once you
have it adjusted correctly.

It will probably take a little practice

before you get a feel for the effects of

various R. G. and B slider changes. For

example, it is not necessarily obvious

that increasing both red and green will

make an image appear more yellow. As
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the raw capture data remains in RAM
memory, it does no harm to experiment

with various changes to see what the

effects are.

Gray Level Options

The gray levels area gives you dra-

matic control over the color palette used

to display images that you capture.

Note that by capturing an image, which

results in a large table of raw image
data, you can change the gray levels (or

color) as often as you wish and redisplay

the same image in several different

modes. When you are happy with the

way an image appears, you can then

s.ave it to disk with the palette and
screen pixel values as they last ap-

peared.

Descriptions of the various gray level

options follow:

•2: Only two palette colors are as-

signed—black and white. Essentially,

every point in the image is determined

to be either above or below a certain

threshold, and the image is displayed

entirely as areas of black and white. If

you increase the brightness slider set-

ting, more of the image will appear
white, and vice versa. The contrast and

red, green, and blue sliders are disabled,

because they have no effect on the ap-

pearance of the image. This type of im-

age is ideal for line drawings, logos, and

other applications where the image be-

ing digitized already has a lot of con-

trast.

• 4: Four palette colors are as-

signed— black, dark gray, light gray,

and white. The brightness and contrast

sliders can both be used to modify the

appearance of the image. The red,

green, and blue sliders are disabled.

• 8: Eight palette colors are as-

signed—all eight of the pure gray inten-

sity levels of which the ST is capable,

ranging from black to white. The
brightness and contrast are enabled;

RGB sliders disabled. This entire selec-

tion is disabled in mid-res, because only

four palette values are supported by the

ST in this mode.
• 16: Sixteen palette colors are as-

signed. These include all eight of the

pure gray intensity levels of which the

ST is capable, plus one additional color

between each pair of gray levels, which

is obtained by increasing the R, G, or B
value by one. The result is a 16-level

monochrome image with a distinctive

tint. Red, green, or blue can be used to

tint the image. Brightness and contrast

are enabled; RGB sliders disabled.

•Color: Up to 16 palette colors are

assigned (four in mid-res). You can

choose to use fewer colors, saving one or

two for your own use, or for special

effects. The ComputerEyes software

uses a sophisticated "voting" technique

that determines the palette based on the

color content of the raw image data and
the settings of the various slider con-

trols. Brightness, contrast, and red,

green, and blue sliders can all be used to

modify the appearance of the image.

Unlike color digitizers that require

three passes of a monochrome scan un-

der red, blue, and green filters, Compu-
terEyes does it all. in full color, in a

single scan (if you have provided a color

input).

Another color setting, Separation, is

also extremely handy for dealing with

color input. As an example, let's imag-

ine scanning an American flag. This

video input consists of exactly three col-

ors, so we set the number of colors to

three. Then, to clarify the scan, we will

push the Separation setting. The higher

the separation setting, the more Com-
puterEyes will ignore colors that are

close to each other, skipping on to colors

with more differences between them.

Self Portrait.

Experimentation with the separation

setting will yield superior images.

For the most part, the description

above applies to the monochrome moni-

tor version of ComputerEyes as well.

The monochrome control panel con-

tains a relevant subset of the color pan-

el. Monochrome images have a resolu-

tion of 640 X 400 pixels, each of which

can be either on or off (white or black).

Two Scanning Modes

ComputerEyes has two scanning
modes:

•Normal is a very high contrast

mode, similar to what is obtained by

setting gray levels to 2 in the color con-

trol panel. Every point in the image is

determined to be above or below a cer-

tain threshold, with the resulting image

being composed of solid areas of black

and white. Due to the high resolution of

the ST when used with the monochrome
monitor, this capture mode yields im-

ages of exceptional clarity and sharp-

ness. It is excellent for capturing such

images as line drawings, font sets, etc.

Because there are so many pixels to

be scanned, the normal mode takes

about 24 seconds to capture an image.

The brightness control is enabled in this

mode, but the contrast control is not.

•Dither mode allows you to represent

gray tones on the monochrome monitor.

Here, gray levels are represented as

varying dot intensities. The term dither

refers to the technique that is used to

determine the patterns of dots used to

form the gray levels. Because there is a

slight smearing effect inherent in the

dithering process anyway, a six-second

scan is used without loss of image quali-

ty. Brightness and contrast sliders are

active in this mode.

As a graphics tool, ComputerEyes is

superlative. Our experimentation with

the device resulted in excellent scans in

all resolutions, especially 16-shade tint-

ed mode. Our experience with color was
less impressive, but that may have had

more to do with the inadequacy of our

lighting conditions than anything else.

It is unfortunate that the raw video

data set cannot be saved to disk, as is

possible with Thunderscan for the Mac-
intosh. But to be fair, MacVision from

Koala Technologies— the equivalent

video digitizer for the Mac— is blown

away by the capabilities of this package.

ComputerEyes packs a lot of power

into a little package at a list price of

$249.95. This may seem like a lot, but it

is actually extremely reasonable for the

features it provides. ComputerEyes
software is not copy-protected, and it

requires TOS in ROM.
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Q Will it hurt anything to remove

a disk from the drive while the

drive is running?

ARemoving a disk while the "bu-

sy" light is on is not generally a

good idea . If you do so, you risk

interrupting the drive while it is writing

onto the disk such vital information as a

filename, the position of a file on the

disk. etc. This can cause files to be dam-

aged or lost or the entire contents of the

disk to be corrupted. In general, then,

you should make sure that the busy light

is off before removing a disk.

It must be said, however, that "pop-

ping" a disk can sometimes be the only

way out of a jam. If, for example, you

have accidentally given the computer a

command that will cause erasing or

overwriting of a valuable file, a quick

hand on the eject button may be your

only hope. Note, however, that you are

risking the contents of your entire disk

(and. to some extent, the safety of your

drive, as well) by trying to beat your

computer to the punch.

Ql have an older 800 with less

than 48K of memory. Can I still

purchase additional memory
modules for my machine?

AYes, 16K memory modules are

available from Atari Customer
Relations for $19.95 each plus

$2.50 for shipping. Be sure to specify

that you want a I6K RAM module for

the Atari 800 computer.

Ql have some older 8-bit software

that works fine on an Atari 800,

but refuses to load on my XL or

XE computer. What should 1 do?

AThe Basic programming lan-

guage was provided in cartridge

form for the Atari 400, 800. and

I200XL; all other Atari 8-bit comput-

ers have Basic built in. Some programs

refuse to run with Basic present, a prob-

lem 400. 800, and 1200XL owners can

solve by removing the Basic cartridge

before switching on the machine. Own-
ers of more recent Atari systems can

temporarily "remove" Basic by holding

down the Option key while booting.

XLs and XEs also come with a re-

vised version of the Atari operating sys-

tem. Certain older programs are incom-

patible with this OS and may freeze up,

behave unpredictably, or simply refuse

to boot, when you try to run them on

newer 8-bit systems. By pre-booting

Atari's Technical Support guru

answers your questions

about Atari computers

Question

Mark
By MARK JANSEN

with an Atari Translator Disk, you can

make your XL or XE scries computer

"look" just like an Atari 400 or 800 to

95% of this older software.

To order the Translator Disk, send a

check or money order for $9.95 plus

$2.50 for shipping to Atari Customer
Relations, Attn: XL Translator Disk,

P.O. Box 61 657, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.

Ql have DOS 3.0, which came
with my 1050 disk drive. How
can I get Atari's latest version of

DOS, version 2.5?

ASimply send your original DOS
3.0 disk to Atari Customer Re-

lations at the address above. If

you mark the envelope "Attn: DOS
2.5," we'll send you a DOS 2.5 disk and

a mini-manual sufficient to get you up

and running. If you would prefer to re-

ceive the full-sized DOS 2.5/1050 Ow-
ner's Manual, which contains more de-

tailed information and is a useful

programmer's reference, mark the en-

velope "Attn: DOS 2.5/ 1 050," and en-

close a check for $10.00 plus $2.50 for

shipping.

Q What are "desk accessories?"

ADesk accessories arc small pro-

grams that reside in the memo-
ry of your ST and can be called

up to perform various tasks even while

major GEM applications are running.

Examples of desk accessories are the

Control Panel and VT52 terminal emu-
lator, both of which come free with the

ST. Many other kinds of desk accesso-

ries are available, ranging from desktop

calculators for handling quickie math
problems to digital clocks scheduling

aids, phone dialers . . . you name it!

Desk accessory programs, the names
of which all terminate with the exten-

sion .ACC, are automatically loaded

from your boot disk (or the root directo-

ry of your hard disk drive) when you

turn on or reset your computer. Up to

six accessories may be loaded at once.

Their names are placed in the Desk

menu the leftmost item of the desktop

menu bar. To activate an accessory, you

just double-click on its name.

Note that in constructing their own
menu bars, certain GEM programs

eliminate the Desk item in the desktop

menu, changing it to some other sym-

bol. 1st Word, for example, changes the

word Desk to an Atari logo. Accessories

are usually still available, however, un-

der the new menu heading.

Accessories are not available when
running programs that do not support

the GEM menu bar. This is one reason

that most Atari owners insist on soft-

ware that makes full use of GEM.

Ql am using the AtariWriter car-

tridge with a non-Atari printer.

How can I take full advantage

of the printer features?

AThe easiest way to make the

AtariWriter program work cor-

rectly with a non-Atari printer

is to get a printer driver for the pro-

gram.

These drivers are available from

Atari expert Gary Furr. Send a ca-

shier's check or money order for $10.00

and a description of your printer (man-

ufacturer, model, etc.) to:

Gary Furr

P.O.Box 1073

Mountain View. CA 94042

Q Where can I get a list of all the

software available for the ST?

AThe International Software
Catalog from Atari lists hun-

dreds of programs from various

companies, along with capsule descrip-

tions of each. To receive the catalog,

send a check or money order for $ 1 2.95

plus $2.50 for shipping to Atari Cus-

tomer Relations, Attn: International

ST Software Catalog.

If you have question about your Atari

computer, please send it to Question

Mark, Atari Explorer, 7 Hilltop Road,

Mendham. NJ 07945.
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Aegis Animator ST
Aegis Development releases a set of the most sophisticated and

powerful animation tools ever created for a microcomputer.

Picture this: Two kites side by side

on a lo-res screen, one red, one

blue. They move independently

as if caught by the wind. In an instant

the one on the left begins to twirl head

over heels, while the one on the right

spins on its tail. Then they trade spins.

They rotate— first together, then inde-

pendently. The blue kite next slides

smoothly right in front of the red kite,

and as if in retaliation, the red kite

wings swiftly around to the left to come
in once again ahead of the blue.

Even though they overlap each other

now, each kite begins its own entirely

independent antics, tossing, turning,

spinning. As they continue their dance,

we zoom in closer and closer, until we
seem to actually "break through" the

red kite, and it falls to the earth.

Only the blue kite is left now, and it

freezes solid, alone in the center of the

screen. From it, after a short pause,

jump four new kites, exact clones of the

original blue kite, but in yellow, green,

orange, and purple. The kites assemble

into a single, perfectly stacked multi-

kite, executing complex spins and turns.

Suddenly they all burst apart, spin-

ning around the screen in unison, as we
zoom closer and closer to them. They
form a chorus line, kicking out the

points of their tails to the "beat" as they

exit, screen right.

Yes, folks, this is for real, in real time,

with real quality. Total time spent to

create the animation described above:

five minutes. Package: Aegis Animator
ST. Verdict: Wow!

Ifgraphicsarea part of what matters

to you in your exploration of the powers

of the Atari ST, you ought to have a

good look at Aegis Animator ST. For

although a good imagination may be

able to give the description above some
life, only a good processor can slap it on
a screen with tangible speed, polish, and
rock-solidity. Which is, after all, what
Atari graphics are for.

Aegis Animator ST is an extremely

powerful animation tool. It can produce

objects in 16 simultaneous colors from

the full range of 5 1 2 available in ST lo-

res. It can animate those objects by

changing their shape, size, or color, or

by dragging, rotating, or plotting a path

for them on the screen.

It allows you to create up to six sepa-

rate "scripts," and cut or splice them
together on a single storyboard. It al-

lows you to import blocks and back-

grounds from NeoChrome and other

paint packages.

In short, it provides a set of ihe most

sophisticated and powerful animation

System: Atari ST

Price: $79.95

Summary: An exceptionally

powerful animation tool

Manufacturer:

Aegis Development

2210 Wilshire Blvd.

Suite 27

Santa Monica, CA 90403

(213)392-9972

tools ever created for a microcomputer.

And for all its capability, it is easy to

use.

Three Kinds of Animation

With Animator ST, you can produce

three different styles of animation: col-

or cycle, eel, and metamorphic (which

also makes simple 3-D modeling possi-

ble). The metamorphic capability is

what makes the package so special. It

uses the concept of tweening to control

movement by creating an image and
then changing its position or shape on
the screen in a segment of time. Each
time segment is designated as a twecn.

You decide what the shape should look

like at the beginning of a tween and
what you want it to look like at the end
of that tween. Software creates the in-

termediate steps, while you sit back and
watch. The real power of Animator ST
is its ability to handle the gradual (or

not-so-gradual) change from one posi-

tion to the next.

This concept of metamorphosis dif-

fers from traditional eel animation,

which can also be done with Animator
ST. To eel animate a bird flying, you
would first draw a bird with wings
spread, let's say, in the up position. In

conventional Film animation, the wings
would be painted on one piece of clear

celluloid and laid over the bird's body,

which would be painted on another
piece. For the next position, instead of

redrawing the whole bird with a new
wing position, you would use the body
from the first frame but with the wings

repainted a little further down on a new
piece of celluloid laid over the bird's

body.

This process is repeated until the
wings are all the way in the down posi-

tion. The same images can then be used
in reverse, moving the wings back into

an up position. At the same time, you
would want to move the bird (both

pieces of celluloid) forward in relation

to the background to give the effect of
forward motion. When these images are

played back in rapid succession, the bird

seems to flap its wings and fly forward.

In the metamorphic mode of Aegis
Animator ST, the bird could be made to

fly by changing the shape of the wing,
say from its up position to a position in

the middle. This would occur in the first

tween. Then, the shape of the wing
would be changed from its middle posi-

tion to its down position in the next

tween. At the same time, the bird could

be pulled forward a little in each tween

to create the illusion of forward motion.

When the two tweens are replayed,

the wing will smoothly and automati-

cally shift from its up position to its

down position in one movement, and the

bird will move ahead.

Although you can import images
from popular paint packages, you can-

not use metamorphic shape-changing
techniques on those images. The alter-

native is to have Aegis Animator ST
create simple eel animation using previ-

ously created paint images. You would,

for example, load in the paint images for

the bird's body and all wing positions.

Another useful feature of Animator
ST is color cycling, which causes the

color of objects on the screen to change
through a range of designated colors.

Color cycling is very handy when you
want like to inject an imported back-

ground with a bit of motion. Using color

cycling, you can make a static backdrop
appear animated. For example, you can

By JOHN J. ANDERSON
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Changing the size of a polygon.

Rotating a polygon around a Y axis.

color cycle a picture of a waterfall to

simulate falling water. This feature is

duplicated by both NeoChrome and
Degas Elite.

But it is metamorphic animation that

makes 3-D modeling possible. For ex-

ample, let's say you wanted to simulate

the rotation of a cube. To make a side of

the cube appear as if it were coming
around to the front, you would use the

metamorphic tools to change the shape

of that side, making it grow and change
perspective. Simultaneously, you would
make the side in front appear smaller

and more distant in perspective to simu-

late its travel to the rear.

Another method involves creating

each side of a cube by specifying points

that arc on planes other than the screen

plane and then rotating the sides

through the planes.

With all of these techniques com-
bined. Aegis Animator S 7 becomes the

most powerful animation tool yet re-

leased for the Atari ST computer.

Using ST Animator

When you boot up the animator pro-

gram, a conventional GEM menu bar

appears across the top of the screen. Its

headers are Menu, Make, Move, Pick,

Time, and Color. Under the Menu
header, the selections include: Undo,
which allows you to undo your previous

action; Help Bar. which inserts a

prompt line at the bottom of the screen

to aid beginners; Fast Menu, which

pops open an icon-based window, allow-

ing you to perform your most often-used

tasks quickly and easily; Storage, which

allows you to read and write anima-

tions, graphics blocks, backdrops,
masks (monochrome backdrops), and
strips to and from disk; Storyboard,

which allows you to splice sequences
together: Color, which enables various

colors, palettes, and their associated ef-

fects; and Time, which allows you to

tweak the speed of various tweens as

well as entire sequences.

Under the Make header, you can cre-

ate shapes to be used in metamorphic
animations. Beginning with a line, poly-

gon, circle, star, or block, you can create

nearly any shape imaginable. A Clone
selection allows you to duplicate exist-

ing shapes. Destroy allows you to re-

move shapes.

Another pair of commands. Insert

and Exchange, gives you the ability to

replace existing shapes or to add new
facets to them.

The next header choice is Move. This

group controls the different methods of
moving an object about the screen. You
can move objects sideways, in front of,

or behind other objects; rotate across

the screen plane; rotate across a vertical

or horizontal axis; make bigger or

smaller; move along a defined path:

change color, choose whether a shape is

filled or outlined; and make metamor-
phic changes (change the shape). Re-
member, the program itself will see to

the smooth transitions between your
tween start and end points.

To the right of Move is Pick. This

menu choice controls what items or por-

tions of items on the screen you will

alter; it determines specifically which
items on the screen will be affected by

another command. You can select all

items, a number of them, one of them, a

portion of one of them, or individual

points.

The next selection is Time. The
choices under Time perform functions

like moving to the next tween. replaying

the animation created in the current

tween or in all tweens, and playing the

animation in a continuous loop. The last

three items arc preferences. The first.

Ghost Mode, displays the entire anima-
tion in outline form only. This is useful

for seeing objects that are currently be-

hind other objects on the screen. The
other choices. At End and At Start,

allow you to choose whether you view a

tween as it exists at its beginning or as it

is when the animation ends.

The last choice on the menu bar is

Color. It allows you to choose the colors

you will be working in when you create

the different objects on the screen.

An Animated Example

So. Let's create a quick animation.

First, create a shape: choose Polygon
from the Make menu in the color of

your choice. Click the left mouse button

to drop each angle on the screen, then

the right mouse button when you are

done.

Now let's animate the shape. Choose
Sideways from the Move menu; then

drag the shape to a new position. You
can review the tween you have just cre-

ated by selecting Play Tween from the

Time menu. To differentiate this action

from the next, select Next Tween from
the Time Menu.
Next we'll make the shape spin by

selecting Y Rotate from the move
menu. Set the cursor down where you
want the rotation axis to reside. Then
move the shape through the rotation

you desire. If you want the shape to

move on the screen as it spins, simply

choose Sideways from the Move menu
and select a new position for the shape
before you click on Next Tween.
The actions will now take place si-

multaneously. For a finale, choose Next
Tween and rotate the object in the
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screen plane while making it recede to a

small dot. Choose Big/Small from the

Move menu, and make the change
alongside the rotation command.

That's it! It has taken less than a

minute to create a sophisticated anima-

tion that would have required an hour or

more of work using conventional ani-

mation techniques. And yet. Aegis Ani-

matorST has the kind of depth that will

keep graphics aficionados in thrall for

quite some time.

The process ofdiscovery with the pro-

gram is a source of delight, and the

result of your experience will be ever

more sophisticated animations.

Once you have broken into the mech-
anisms of Animator ST, you will find

that a bit of patience and attention to

detail really pays off. Like any art form,

animations created with this program
will improve as you invest additional

time and effort in them.

Plan Ahead

Some animations can just be created

on the fly without any advance work,

but more complicated ones will need a

lot of preparation. Backdrops, text

scrolling on the screen, and paint im-

ages that move about all require ad-

vance work in a paint program.

Another type of animation that re-

quires some planning is that in which an

object suddenly appears from behind

another. Polygons exist on successive

planes behind one another as they are

made. So if you want your space crea-

ture to grow antennae smoothly, you

must include them when the creature is

first created and maintain them as an

inactive polygon behind the rest of the

capability without the flexibility of

bringing in a single object at the right

moment. Starting tweens can be per-

fected in one window, the preliminary

adjusting movements cut out as a tween,

and the final product moved into a new
window ready to begin. Or, using the

space creature antennae example, a

copy of the current animation can be

spliced into a clean window and the an-

tennae added in that version of the

script.

Planning is also useful in achieving

smoother animations. Speed is the main
consideration in avoiding jerky move-

ments. It takes Animator ST longer to

draw a polygon than a mask or a ecl, and

color changes require even less process-

ing time. For these reasons you want to

animate as much as possible with masks
and eels, saving the metamorphic
shapes for key roles and enhancements
to the raster images.

For example, a tree can be made by

creating the trunk and some leaves in

NeoChrome and the rest of the leaves or

branches that need to move in Animator
ST. The Animator leaves are drawn
right on top of the raster image, and
even though just a few of the leaves

move, it appears as if the whole tree is

animated. Add to that a subtle color

shifting of raster leaves, and the effect is

complete with only a few polygons.

Another way to get good control of

the speed and smoothness of the anima-
tion is to use plenty of tweens. The speed

is adjustable in each one, so you have

more control over individual move-
ments.

Once an animation is complete or

nearly complete you will want to go

The prOCeSS Of diSCOVery with the program is a

source of delight, and result ofyour experience will be increasingly

sophisticated animations.

creature until needed. This requires a

little forethought, because going back
later and inserting the antennae will

cause them to appear on top of what is

already there.

One way to get around some of these

problems is with the Save and Story-

board features. You can create an ob-

ject independent of the end animation

and save it to disk as a polygon, eel,

backdrop, or mask. Then you can go
back and build the final animation piece

by piece. When each element is needed

in the animation, load it from the stor-

age window.

The Storyboard provides a similar

back and watch the whole thing several

times, looking for places in need of mi-

nor adjustments. The process of making
changes in an existing sequence is

known as "upstream" editing.

It is important to consider the future

of an object when doing upstream edit-

ing, taking care to make the proper ad-

justments to compensate for any
changes. This is the only way to be sure

that the transitions in your tweens will

remain smooth.

Negative Nits

The package does have some eccen-

tricities and shortcomings, but they are

minor when compared with the unbri-

dled power of the software. The major

problem with Animator ST is the im-

plementation of the GEM interface,

which can be, well, somewhat erratic at

times.

It is possible to pull down a menu, for

example, highlight a selection, then

click right through it, placing a dot on

the screen "underneath" that menu,
rather than choosing the highlighted se-

lection. Mouse button clicks can seem
"sticky," and it is sometimes difficult to

get a click to register. When your mind
is deep in the considerations of an ani-

mated sequence, problems like these

don't seem so trivial.

For this reason it is in your best inter-

est to learn the Fast Menu as fast as you

possibly can. It is less bothersome to

control and really is faster to use.

In my experience with the program, it

was almost always possible to "undo"
errors of the GEMish kind, though once

I actually did lock up in the middle of

animation. Needless to say, in rebooting

I lost the sequence in progress.

AnimatorSTalso lacks the transition

effects of a slide show program, and it is

not possible to fade or dissolve between

raster images. If it is a slide show pro-

gram you seek. Aegis Animator is not

the product you want.

Then there is the fact that Degas im-

ages must be converted to NEO format

before they can be accessed by Anima-
tor ST. This is not an insurmountable

problem, but it would really be nice if

Degas files could be read directly into

the program.

Another criticism of the package,

though it may not be fully justified, is

that the program is limited to only the

lo-res mode of the ST. It is undeniable

that many sophisticated effects are

available in this mode, and its resolution

is more than acceptable for most appli-

cations. On the other hand, if some sub-

set of Animator ST were available for

higher res modes, the utility of the pro-

gram would be enhanced.

Despite these reservations, most seri-

ous of which is the occasional lack of

cooperation from the user interface,

Aegis Animator ST is one of the most
impressive graphics packages available

for the ST series. If you are into ST
graphics, it is a must for your software

shelf.

The package is unprotected, so back-

up copies can be made, and a player

program is included with the package,

so animation programs can be easily

distributed. Aegis Development invites

owners ofAnimatorST to distribute the

player freely with their own anima-

tions.
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Most of our problems this issue

require you to write a com-
puter program. There is even

a small contest you could win if you

design the best program to solve one of

these problems.

Answers are on page 50.

zles

oblems
The Keyring Problem

You have a circular keyring with five

keys on it. Your challenge is to engrave

a number on each of the five keys so that

by summing the numbers on adjacent

keys, you can achieve any total from I to

21. For example, if the keyring contains

keys with the sequence 1-2-4-X-Y, you

could obtain the following sums:

Sum Keys

1 1

2 2

3 2+1
4 4

5 ?

6 4+2
7 4+2+1

Clearly, it is not possible to form 5

unless Y=4 (1+4) or Y = 2 (2+1+2).
Can you write a program to solve this

problem in a reasonable amount of
time?

Good and Bad Juice

Being a thrifty person, Jason bought

a cheap orange juice, but after drinking

one glassful, he decided it was just too

horrible to drink. So he bought some

belter juice and drank one glassful from

the container which he then filled up

with cheap juice. If he continued this

process—drink a glass and top up with

cheap juice -what was the ratio of good

juice to bad in his last glass? Each con-

tainer holds two quarts, and his glass

holds eight ounces.

Longest Ladder

What is the longest ladder a painter

can carry in a horizontal position

around a corner in Genoa where a 4-

meter wide alley meets one that is 2.5

meters wide?

The Rule of 72
How long will it take you to double

your money at a given rate of interest?

To get an idea, you can use the '"Rule of
72": simply divide 72 by the interest

rate you are earning and the answer will

be the approximate number of years.

Can you explain why this works?

Lucky 6
In how many different ways can the

digits 1 to 6 be arranged following the

pattern:

1 2 3 4 5 6

12 3 4 6 5

123 546
12 3 5 6 4

If you continue this sequence, what

will the sixth number be? The 60th?

And, if it exists, the 600th?

^V^ A

Flagstone Walk

A man has red, gray, and blue flag-

stones for making a walk (one stone

wide). How should he lay the stones so

that no pattern is immediately repeated,

that is. no consecutive stones are the

same color, no consecutive pairs of
stones have colors in the same order, no
three stones have the same sequence as

the preceding three, and so on. What
pattern should he use and what is the

maximum length it can be?
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Microline 292 Printer
Okidata '$ newest impact printer offers reliability,

versatility, and speed

TThe Okidata Microline 292 is a

versatile dot matrix printer. Oki-

data calls it a "personal printer,"

but just what makes it personal is not

clear, other than that it probably was

not designed for the very heavy duty use

it might get in some offices. I have been

giving it moderately heavy use in my
office for well over a month now, howev-

er, and it has never complained or

showed any sign of fatigue.

With dimensions of 15.4" X 10.8" X
3.2", the Microline 292 is on the small

side of average in size. And it weighs in

at a dainty 1 2.5 lbs., so you don't have to

think twice about rearranging your

work area or taking the 292 upstairs to

the other computer.

The platen knob and power switch

are on the right-hand side of the printer,

where they are very convenient for

right-handed computerists. The cable

connects on the left-hand side, where it

cannot interfere with paper feed in any

way—an excellent design.

The control panel on the front of the

printer has Power, Select, and Alarm
lights and Line Feed, Form Feed, TOF
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Price: $699

Interface: Parallel (IBM or Microline);

RS-232C serial

Speed: 240 cps/draft; 200 cps/utility:

100 cps/NLQ

Summary: A reliable dot matrix printer

with loads of print options.

Manufacturer:

Okidata

532 Fellowship Rd.

Mt. Laurel. NJ 08054

(609) 235-2600

(800) OKIDATA

(top of form) Set, and Select buttons, all

of which perform the expected func-

tions.

They also perform some very unex-

pected functions. For it is this set of

The Okidata Microline 292 with optional cut

shoot feeder.

buttons that invokes the wide range of

print options that give the Microline

292 its versatility.

Print Options

To enter the Menu Select mode, from

which you have access to these options,

the manual advises that you can either

turn the machine on while holding down

the Form Feed button or, if the printer

is already on, press the Form Feed and

Line Feed buttons simultaneously.

When you do, the printer responds with

a MENU PRINT? message and you

are ready to go.

Once you are in the Menu Select

mode, you can step through the menu of

print options by pressing various combi-

nations of buttons. Among the options

available are print mode (utility, NLQ,
or draft); characters per inch (10, 12, or

17); emphasized, enhanced, double
width, double height, and italic type

styles; proportional spacing; character

sets for foreign languages; page length;

and quite a few others that will be of

interest primarily to those who need to

print graphics or modify the functions

of the printer for specialized tasks. A
sample options menu appears in Figure

1.

Each of the options is well document-

ed in the Reference Guide, which also

includes a table of possible combina-

tions. You can, for example, combine

NLQ mode with double width charac-

ters but not with double height charac-

ters. You can print in italics if you are

using NLQ or utility mode but not if

you want the extra speed of draft mode.

If you want to print only selected

parts of your document in a given fancy

typestyle, you must have a printer driv-

er for an IBM-compatible printer. The
292 works perfectly well with the Ep-

son-compatible SMM804 driver that

comes with 1st Word, as long as you

don't want to italicize the name of a

magazine or print the name of your

company in boldface within a page of

normal text.

I did not have an IBM-compatible

printer driver, but a representative of

Okidata assured me that one exists for

the ST and that it allows you to make
use of all the special features, including

printing of bit image graphics. Be sure

to ask for a copy of the driver when you
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buy the primer.

Print Quality

The Microlinc 292 incorporates a

"dual-nine-pin" printhead that permits

single-pass printing even in NLQ mode.

The printhead contains two columns of

nine pins offset by one half of the pin

diameter to allow overlapping of dots.

The quality of the NLQ mode is quite

acceptable. It will not fool your friends

into thinking that you have sprung for a

daisywheel, but it should serve well for

most business and personal documents.

A nd 1 00 cps is very impressive for N LQ
printing.

In utility mode, print quality is,

again, acceptable. It is instantly recog-

nizable as dot matrix output and is, in

my opinion, slightly less attractive than

what I have come to think of as the

"standard" Epson-compatible type-

face; many of the characters, particu-

larly capital letters, seem quite "dotty."

But at 200 cps. I don't mind putting up
with a little dottiness.

Draft mode printing is somewhat
smaller than the other modes and con-

siderably less attractive. I haven't found

any use for it, myself, but if speed is

your object, you may be willing to sacri-

fice some print quality for that extra 40
cps.

Graphics can be printed in densities

ranging from 60 X 72 dpi to 288 X 144

dpi in black and from 60 X 72 dpi to 1 44

X 144 dpi in color.

Paper Feed

No matter what print mode you use,

you will have to cope with the somewhat
primitive paper feed mechanism on the

292. Paper feeds in from the rear of the

printer and around behind the platen, at

which point you have to catch the holes

of your pin feed paper on sprockets that

flank the platen. This process certainly

isn't complex, but I often had difficulty

catching the right holes on the sprock-

ets. Once threaded correctly, the paper

feeds without any further problems.

The unfortunate thing about the pin

feed mechanism of the 292 is that it does

not allow for printing on labels or other

smaller than 8'/2"-wide forms. The
sprockets can be moved out about V?" on

either end of the platen to accommodate
paper up to 10" wide (including holes),

but, because they arc essentially exten-

sions of the platen, they cannot be

moved in for narrower jobs.

An optional tractor feed option kit

with acoustic cover is available for the

292. Designed for large-volume print-

ing, it adjusts for paper and forms of

Double width i. n NT-O moci«».

Double height in utility mode,

I h :i s :i ':> a s am p 1 e o f 2 4 c p s d r a f t m o d e -

This is a sample of 100 cps NLQ mode.

This is a sample of NLQ mode, emphasized.

This is a sample of NLQ mode with proportional spacing.

This is NLQ mode without proportional spacing.

between 3" and 10 1//', but it will cost

you another $45.

Friction feed for single sheets works

like a charm; the paper feeds in easily

and is held tightly all the way the bot-

tom of the page. An optional cut sheet

feeder, which handles up to 1 70 single

sheets at a time, sells for $299.

Another nice feature of the 292 is a

paper-out sensor that allows you to

print to within V4 " of the bottom of the

page. If you need to get closer to the

bottom edge of the paper, you can over-

ride the sensor from the print options

menu.

Documentation

The Microline 292 comes with two

beautiful booklets to help you use it.

The 26-page Printer Handbook leads

you step-by-step from unpacking the

printer to replacing a fuse. The Hand-
book is clearly written and profusely

illustrated with excellent four-color

photographs.

The Reference Guide is 108-pages

long and provides much more technical

information, including a lengthy section

on programming the printer from Basic.

The Guide is nicely typeset in two colors

on heavy paper with lots of charts and

sample printouts. The entire documen-
tation package is very professionally

presented and leaves virtually nothing

to the imagination.

I suspect that for most users the most

useful section of the Guide will be the

one that describes the Menu Select

mode, including all the possible print

options and combinations.

Of less interest to Atarians will be the

specific instructions for using the 292

with Wordstar 3.0, Lotus 1-2-3, and
Supercalc 3 for the IBM.
When you purchase the 292, you

must specify what kind of computer you
intend to use it with so that Okidata can
provide the proper "personality modu-
le." The personality module, actually an

interface, is a cartridge that plugs into

the printer and into which your printer

cable plugs. The personality module
that allows the 292 to talk to the Atari

ST is the "IBM Compatible" version, so

PRNT MODE DRAFT
DPI 10
LP I 6
EMPHSZD N
ENHNCD N
DBL WDTH N
DBL HGHT N
SUP/SUB SHRNK
ITALICS N
CHR SET SET1
PROP SPC N
LONG SET O
GRAPHICS JNIDR N
PG LNGTH 11

COLOR BLK RBN
SEL DLL CHR SET* O
SKI OVER PERF N
AUTO LF N
PPR OUT OVRD N
PRNT REG O
FORM TEAR OFF 1-2/3"
OWQ N
AUTO LOAD Y

Figure 1.

all the documentation you receive as-

sumes that you are using (Perish the

thought!) an IBM or compatible com-
puter.

The Microline 292 comes with font

design and color screen dump software.

Unfortunately, it too assumes IBM
compatibility (it comes on a 5.25" disk)

and won't be of much use to Atarians.

The Bottom Line

The bottom line really is the bottom

line. The Microline 292 is a very capa-

ble printer. Sturdy and reliable, it offers

a host of print options that you may or

may not need or be able to use, and it

carries a rather hefty price tag of $699
($589 for the printer and $1 10 for the

personality module).

If you have some special printing

needs that are not addressed by the less

expensive plain vanilla —or even choco-

late— printers currently on the market,

you may want to take a closer look at the

pralines and cream Microline 292
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PRODUCT REVIEW

War Of Hie WokJs
A detailed, feature-by-feature comparison of two popular word

processors for the ST—Regent Word and Word Writer ST

Abit of background by way of in-

troduction. As I was embarking
on a book about the origins of

the nuclear arms race in certain events

of the late 1940s, I decided that it was

time I acquired a computer as an aid in

both writing and research.

My fantasy was

—

still is, come to

think of it— that it would make work go
much more smoothly if I had a word
processing program that would auto-

matically provide me with all the histor-

ian's scholarly apparatus. This would

then leave me free to concentrate on

content and style while the computer
worried about arranging things so that

just the right amount of space was re-

served to accommodate my notes at the

bottom of the page and a long single-

spaced and indented quotation did not

interfere with the automatic pagination

of my otherwise double-spaced text.

The recommendations of friends and
Consumer Reports led me to the Atari

1040ST, a computer that I concluded

would do everything I wanted at a price

I could almost afford. That was the easy

part. What came next was another

chapter in my never-ending education,

as I searched for the software that

would translate my fantasy into reality.

To make a long story short, I ulti-

mately had the good fortune to stumble
over Word Writer ST from Timeworks,
a program that doesn't promise the

moon but does carry out the elementary

chores of word processing reliably, in-

telligently and with reasonable dis-

patch.

When I proposed a review of it to

Atari Explorer, I was asked if I could

also comment on Regent Word II from

Regent Software in the same article.

Still searching for a program that will

meet my somewhat specialized needs, 1

was delighted to comply. With that bit

of background out of the way, let's have

a comparative look at the programs in

question.

Manuals and Disks

Although Word Writer and Regent

Word II are similar in several respects,

when it comes to documentation, they

could hardly be further apart. When
you purchase the former, you receive a

marvelously complete, well-illustrated,

and lucid 142-page User's Manual
printed in three colors, tab-indexed and
bound in a sturdy three-ring looseleaf

binder. If there is a better set of instruc-

tions for an ST program written, I cer-

tainly am unaware of it; the printer tu-

torial alone puts this one in a class by

itself.

1 only wish that more software pub-

lishers would meet the high standard for

user's manuals set by this Timeworks
product. I would gladly pay a few dol-

lars more for a set of instructions that

anticipated—and answered— all of my
questions about a program.

The manual for Regent Word hardly

merits comparison in the same breath.

It is less than half as long as the Word
Writer manual, poorly printed (in black

and white) and held together with sta-

ples. Worse still, it doesn't begin to do

By FRANK KOFSKY
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Word Writer employs a ruler line at the top of the screen and permits

the creation of multiple windows.

Regent Word displays margin settings and other important

information at the top of the page.

71*

justice lo the program il purports to

describe.

There is no mention in its pages of. for

instance, a drop-down Rulers menu or

keyboard commands that delete and in-

sert lines, turn on different type faces,

etc. Some of this information is avail-

able from the window opened by the

Help key, which, by the way, is also

ignored by the manual.

A similar disparity exists between the

disks you get with each of the programs.

Word Writer is not copy-protected, so

you can make backup disks and working

copies that eliminate the files you are

unlikely to need, thus reserving more of

your disk for storage.

The Regent Word disk, in contrast, is

copy-protected, and the only way to get

a backup is by sending another $ 1 the

manufacturer. As far as I am con-

cerned, this policy simply adds $10 to

the purchase price.

Bombs and Crashes

Regent Word can be made to mal-

function and grind to a halt in two fash-

ions. One is by positioning the cursor

where it will cause a drop-down menu to

open while the program is loading; an-

other is by striking any key while a

menu is open and then selecting an item

from the menu.
What happens in both cases is that

the program hangs up. and you must

reboot to regain control. This, of course,

destroys any work in progress that has

not been saved.

1 have yet to discover a way to cause a

similar crash in Word Writer— thank

heaven.

Word Writer uses an

outstanding and logically

consistent system to place

special type faces on the

screen.

File Handling

If I had to summarize the difference

between these two programs in a single

sentence, I would say that where Word
Writer includes any number of features

designed to make it as convenient as

possible to use. Regent Word inclines

more to a bare-bones approach. This

divergence is certainly evident in the

way each program treats files.

In the Regent Word drop-down File

menu, you find only four options: save a

document, load a document, clear a

document from the window, and quit.

Word Writer, at the other extreme,

nearly overwhelms you with options,

letting you load a document (Open),

save a document under its current name
(Save), save it under another name
(Save as), save it and go on to something

else (Save and Abandon), combine it

with another document (Merge), throw-

it away in disgust (Abandon), or Quit.

The file menu in Word Writer also

offers a very handy Erase option, selec-

tion of which calls up a file management
box that lists every file and folder on the

disk, including the backup files auto-

matically created whenever a document

is cither saved with the same name more

than once or printed.

I presume that the authors of Word
Writer felt that if the program was go-

ing to engage in such wholesale file-

saving, the least they could do for the

user was to allow him to unclutter his

disk without having to return to the

Desktop. I concur, heartily.

Multiple windows aren't something I

use on an everyday basis, but, like spare

tires and umbrellas, they arc good

things to have around when you need

them. Word Writer permits the creation

of such windows; Regent Word does

not. Furthermore, if there be a way to

change the size of the editing window in

Regent Word—a virtual necessity when
working with multiple windows—

I

have yet to make its acquaintance.

Margins. Justification, and Spacing

Word Writer employs a ruler line at

the top of the monitor screen to estab-

lish and display values for left and right

margins and tab stops. The former arc

set by using the mouse to drag L and R
symbols to the desired locations on the

ruler line; the latter can be inserted or

deleted by clicking anywhere along the

ruler line.

By comparison with the rest of Word
Writer, this system is somewhat clum-

sy—especially so where the right mar-

gin is concerned. This margin cannot be

set at an initial value greater than 71

until some text has been written on the

screen.

In partial compensation. Word Writ-
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Word Writer has a convenient Status check option that displays

information about the size of your document. A word count can also

be obtained for any Regent Word document.

Word Writer keypress combinations for special type faces and

functions are always available at the bottom of the screen.

er permits you to write with a left mar-

gin bf and then offset the text to the

right during the printing process. Thus,

you can have the final margins of your

choice while still keeping as much as

possible of your text visible on the

screen as it is being created and edited.

Another drawback to the margin op-

tions of Word Writer concerns indenta-

tion. If. for example, you want your first

line to be flush left and all subsequent

lines in a paragraph indented a certain

number of spaces, you must use the F7

function key to indent the second line.

Thereafter, new lines will begin at the

indented margin— if. that is, the new
line is preceded by an automatic car-

riage return. If you press Return, the

next line will begin not at the indented

margin, but at the extended one deter-

mined by the position of the L symbol.

And reformatting operations with para-

graphs that have indented margins are

anything but smooth.

Besides showing margin and tabula-

tion settings, the ruler line in Word
Writer also indicates the horizontal po-

sition of the cursor—a useful feature

lacking in Regent Word. But Regent

Word has an option that displays both

page and line numbers, whereas Word
Writer tells you only the number of the

page on which the cursor is positioned.

Here, as was frequently the case in writ-

ing this review, I found myself wishing

that I could combine features from both

programs.

The Regent Word approach to estab-

lishing margins is considerably more
powerful, sophisticated and convenient

Word Writer ST

System: Atari ST

Price: $89.95

Summary: Excellent word processor,

overflowing with features

Manufacturer:

Timeworks, Inc.

444 Lake Cook Rd.

Deerfield, IL 60015

(312)948-9200

than that of Word Writer, making use

of several different kinds of rulers from

a drop-down menu.

The ruler I use most often is one that

controls the values of one right and two

left margins and allows you to set the

page number, line spacing (at 1, 1.5, or

2 lines), and the font (type size and

face) in which the document will be

printed.

To activate this feature, you select

the Rulers menu, then choose a Mar-
gins ruler. (Other items on this menu
are a ruler that allows you to create a

page break and change right-justifica-

tion, two rulers that can be used to de-

fine the contents of headers and foolers,

and the option of deleting any previous-

ly-inserted ruler.)

Clicking on the appropriate part of

the ruler enables you to use the key-

board to set any of the foregoing vari-

ables. With this system, it is easy to

establish a format in which the first line

of a paragraph has a different length

from that of subsequent lines, because

you can set two left margins—LI,

which applies to the first line of the

paragraph only, and L2, which applies

to the remainder.

Both programs have options for

right-justification and double-spacing,

and Regent Word, as noted above, also

provides an intermediate 1.5 line spac-

ing. Both allow you to change the line-

spacing and/or justification of a block

of text after it has been typed.

The main difference between Word
Writer and Regent Word is that the

former generally leaves less to the

imagination by displaying the text with

virtually all of the characteristics it will

have when printed—a design i applaud.

Although I am partial to Word Writ-

er for attempting to show the text on the

screen as it will appear on paper, the

ease with which Regent Word enables

you to create and change primary and

secondary margins, etc., may well be

more important in the long run. On bal-

ance, therefore, I think that this aspect

of the comparison favors Regent Word.

On-Screen Special Text

Word Writer uses an outstanding and

logically consistent system to place spe-

cial type faces on the screen. Alt-B pro-

duces boldface type; Alt-I, italics, etc. It

is also an enormous convenience that

you can turn off any of the special type

faces merely by pressing the Esc key.

Word Writer also makes it more con-

venient than does Regent Word to use
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sub- and superscripts, by permitting

you to turn them on with Alt-+ for

superscripts and Atl- - (minus) for sub-

scripts and off with Esc—once more, a

nice touch from Word Writer, especial-

ly in comparison with Regent Word,

which controls subscripts from a drop-

down menu.

On the negative side. Word Writer,

unlike Regent Word, underlines the

spaces between words as well as the

words themselves. This is a definite

drawback for someone who wants to use

the more dramatic underlining, rather

than the less dramatic italics, to call

attention to the title of a book and jour-

nal, emphasize a word or phrase, etc.

A minor difference between the two

programs appears in the systems for en-

gaging special type faces. Regent Word
uses the Control key plus one letter key

for this function—Control-I for italics,

etc. Unfortunately, it assigns the bold-

face command to Control-D instead of

the more logical Control-B. If you press

the latter, you end up at the Bottom of

the document.

And, as noted above. Regent Word
requires that you press two keys to move

from a special type face back to the

standard one.

Although the two programs arc simi-

lar in most respects, I think there are

enough points where Word Writer dem-

onstrates an advantage over Regent

Word to give the former an edge in this

area. As usual, though, a combination

of the best features of each would

eclipse either.

Other Aspects of Text Appearance

I don't want to have to remember
margin settings, tab positions, the line-

spacing and type of justification I have

selected, whether new text will be in-

serted into or written over old, the status

of the Caps Lock function, etc., and

Word Writer obliges me nicely in this

regard by displaying the settings I have

selected on the screen.

Regent Word, whose authors seem to

incline toward the philosophy that the

less shown on the screen the better, does

not. The one exception to this general-

ization is that Regent Word lets you

choose whether you wish to have the

page-and-line location displayed. I do,

and for the life of me, I can't imagine

why Word Writer, ordinarily so gener-

ous in supplying information, displays

page numbers but omits those for lines.

Here is another exception to the fore-

going generalization—one that works

in favor of Word Writer: that program

hides embedded printer codes, whereas

Regent Word leaves them showing on

the screen. With Word Writer, after

inserting a new line by pressing the Fl

function key and then typing the code

characters, pressing the F6 key causes

both the code and the inserted line to

disappear. A checkmark is placed to the

left of the left margin to remind you of

the existence of the code, and a click of

the pointer on the checkmark (usually)

makes the code reappear, giving you the

opportunity to modify or delete it.

Printer codes in Regent Word are

shown on the screen at all times, preced-

ed by a symbol indicating what they arc,

then are dropped out during the print-

ing process. The problem with this ar-

Regent Word II

System: Atari ST

Price: $79.95

Summary: No-frills word processor with

some very powerful features

Manufacturer:

Regent Software

7131 Owensmouth

Suite 45A

Canoga Park, CA 91303

(818)882-2800

rangement is that the program treats

the codes as part of the text for the

purpose of determining the length of the

line and maintaining the format. As a

result, if the codes cannot be positioned

in empty lines above and below a para-

graph, the lines containing them appear

appreciably shorter when printed.

To select an international character

set on an Epson LQ-800 printer, for

example, can require a code segment

nine characters long, and switching

back to the standard character set takes

another eight or nine characters. If both

codes are on the same line, that line will

print about 25 percent shorter than

those to either side of it— not good.

There are, then, numerous minor dif-

ferences in the ways in which Word
Writer and Regent Word place text on

the monitor screen. No one of these is

overwhelming in and of itself, but taken

cumulatively, they establish the clear

superiority of Word Writer in text ap-

pearance.

Editing Operations

The most common block opera-

tions—moving, copying, and deleting

passages of text— are handled almost

identically by both programs, with the

arrow keys and/or mouse used to move

the cursor and various function keys

used to define the beginning and end of

the block.

For some reason, Regent Word has

no separate command for deleting a

block, using instead the Move com-

mand to remove a marked block from

the text and place it into a copy buffer,

where it remains until inserted in the

document or overwritten by a new

block.

Because block operations so often in-

volve cursor movements, it makes sense

to discuss them here. The two programs

are. as usual, similar for the most part,

with Word Writer having just enough

additional versatility to make it the pre-

ferred choice. Both Word Writer and

Regent Word allow you to move the

cursor to either end of the current line

by pressing the appropriate arrow key

and one other key (Shift or Control):

this same other key, in conjunction with

the up or down arrow, also moves the

cursor a fixed number of lines in the

corresponding direction.

Word Writer also offers the option of

moving to the first letter of the next or

last word by pressing Control plus the

right or left arrow key— not an out-

standing feature, to be sure, but one

that again illustrates the amount of

thought that the authors of Word Writ-

er have invested in the program.

Word Writer wins another clear-cut

decision over Regent Word in search-

and-replace operations and making in-

sertions in the document. In both cases,

what the former does that the latter

docs not is preserve type faces when
changes arc made.

Suppose, by way of illustration, that

you have written the boldfaced and

italicized sentence. Actually, darling* I

find you repulsive* and you decide to

insert utterly between the last two

words. If you are using Word Writer,

your inserted word will automatically

be written in the same type face as those

on either side of it.

What's more, if you then choose to

use the search-and-replacc function to
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Pesfc file Options Blot* Print Ptsfc File Hit Search Style Special Priit

l:\HRDPR0.DOC

Hiscellaneous

Each of these tvo prosrans is Bconpanied by a

spelling-checker. The one with Uord Itittr is mre

artitious-Tj

both nore

counterpart

The*

that nost

used; ncr

ACOtfAMEDI

Insert Uord

Delete Word

ACCOmODATIORS
ACCOIWMINE
ACCOMPANIED

ACCOnTAMIfHT
ACCOrFAMST
ACCOIffAHY

ACCOhPAHYHG
ACCOIfLICE

ACCOMPLISH
ACCOMPLISHABLE

Word Writer does not allow you to add words to its spelling-checker The Regent Word spelling-checker is included on the main disk and

dictionary. allows you to add words.

substitute consummately for utterly.

Word Writer will, again, respect your

choice of type styles when carrying out

the substitution. Bravo!

Faced with these same tasks. Regent
Word will make its insertions and/or

alterations in the standard type face,

regardless of your preferences.

Word Writer has several other advan-

tages over Regent Word when it comes
to small-scale manipulation of text. If,

for example, the cursor is placed on the

first letter of a word and the F3 function

key pressed, the entire word is deleted

—

a feature I have found much more use-

ful than it sounds.

Word Writer also offers two other

ways ofdeleting material within a single

line. Pressing F2 anywhere in a line

causes all of it to disappear, while press-

ing Control-Delete deletes all material

from the cursor position to the end of

the line. Deleting an entire line in Re-

gent Word involves the additional step

of moving the cursor to the beginning of

the line before pressing Shift-Delete to

make the line disappear. Pressing those

two keys anywhere else in a line deletes

to the end of the line.

Reformatting

If you have read advertisements for

Regent Word, you probably know that

ease of reformatting is the basts for

many of the promotional claims made
for it. And in truth, Regent Word is

markedly superior to Word Writer in

this regard.

The latter requires that, to reformat a

paragraph after inserting and/or delet-

ing words, you position the cursor at the

head of the paragraph and press the FIO
function key. All too often, however,

this procedure has to be repeated sever-

al times to reformat the entire para-

graph—and even then, it may fail to

work.

Several times in the course of writing

this review, I had to reformat para-

graphs by deleting spaces to combine

lines, pressing Return to end the line at

or before the right margin, and so on.

The erratic nature of its paragraph re-

formatting function is easily the gravest

weakness of Word Writer, and it should

be a matter of immense and immediate

concern to the publisher.

Conversely, the fact that Regent

Word automatically reformats para-

graphs as you type is probably its single

most outstanding feature—deservedly

a selling point.

Word Writer includes an option that

permits reformatting of the entire docu-

ment in a single operation. In theory,

therefore, you could sidestep paragraph

reformatting difficulties by postponing

the reformat until the document is com-
plete. The trouble with this approach is

that it forces you to work with lines that

extend beyond the boundaries of the

screen, necessitating constant shifting

back and forth between the right and
left extremes of the document to read

what you have written.

Both word processors also permit you

to carry out what I think of as after-the-

fact reformatting, in which all or a por-

tion of an already-written document is

assigned a change in margins, line-spac-

ing, or justification.

In summary, as far as reformatting is

concerned. Regent Word gets the palm.

It is clearly superior to Word Writer.

Printing

I use two criteria to evaluate how well

a program works with respect to print-

ing functions: does the program let me
take full advantage of the capabilities of

my printer in a straightforward way?;

docs it let me print my documents with

exactly the appearance I wish? The
printing aspects of Word Writer and

Regent Word are of similar quality,

with Regent Word holding a slight edge,

based on the first criterion, Word Writ-

er coming out ahead with respect to the

second.

Both packages have ancillary pro-

grams for writing printer drivers to

print italics, boldface, sub- and super-

scripts, etc., when given the appropriate

command from the keyboard or menu).

Both also allow you to initialize the

printer driver so that it will cause the

printer to produce a document in a given

type size and face, e.g., double-strike

elite, proportional pica, condensed dou-

ble-width elite, and so on.

With Word Writer, I discovered that

the most convenient way to print in

these various sizes and faces was to cre-

ate a different printer driver for each

one and then select the one I wanted just

before printing.

This procedure, however, was not

quite free of bugs. For one thing, when a

driver calls for the production of con-

densed double-width elite type, some-

thing in the Word Writer program
causes the condensed feature to over-

whelm that for double-width, resulting
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in a document that is printed in con-

densed elite type. The only way I could

discover to avoid this involved putting

the condensed command in the driver,

then embedding a printer code for dou-

ble-width at the head of the docu-

ment—not my idea of a fully satisfac-

tory solution.

The Regent Word program for writ-

ing a printer driver is described on a

half-page addendum to the user's man-

ual—a state of affairs that did not fill

me with confidence when I went to use

it. But much to my delight, this program

not only worked well but turned out to

be a very sophisticated and convenient

way of getting the most out of my print-

er.

In addition to establishing commands
for the usual alternative type faces

(bold, italics, etc.), the Regent Word
program allows you to define ten differ-

ent type size and style combinations, or

fonts, such as condensed double-wide

elite or proportional pica.

Thus, although both Regent Word
and Word Writer can print documents

in any of these fonts, the former goes

well beyond the latter in allowing you to

change from one to another within the

same document by the simple expedient

of selecting a margins ruler from a drop-

down menu and clicking on the appro-

priate point within it—an admirable

achievement. Timeworks program-

mers, take note.

It would be too much to expect, of

course, that the same degree of thought-

fulness would characterize all of the

Regent Word printing operations, and

so it turns out. When it comes to letting

you determine exactly how you want

your printed document to look. Word

Writer has the upper hand.

It allows you to determine the num-
ber of spaces between the top of the

page and a header and between the bot-

tom of the page and a footer; Regent

Word does not. Word Writer has a sim-

ple embedded command to switch head-

ers and footers off and on; Regent Word
does not.

Miscellaneous

Each of these two programs is accom-

panied by a spelling-checker. The one

with Word Writer is more ambitious-

it can be used as or after you write—but

it is also both more cumbersome and

less useful than its Regent Word coun-

terpart.

The Word Writer program exists on a

separate disk that must be inserted in

the main disk drive before it can be

used; nor does it allow you to add words

to its dictionary. Given that this dictio-

nary lacks such relatively common
terms as prerogative, rejuvenation, ar-

chetype, subsequent, and Dixieland.

this last is indeed a grievous flaw.

Word Writer and Regent Word are

both designed to dovetail with related

business-oriented software manufac-

tured by their respective publishers. Be-

ing pressed for time, not having these

other programs on hand, and not being

especially interested in the subject any-

way, I am willing to take it on faith that

Word Writer and Regent Word'are rela-

tively well-behaved and live up to the

claims made for them in this regard,

and let it go at that.

Regent Word aibws

you to define ten different type

size and style combinations for

printing.

Conclusions

When I began this review, I had no

clear favorite in mind, no set of recom-

mendations formulated. Having come
now to the end, however, I believe a

pattern has emerged. Regent Word can

rightfully boast of some truly potent

features: automatic reformatting; two

left margins to permit a variety of para-

graph layouts; rulers for ease in defining

and changing margins, line spacing, jus-

tification, fonts, etc.; and multiple fonts

immediately available within a single

document.

Also to the credit of Regent Word arc

some less important but still useful fea-

tures, including the display of line as

well as page numbers, underlining that

skips the spaces between words, and a

spelling-checker to which new words

can be added.

Yet on balance I find myself prefer-

ring to work with Word Writer. Why?

As 1 see it, the choice comes down to

this: with Regent Word, on the one

hand. I have a very large convenience-

automatic reformatting—and several

minor but annoying inconveniences-

switching off special typefaces, making

insertions or search-replacements in al-

ternate typefaces, cursor movement,

and copy protection.

With Word Writer, on the other

hand, I have one very large inconve-

nience—those same reformatting oper-

ations—but several very appealing

amenities (including not only those just

mentioned as lacking in Regent Word,

but also the appearance of the text and

the abundance of information on the

screen, multiple windows, virtually

complete control of how the document

will be printed, relative immunity from

crashing, and a user's manual second to

none).

What is tolerable in the way of incon-

venience lies, like beauty, in the eye of

the beholder. I find it easier, in other

words, to cope with the large but famil-

iar, even predictable inconsistencies of

the Word Writer formatting procedures

than I do with the more diverse and

more numerous shortcomings of Regent

Word.
And inasmuch as all word processing

operations are ultimately aimed at the

production of a printed document, 1

have an especially difficult time over-

looking the fact that Regent Word will

not let me print what I have written

exactly as I wish it to appear. Many
other shortcomings in a program might

be acceptable to me, but not that one.

What can you live with; what can you

live without? Through writing this re-

view, I have discovered that I can live

with a word processing program that

reformats text erratically—or without

one that does so automatically— if it is

elegant, simple and convenient enough

in almost all other respects. On balance,

therefore, I lean to Word Writer over

Regent Word.

But it is axiomatic that not everyone

will share what are, in the final analysis,

my aesthetic preferences. For that rea-

son, I have tried to set forth as explicitly

as possible why I consider each program

superior in certain areas. You may not

agree with the amount of relative

weight I have assigned to each of these

areas, but I hope that, at the minimum,

I have given you enough information to

make an informed choice of your own,

even if it be different from mine.
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InSyst Inventory System
InSyst is a small business inventory

system for all 8-bit Atari comput-

ers. Written in Action, this menu-
driven system is fast and easy to use.

One comprehensive screen permits you

to add. edit, post, and inquire about

inventory items, while another screen

presents report options. The program is

efficient, reliable, and effective //—and
this is a big if—you can use the item

format provided in the program.

Two versions of InSyst arc provided

on the distribution disk. On one side is

version 2.23 for Atari 800 and XL com-
puters, and on the other, version 3.0 for

130XE computers. Both versions are

compatible with Atari DOS 2.0 and 2.5

and OSS DOS XL.
The main differences between the

two systems involve item capacity

(4000"in v3.0 vs 1700 in v2.23). disk

drive requirements (v2.23 can run with

one or two drives; 3.0 requires two), and
overlay requirements (3.0 does not re-

quire overlays, because the entire sys-

tem fits in one large program file.

Before even discussing how to create

an inventory file, the manual spends

several pages discussing daily backup

procedures for your inventory data files.

These sections clearly should be heeded

if you plan to entrust the valuable re-

cords of your business to a few mole-

cules of iron oxide on the surface of a

disk.

Using the Program

From the Main Menu, you can

choose to restart the program, exit to

DOS, or select one of the three main
functions of InSyst: edit or add records,

produce a report, or do file operations

(sort, load, create new file, etc.).

The screen you will use most is the

Edit/Add screen (see Figure 1). From
this screen you can add new records and
view and edit existing records by scroll-

ing through the file starting at any point

you choose. The Edit/Add screen is the

backbone of the system, and because it

is fixed in its format, it must "work"
with your business.

For each item, the system can store

up to seven pieces of data. The item

number can be up to 12 characters (al-

phanumeric or punctuation) long. The
description can be up to 24 characters

InSyst! (c) 1986 SoSof

t

Item Retail $
Description
Loc Vnd Min Max

te —l—l—
Sold

| Inventory Update | on Da

Received at $

Item History
Receipts

Date Qty Price

On Hand

Sales
Date Qty

Sold
Main Menu-ESC Delete-"D Accept-~A

SoSoft offers an efficient

program to help small

businesses with

inventory control

System: 48K Atari 8-bit computer

Price: $79.00

Summary: Efficient small business

inventory program, if your business

fits the format.

Manufacturer:

SoSoft

2513 #E Sylvester Rd.

Albany, GA 31705

(912)888-0821

long. Other pieces of data you can cap-

ture include the retail price, physical

location (bin, aisle, etc.), vendor num-
ber (0 to 99), and minimum and maxi-

mum stock levels.

If this arrangement suits you, great,

you'll love InSyst. On the other hand, if

you want a flexible inventory data base

program that can keep track of your

business inventory as well as a software

or book library (with alphabetic fields

for title, author, publisher, and re-

marks, for example), this isn't it.

The Edit/Add screen also includes an
inventory update area with space for

date, quantity received, cost, and quan-

tity sold. An item history area shows the

four most recent transactions. Once
your inventory file is created, it is this

update area that you will be using most.

The program provides some error

checking. You cannot, for example, en-

ter a date greater than 12/31/99, nor

can you enter a quantity of items sold

that is greater than the number you

By DAVID H. AHL

Figure 1. Edit/Add menu.

have on hand. The system, incidentally,

works on a FIFO (first in, first out)

basis.

There are a few limitations that pre-

vent companies, say, the size of GM,
from using the program. For example,

the maximum number of items in one

transaction is limited to 255, and the

maximum dollar value is $32,768.

Reports and Documentation

InSyst is considerably more flexible

when it comes to the reports it can pro-

duce. You can choose which fields are to

be printed and their order on the report.

You can also analyze your inventory on

many different criteria, including last

sale date, on-hand quantity, items un-

der minimum stock levels, bin location

matches, and vendor code. Up to ten of

these reports can be saved on a disk to be

recalled for later use, so you need not

redesign a report each time you need it.

InSyst comes with a comprehensive

40-page looseleaf manual and a set of

labels for your main and backup disks.

The program is provided on a non-pro-

tected disk, so you can easily make a

backup. In case of trouble, SoSoft will

provide telephone customer assis-

tance—a generous offer in this imper-

sonal age.

In our admittedly light use of the pro-

gram, we had no problems that could

not be solved by simply reading the

manual, but it was nice to know that

further help was just a phone call away.

If your small business can fit within

the confines of the format imposed by

the program, InSyst may be just the

thing to help your 8-bit Atari bring or-

der to your inventory.
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Playing TechMate on the Atari ST
really feels like playing a tourna-

ment chess game. You make
moves with a hand-shaped cursor con-

trolled by the mouse on a handsome and

authentic-looking board display. To the

right of the board is an uncluttered pan-

el offering Play and Quit options, a

move counter, and a pair of clocks posi-

tioned just as they would be in a tourna-

ment game.
Like a human opponent, TechMale

parcels out its time according to the

difficulty of the situation, stopping to

ponder when it finds itself in a tight

spot. You can feel the tension mount as

the clocks tick away the allotted time.

The secret of the verisimilitude of this

program seems to be nothing more or

less than very solid handling of the ba-

sics. What you get is a challenging and

congenial opponent, not a dazzling side-

show. This pleasing recipe has two basic

ingredients: Barbara Young's excellent

Atari graphics and Alex Szabo's chess-

playing algorithm.

Although the Atari ST is a relatively

new machine, the chessplaying compo-

nent of TechMate represents years of

programming work. The core algorithm

was originally developed by Szabo as a

Master's thesis in computer science.

Such thorough groundwork is really a

prerequisite for this kind of software

development; writing strong chess pro-

grams is a great deal more difficult than

designing other types of computer
games from scratch. In a chess game,

there are zillions of future possibilities

to consider— far more than the largest

number-cruncher could handle by brute

force alone—which is why Al experts

have always been intrigued by the chal-

lenge of chess programs; chess pro-

grams must be smart as well as efficient.

Brute force does have its virtues,

however. Back in the early days of com-

puting when memory was in short sup-

ply, clever heuristic programming made
it possible to create chess programs that

would play a decent game. But raw

computing power is the main reason

that there are now several programs

available commercially that play better

than the majority of tournament chess-

players.

In the last decade, most of the serious

development of chessplaying programs

has been concentrated on dedicated mi-

croprocessors (for the broad consumer

market) or on giant mainframes (for the

By LARRY TAPPER

A I theoreticians). The field has been

dominated by a handful of conspicuous

stars like the Spracklen programming
team. Ken Thompson of Bell Labs, and
chess masters Hans Berliner and Julio

Kaplan.

Alex Szabo seems determined to join

this select group, and Atari users are

fortunate that he has chosen the ST as

his proving ground. In the past, the

chess programs available for personal

computers have tended to be hand-me-
downs from other machine environ-

ments, but TechMate has been designed

to take advantage of the outstanding

graphics and user interface of the ST.

How Does It Play?

How well does TechMate play? The
most pertinent answer seems to be: well

enough. Like most commercial pro-

grams. TechMate allows you to control

the level of playing strength of your

computer opponent. You do this simply

by setting the clock; the more time

TechMate has to think, the better it

plays. Meanwhile, you can control your

own level by setting time limits for your-

self on the separate player's clock. No
matter what your ability, there is, in

principle, some time handicap that will

make you and TechMate dead even.

This approach seems to me more flex-

ible, more entertaining, and less myste-

rious than the more commonly encoun-

tered menu offering several fixed levels

of play. To advertise that a chess pro-

gram has 26 levels of play doesn't mean
very much; it is like saying that a ther-

mostat has 26 different settings.

Unless you are a strong tournament

player, you will probably find that

TechMate can give you substantial time

odds. A reasonable first experiment

TechMate graphics have been enhanced substantially since this

photo of the game screen was taken, but the overall layout remains

unchanged.

System: Atari ST (color or monochrome)

Price: $39.95

Summary: A challenging chess program

with excellent graphics

Developer:

Szabo Software

P.O. Box 623

Borrego Springs, CA 92004

Distributor:

MichTron

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, Ml 48053

(313)334-5700

TechMate
Szabo Software offers a strong

chessplaying algorithm,

fine graphics, and

an unobtrusive user interface
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would be lo give yourself a generous

amount of time (say one hour) and leave

TechMate in the default "blitz" setting

(five minutes for the whole game).

The overall style of play of TechMate
seems roughly comparable to that of

other chessplaying programs. It rarely

makes a gross blunder and punishes you
swiftly for your mistakes. TechMate
seems to be less comfortable in quiet

maneuvering positions. It tends to make
reckless pawn advances, so a skilled

strategist can take advantage of its im-

patience.

Like most chess programs, Tech-

Mate behaves hyperactively in desper-

ate positions, throwing away all its

pieces to postpone the inevitable. But in

general, the chess "ideas" presented in

the program look sensible and natural.

Computer chess fanatics will have to

wait for a more precise competitive

evaluation. According to Szabo, version

1.1 of TechMate is deliberately de-

signed not to be too intimidating to the

average player. This contention is borne

out by the program's exemplary sports-

manship; TechMate allows you to take

back moves, doesn't think on your time,

and uses a relatively limited opening
"book" (a canned repertoire to save

processing in the early stages of the

game).

Since an expanded book and a con-

stantly vigilant opponent would be fair-

ly straightforward programming im-

provements, it is easy to believe that

future versions will be much more for-

midable if the programmer chooses to

make them so.

One area that does need work is the

problem-solving mode; in version 1.1,

setting up problem positions is a cum-
bersome process.

The good news is that active develop-

ment is still going on, and Szabo prom-

ises that owners of version 1.1 will be

able to buy future versions at a substan-

tial discount.

TechMate shows ample evidence of

loving care on the part of its designers; it

is easy to use, attractively presented,

well and honestly documented. Nor
does it have any bugs or quirks that I

could find.

Future revisions could well make
TechMate one of the strongest and most

theoretically interesting chessplaying

programs on the market. But even as it

stands today, TechMate is a clear win-

ner for Atari gamesters.

Larry Tapper is a chess master and At pro-

grammer.
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POWER
WITHOUT THE PRICE ATARI
ATARI COMPUTERS AND PERIPHERALS

Complete Word Processing System $399.95
Includes: 130XE Computer 1050 Disk Drive

1027 Letter Quality Printer

AtariWriter Plus Word Processing Software°fPv?

65XE 64K Personal Computer

800XL 64K Personal Computer (discontinued)

1 30XE 1 28K Personal Computer

1050 5.25" Disk Drive

1027 Letter Quality Printer

1020 Printer Plotter

XMM801 80 cps Dot Matrix Printer

XM30 1 300 Baud Modem (requires 48K)

830 Acoustic Modem plus Telelink cartridge

COMPUTER SOFTWARE—8-Bit

AX2034

AX2033
CX415
CX421
DX5082
CX41S

AtariWriter Plus (includes disk

Proofreader)

Proofreader (for AtariWriter) disk

Home Filing Manager disk

Family Finance disk

Silent Butler disk

Home Manager (includes Fam- disk

ily Finance and Home Filing Manage.
)

S 99.95

$ 99.95

$149.95

S199.95

S199.95

S 49.95

$249.95

S 49.95

$ 24.95

$49.95

$16.95

$14.95

$19.95

$24.95

$24.95

FOREIGN LANGUAGE

CX4118 Conversational German tape $17.95

CX4119 Conversational French tape $17.95

CX4120 Conversational Spanish tape $17.95

CX4125 Conversational Italian tape $17.95

ATARI ORDER FORM

NAME PHONE

ADDRESS

BTf JHR m
Please allow six to eight weeks for delivery.

PART H DESCRIPTION PRICE

Mail order form and payment to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. S7
PO. Box 61657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

ORDERED TOTAL

Use blank paper for additional items

D Check or money order enclosed

VISA or MasterCard

Exp

SUB
TOTAL

CAUF RESIDENTS
ADD7H*
SALES TAX

Shipping and handling

(under $50. add $2.50.

over $50. add $5.00)

Signature

TOTAL $

No COD's, please

Outside USA. add $10 to help cover shipping



8-BIT
RECREATION

STAR RAIDERS II, THE ADVENTURE CONTINUES!

NOW AVAILABLE
DX5084 Star Raiders II disk

CXL4013 Asteroids cart

CXL4004 Basketball cart

RX8030 E.T. cart

CXL4024 Galaxian cart

CXL4012 Missile Command cart

CXL4027 Qix cart

CXL4008 Space Invaders cart

CXL4011 Star Raiders cart

CXL4006 Super Breakout cart

CXL4025 Defender cart

RX8042 Realsports Tennis cart

RX8044 Joust cart

RX8049 Jungle Hunt cart

RX8048 Millipede cart

CXL4022 Pac Man cart

RX8045 Pengo cart

RX8033 Robotron cart

RX8026 Dig Dug cart

RX8043 Ms. Pac Man cart

RX8029 Realsports Football cart

KX7102 Arcade Champ Kit (includes cart

PacMan, Qix cart holder and two joysticks)

MUSIC SOFTWARE

$16.95

$ 6.95

$ 6.95

$ 6.95

$16.95

$16.95

$ 6.95

$ 6.95

$ 6.95

$ 6.95

$19.95

$16.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$19.95

$16.95

$24.95

FOR GRADES
DX5081

AX2020
AX2026
AED80048 *

AED80049 *

AED80050 *
APX20100*

7 THROUGH ADULT {available on disk only)

Music Painter $19.95

Transcribe your favorite songs and save them

for later use. or compose your own songs and

build a library of personal hits.

Music I (Theory Lessons) $24.95

Music II (Advanced Theory) $24.95

Music I/Term Notations $ 6.95

Music ll/Rhythm and Pitch $ 6.95

Music Ill/Scales and Chords $ 6.95

Advanced Music $ 6.95

MATH AND ARITHMETIC
The Secret Formula Series teaches mathematical con-

cepts by asking the player to create formulas that will

duplicate a series of numbers generated by the computer
Available on disk only

AED80020 * Secret Formula—Elementary (grade 4-6) $ 6.95

AED80021 * Secret Formula— Intermediate (grade 6-8) $ 6.95

AED80022 * Secret Formula—Advanced (grade 9-12) $6.95
AED80057 * Basic Arithmetic (elem) $ 6.95

AED80060 * Counting (K-grade 2) $ 6.95

AED80055 * Metric & Problem Solving (grade 3-7) $ 6.95

AED80009 * Math Facts and Games (elem) $ 6.95

AED80011 * Division Drill (grade 7-9) $6.95

SAVE $45.00
a
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SPELLING, GRAMMAR, AND READING
CX4126 Speed Reading (grade 9-adult)

RX8059 Skywriter (grade 1 -6)

AED80001 * Speljing in Context/ 1 (grade 1)

AED80002 * Spelling in Context/2 (grade 2)

AED80003 * Spelling in Context/3 (grade 3)

AED80004 * Spelling in Context/4 (grade 4)

AED80005 * Spelling in Context/5 (grade 5)

AED80006 * Spelling in Context/6 (grade 6)

AED80007 * Spelling in Context/7 (grade 7)

AED80008 » Spelling in Context/8 (grade 8)

AED80054 * Prefixes (grade 3-6)

AED80059 * Pre-Reading (K-grade 2)

AED80067 * Spelling Bee (grade 3-7)

AED80069 * Word Games (elem)

DX5050 * Mickey. Great Outdoors (gr. 2-

PROGRAM LANGUAGES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

tape $24.95

cart $17.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

disk $ 6.95

5) disk $ 6.95

CXL4018
AX2025

CXL4003
CX8121

CX4117
KX7099

Pilot Kit cart $39.95

Microsoft Basic II disk/cart $29.95

Assembler/Editor cart $24.95

Macro Assembler disk $24.95

Invitation to Programming III tape $ 7.50

BASIC Tutor tape $19.95

(includes Invitation to Programming I & II and two books,

Inside Atari BASIC and Programming Tips and Tricks)

SCIENCE AND SOCIAL STUDIES
The Atarilab series teaches science through experimentation.

AED80013 Atarilab Starter Kit cart $59.95

AED80014 Atarilab Light Module cart $39.95

AED80017* U.S. Geography disk $6.95
AED80056 * The Marketplace (grade 3-8) disk $ 6.95

AED80052 * Earth Sciences (grade 7-9) disk $ 6.95

AED80053 # Geography (grade 4-10) disk $6.95
AED80066 * Expeditions (elem) disk $ 6.95

CX8106 Bond Analysis (adult) disk $ 9.95

CX8107 Stock Analysis (adult) disk $9.95
CX8108 Stock Charting (adult) disk $9.95

ATARI COMPUTER CONTROLLERS
CX21

CX30
CX40
CX75

CX80
CX85

Touch Pad Controllers (alpha numeric)

Paddle Controllers

Joystick

Light Pen

Trak Ball—HCD
Numeric Keypad

INK ROLLERS, RIBBONS, COMPUTER CABLES, AND ACCESSORIES
FC100626 Ink Rollers (NOW AVAILABLE) $ 3.95

CO70263 Ribbon for XMM801 $12.95

CX87 Modem Cable for 850 Interface—for any modem $24.95

CX853
CX82

16K RAM Module for 800 Computer

Black & White Monitor Cable

$ 9.95

$ 9.95

$ 6.95

$39.95

$14.95

$24.95

$19.95

$24.95
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Arranging the home office
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Homefront
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So you're open for business from
home. The American dream is

coming true in your garage, den,

attic or barn. What about your Atari,

though? Where have you put it now that

it has become your chief cook and bottle

washer, secretary, and administrative

assistant?

Make no mistake, setting up a home
office— physically—should be as seri-

ous a commitment as hanging out your
shingle and opening your door for busi-

ness. This is your world headquarters
we're talking about. No kidding. This is

where you will be spending hours at a

stretch, working at the keyboard, sitting

on a chair whose every contour you will

come to know like the back of your, well,

hand; shuffling papers or crunching

By ROXANE FARMANFARMAIAN

numbers under a lamp that you will

come torecogni7e like no other in terms
of its shadows and glare.

Obviously, the environment in which
you work must be conducive to building
your business and making it a success.

And that applies not just to you but to

your computer too. If you mistreat it

and it starts to misbehave, you and your
shingle will be up a creek.

Stand back and take stock. Using the
following checklist as a guide, assess

how your current work setup rates in

each of the areas that can most affect

your health and output. If circum-
stances at home preclude a total solu-

tion, the accompanying tips are de-

signed to suggest alternative solutions

that might work instead.

Spies

Have you set up your Atari so there is

enough desk space around it for papers

and other materials you need for your
work? Or do you find that you use your
lap as a secondary work surface, break-

ing your typing stride to glance down
every few seconds?

Cramped work quarters lead to mess,

and from mess to stress is a short step

(even for clutter bugs like me). By using

your lap or a sidetable (or cabinet top)

as a compensatory surface, you set up a

rhythm, usually subconsciously, of
looking down sharply or twisting to the

right or left that can cause back strain

and neck tension.

Furthermore, too little space proba-

bly means that you have shoved your
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Atari up against the wall, or worse,

hemmed it in on all sides, restricting

ventilation. If you have surrounded the

machine so it has no room to breathe or

if you have gotten into the bad habit of

placing papers on top of the monitor,

you risk overheating and eventual sys-

tem failure.

Tips: If you are not yet ready to ex-

change your house for a bigger, more
"worker-friendly" model, there are

some nifty ways of getting around the

problem.

Very basically, what you need is a

way to stow or stack your equipment so

you can make better use of the space

you have. One solution is a sturdy, free-

standing tabletop frame (you can either

buy or make one) on which you can

stack your equipment vertically. This,

in effect, places a shelf above your mon-
itor- with ventilation space in be-

tween—where you can put your printer

and modem, for example. Because the

frame can stand a little way out from
the wall, it provides a more or less hid-

den area in which to run your wiring

that is still within easy reach.

Some commercially available com-

puter furniture can achieve the same
effect— though if you're going this

route, check that the desk you buy can

accomodate your wiring requirements

and that it has room to store supplies

(like disks and paper), too. Full-scale

computer tables are usually extremely

space efficient, enabling you to stack

paper, printer, CPU, and CRT and still

maintain an open work surface. Make
sure the one you choose is sturdy, how-

ever; you don't want it to buckle under

the weight of your equipment.

These computer desks can run any-

where from $1 50 to $400 depending on

materials, type of construction, and de-

sign. Compro (P.O. Box 235, London-

derry, NH 03053, (800) 22 1-5399) sells

one that is a bargain at $139.

Another solution is an extension arm
that can hold either your whole comput-

er or just your monitor. One end of this

crane-like contraption (available pri-

marily through mail-order houses) at-

taches to the table or the wall, and the

other holds your equipment. When you

need to work at the screen, you can

swing the arm toward you; when you're

done, you can fold it up and away
against the wall, opening up the desk

space in front of you. Commercial ver-

sions run about $100 depending on

whether they hold the whole computer
or just the monitor. The CRT Valet

from USA-Flexruns (135 North Bran-

The CRT Valet by Microcomputer Accessories.

don Dr., Glendale Heights, IL 60139,
(800) 872-3539), which sells for $98 is

one example.

Computer console stowaways are a

third space-saving possibility. These at-

tach under your table, hiding (and pro-

tecting) your console until you need it.

When you do, you can slide or pull the

console out, and sometimes slightly up

for easy use. Keyboard drawers run

about $50 to $75; when ordering one

through the mail, check to make sure it

will fit the single unit keyboard/CPU of

your Atari. Though most good ones are

adjustable, you don't want to get stuck

with one that isn't if you can avoid it.

And then, of course, there is the

printer stand, which reduces the space

your printer paper needs by stowing it

under (or over) the printer. Printer

stands are easy to make and cheap to

buy at about $19 to $40. Dalco Elec-

tronics (P.O. Box 494. Franklin. OH
45005, (513) 435- 1 058) is one of many
suppliers.

Seating

Is your chair soft and cushy, better

suited to watching TV than working at a

monitor? Or is it a straight-backed

kitchen special, a little high (or low) and
just a bit rickety? Studies by the Na-
tional Institute of Occupational Safety

and Health (NIOSH) are showing that

bad seating, particularly over long peri-

ods of time, can cause back pain and

even strain the muscles in your upper

legs. The reason: a hunched, unsupport-

ed back puts an enormous amount of

weight and pressure on the tailbone.

This stresses the back muscles, and if

the seat is soft, or loo hard, the problem
is intensified.

In an effort to compensate, you sub-

consciously start trying to support your

back by tightening your leg muscles

an endeavor that is completely useless

but that succeeds in wearing out and
tensing the thighs.

A seat that is too high or too low will

also cause leg strain as you constantly

shift position, trying to get comfortable.

Ideally, say the experts, you should have

a chair that adjusts to your particular

shape and size—with a back tilt, a seal

that can be set higher or lower, and
some sort of support for the small of the

back. Dream on, right?

Tips: Lasso the best chair you can

find without disrupting the general

peace and harmony of your household.

It's better to err on the hard side, since

by adding a hard, flat pillow or two, you

can usually compensate. There is really

nothing you can do to firm up a soft

chair. If ihechairback is straight and

uncomfortable, hang or tie a small

round cushion to it so that the cushion

presses gently against the small of your

back. You'll be surprised how much it

helps—even those who have never had a

back twinge in their lives will notice the

difference. This remarkable improve-

ment is due partially to the tilt that such

an arrangement gives the upper body,

creating an angle, which, according to
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the experts, is very, very important.

Though opinions have varied in the

past, the general consensus today is: set

yourself up so that you are looking down
at the monitor. This relieves pressure on
your neck and—you guessed it—your
tail bone.

Once you start raking in the gold,

consider spending some of it on a good
office chair. No single purchase will

give your home-business a more estab-

lished feel (because a corporate chair

really looks like a corporate chair).

Such a chair will cost a small fortune

($1 00-S300), but it is money well spent

on your physical well-being. And, after

all, we apparently spend as much time

sitting as we do sleeping—about half

our lives.

Wiring

Is your floor covered with black spa-

ghetti? Have you casually thrown your
power supplies over the side of the table

so they dangle, hidden perhaps, but

dangerous? Negligence, when dealing

with wiring is, very simply, courting di-

saster (a slate of affairs your insurance

agent won't take lightly). It also makes

A space-efficient

computer disk

from Compro.

a very bad impression on visitors (let

alone clients) upon whom you rely to

recommend your services.

There are no shortcuts on this one.

Get a power strip with enough outlets to

accomodate your plugs. Lay your power
supplies neatly on the floor, or on a low

table or shelf. Tic up the unused lengths

of wire with plastic garbage bag strips

(the toothed, all-plastic strips are better

than the paper ones with wires in them
that may eventually cut through your

cabling), or loop the wire over hooks in

the wall.

Tidy arrangement of your cords and
cables is the only way to ensure that you
won't unwittingly disconnect the wrong
device when you can least afford to lose

a file, or that a springing cat won't yank
your monitor onto the floor when play-

ing swat and claw with the power sup-

ply.

Naturally, it's best if you draw power

for your computer and peripherals

through a single powerstrip. First, be-

cause powering all the equipment in

your system from the same outlet elimi-

nates the possibility of grounding and
polarity incompatibilities, and second.

because it simplifies the matter of pro-

tecting your computer and accessories

from sudden power failures and other

mischief.

Now that you are in business, the

extra cost of a surge-protecting power-

strip is deductible—go for it. Once ev-

erything is plugged into the strip, clear-

ly label the line that runs from the strip

to the wall outlet— no electronic wiz-

ardry short of an "uninterruptible pow-
er supply," costing several hundred dol-

lars, can save you ifsomebody searching

for a place to plug in the vacuum cleaner

pulls your main power cable out of the

wall.

Labeling cords becomes even more
important if your power strip will occa-

sionally be used to hook up additional,

temporary equipment. For example,
one of the systems in my home occupies
every plug in a large power strip, save

one. The last remaining plug is used,

alternately, for hooking up a music syn-

thesizer and a modem. But what if, one
day, I wanted to have both the synthe-

sizer and the modem running at the

same time? I'd have to unplug some-
thing else—maybe the printer—which
would be risky if the system were turned

on and the plugs not clearly labeled.

Storage

Are your disk files easy to access?

Arc the disks themselves easy to reach
and logically labelled? How about doc-

umentation? Do you have the books you
need at your fingertips? What about
computer paper— is it where you can
reach it? Is other stationery there too?

Where do you keep blank disks?

More difficult to manage, but equally
important, where do you stash the extra

supplies and cables— like the null mo-
dem cable— that you use very rarely,

but need absolutely when you do. Are
your tools kept there too, or are they in

the kitchen or the garage along with all

your other tools? If your home office

shares the computer with the kids, is

their stuff mixed in with yours—or is it

stored separately?

This is just a partial list. Computers
breed "accessories" (what about printer

ribbons and cleaning disks?), and as you
may already have realized, so do home
offices. Pandemonium will ensue if you
don't get a grip right at the start.

Take stock of all the different catego-

ries of materials that you need to store

and all the different types of storage

media that you use (files, disks, log

books, printouts, etc.). Don't underesti-

mate what your situation will be six
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MOW that yOU 'TO in business, the extra cost of a surge-

protecting power strip is deductible—go for it.

months or a year from now. Then set up

a workable filing system and a logical

storage system.

Get a second opinion on your setup-
better to discuss possible flaws with

someone else at this stage than to dis-

cover them yourself a year down the

road when your habits have been set and

change is time-consuming and probably

even costly.

A filing cabinet of some sort is a

must—you will be keeping records both

for your clients and for the IRS (not to

mention your accountant, lawyer, and

insurance agent). So is a disk box, or

two.

Tips: Filing cabinets don't have to be

metal; cardboard ones that are cheap

and much easier to move, even when
full, are just as good and are available at

Woolworths.

A set of plastic stacking kitchen bins

(they come in great colors that will

brighten your office) can work very well

as storage for tools, supplies, and statio-

nery. Plastic-covered wire mesh bins

that hang underneath regular wall

shelving can also provide extra space at

low cost.

And just because you're working on

your own at home doesn't mean you

shouldn't get in-out trays and at least

one standing file holder in which to

store projects in progress.

The trick is to set aside separate cub-

bies and shelf space for every single one

of your needs. This avoids the insidious

growth of junk drawers and tabletop

piles. Label as many storage areas as

possible, and use different colors wher-

ever you can for variety and for color

association (bills in the red bin, new
orders in the blue).

Finally, if business is booming but the

mess is building up, consider hiring a

temp for a morning to help you restore

order. Since this is business, you may
not be able to afford not to.

Lighting

Are you bothered by glare on the

screen, so that you end up squinting a lot

and tilting your head back or to the

side? Is the lamp you work under shed-

ding a harsh light on your work surface?

Lighting is a key factor in your work
environment. Though it is often one of

the most easily controlled, it is a fre-

quent cause of stress.

Because the Atari monitor gives off

its own light, you probably need less

light in your electronic office than you

would in an old-fashioned mechanical

one. In fact, too much light can cause

glare—and that applies to light pouring

in from the outdoors as well as from an

overhead lamp.

The best arrangement for computer
work is a dim overhead lamp (or a shad-

ed window) combined with a desk lamp
that you can turn on and direct toward a

particular task whenever you need it.

Tips: If the light in your work area is

too bright, consider using a bulb with a

lower wattage rating. Alternatively, get

a different shade. If that doesn't work

out, or if a conflict of interest makes it

difficult to shade a window adequately

to cut the effect of incoming sunshine,

you can buy a filter to fit on your moni-

tor to reduce screen glare (they run

about $20-540; the best are made with

Polaroid materials). Turning on a desk

lamp in broad daylight can help even

out the light on your desk or other work

surface.

The checklist could go on— I could

look at static, security, even the traffic

patterns of people in your home as they

affect the placement of your office.

These I leave up to you to consider on

your own.

What is most important is to realize

that each of these elements can have a

significant impact on the success of

your business. If you are cranky and

achy from squinting at the screen, you

are not going to make a good presenta-

tion, wow your next client with your

accounting acumen, or design a stun-

ning letterhead.

Likewise, if you can't put your finger

on the name of a prospective client, your

business will never fly—even if the ser-

vice you could have rendered would

have been superior to anyone else's, if

only you could have rendered it.

The state of your office is in its own
way as important as the state of your

business. And don't forget that your

Atari has to live in the office full time

—

even if you can escape and go "home"
every once in a while.

DEVELOPERS

WANTED
Join the 2,000

currently registered

Atari ST Developers!

The ST development package
consists of five disks and
documentation on all the hardware

and software for the ST. These disks

will enable a developer to compile

and link "C" applications or desk

accessories for the Atari ST scSM.

You will also receive technical

support and newsletters when you

register.

The five disks are:

•C-Compiler

•Linker

•Utilities

•Resource Construction Set

•MicroEmacs

To purchase the development kit,

please send a cashier's check or

money order for $300.00 to:

ATARI CORP.

P.O. Box 61657

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

Attn: Cindy Claveran

(If you live in California, please add

7% sales tax of $21.00. Please

note: UPS cannot deliver to a P.O.

box.)
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A look at the

Eastern Pennsylvania

~ Atari Expo—

By BETSY STAPLES

I
have been attending computer
shows for close to a decade now, and

I can honestly say that I have never

seen one better organized or more care-

fully planned than the Eastern Pennsyl-

vania Atari Expo that took place in Al-

lentown, PA. this spring.

If your user group has not yet held an

Expo, listen up. and 1*11 tell you what

ABE'S ACEs did right—from an exhi-

bitor's point of view anyway.

Without a doubt, the most unusual

aspect of the show was the venue. The

Eastern Pennsylvania Atari Expo was

held in a very pleasant, pint-sized Hil-

ton Hotel in the heart of downtown Al-

lentown— only a mile or so from a major

highway, surrounded by inexpensive

parking facilities, an easy walk from

reasonably priced restaurants.

What's so unusual about that? Noth-

Shirley Bickert and Ralph Fanner,

hard-working leaders of ABE's ACEs.

ing really, except that I had never be-

fore attended a show held in a hotel, and

I liked the idea of being able to pop up to

my room to change shoes or walk

around the corner to gel a decent meal.

I have exhibited at shows in conven-

tion centers, gymnasiums, cafeterias,

and parking garages, but never have I

been so comfortable. Usually, the show

floor is blocks, if not miles, from the

nearest hotel, and most are completely

isolated, leaving attendees and exhibi-

tors at the mercy of the "convention

services" operator for all amenities.

Have you ever had the misfortune to try

one of their $4.50 hot dogs? Or how

about the barbecued beef that is served

with neither knife nor fork?

All this is by way saying that if you

can find a nice hotel with a suitable

room for your show, your exhibitors will

love you, and some of the showgoers

might be appreciative as well.

About Your Booth . .

.

Another thing the Pennsylvania

group did right was to include in the

price of a booth everything most exhibi-

tors need— no extra charges for furni-

ture, draping, signs, or electricity. This

is a much classier approach than pre-

senting potential exhibitors with a laun-

dry list of irritating extras.

And everything was in place when we

arrived. I don't know what the situation

wason Friday night when setup official-

ly began, but when we arrived on Satur-

day morning, our booth was ready, club

members were stationed around the

area to provide help where needed, and

all we had to do was open a few cartons

and set out our wares. What a pleasure!

Shortly after we arrived, a large bou-

quet of helium-filled Atari balloons was

delivered and tied to our booth, lending

a festive air to the exhibit area.

The club had solicited door prizes

from various vendors prior to the show,

and Ralph Fcnncr. who was in charge of

exhibit sales, periodically read the win-

ning numbers over the public address

system. His announcements were ap-

propriate in number and content, if a

lad loud.

How Public Is Your Public Address?

Which brings me to my next bit of

advice: try to keep announcements to a

minimum in both number and vol-

ume. Don't turn the microphone over to

the club clown for ihe weekend and as-

sume that all 500 people in the room will

enjoy his clever quips and Crazy Eddie

imitation; more than likely, exhibitors

and attendees alike will be longing to

offer the fellow a microphone sandwich

by the time Saturday lunch rolls

around.

Take a lesson from Ralph: keep an-

nouncements short and concise and

make them only when necessary. And
do check the volume; most convention

hall PA systems are capable of deliver-

ing many more db than the average

Atarian's ears and brain need for accu-

rate information processing. Remem-
ber, a whisper is a far better attention-

getter than a shout.

Seeking Publicity

Some combination of ABE's ACEs
and Atari's public relations agency

managed to get some impressive media

coverage of the Expo. There was at least

one TV crew on hand Saturday after-

noon, and the Sundav edition of the

Editors Staples and Jainschigg man

the Atari Explorer booth.
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local paper featured a story and photo-

graph on the front page.

That's the way to do it. of course

—

arrange for the media coverage to run

while the show is in progress. A story on

page 6 of Monday's paper will make a

nice keepsake and will net the club ex-

actly zero dollars. So try to arrange for

interested press people to visit the show

early— maybe even Friday evening if

you plan to begin setup then.

Regarding advance publicity, Sandi

Austin says that posters have proved to

be the most cost-effective form of ad-

vertisement. She recommends that

clubs blanket the area from which they

hope to draw attendees with large, pro-

fessional-looking (try to avoid notebook

You've Come A Long Way, Atari

You've come a long way. Atari, from

the days when the only female folks at

your user meetings were little girls

whose regular babysitters were unavail-

able.

Now, Atari, you can look with pride

at a groups like ABE's ACEs that has

not only a substantial female constitu-

ency but a woman president.

Far from the stereotypical sexless

nerd that was once thought to be the

backbone of "computer clubs," Shirley

Bickert is an attractive, efficient mother
of three who has been involved with

computers for only about two years.

She first became interested in learn-

ing to use the family Atari when her

three-year old daughter wanted to use

it. She asked her husband for guidance

but found that taking computing lessons

from one's spouse is only slightly less

dangerous than taking driving lessons

from one's spouse.

Not wishing to jeopardize her mar-
riage, Shirley turned to ABE's ACEs.
When she first started to attend meet-

ings, she was one of only three women in

the group, and she soon discovered that

they were all there for the same reason;

they were looking for a dispassionate

third party to teach them what they

needed to know about their computers.

Before long, Shirley had formed a

Women's SIG with about two dozen

members, and soon they were all hard at

work learning the basics from other

people's husbands. Since then, the Wo-
men's SIG has become the Beginners'

SIG and fills. Shirley feels, a great need

in the local Atari community.
Shirley has graduated from the Be-

ginners' SIG and is now one of the few
women presidents of Atari user groups.

Her family's commitment to Atari

hardware has grown as her involvement

has increased, and the Bickert house-

hold now includes Atari 400, 600XL,
800, I200XL, and 520ST computers.

We congratulate Shirley and all the

other ABE's ACEs who worked to make
the Eastern Pennsylvania Atari Expo a

smashing success.

User Group Directory- Are You Listed?

You asked for it, but you're not going

to get it unless you give us some help.

To date, only about 50 of the 500 or so

user groups that Atari believes are in

existence have responded to our call for

information to be published in a User
Group Directory.

We could just publish Atari's list of

names and addresses, but we think it

would be desirable to include additional

information about each club. So we're

going to give you one more chance.

Would those of you who have not

already done so please designate one

person in your user group to send us the

following information about your
group:

1. Full name and acronym.
2. Address.

3. Name of president.

4. Name of membership chairperson.

5. Frequency of meetings.

6. Location of meetings.

7. A phone number for prospective

members to call for verification of meet-

ing times/dates and other information.

8. Dues.

9. Does the group publish a newslet-

ter? If so, give name and frequency.

10. Does the group maintain a BBS?
If so, provide details.

11. Approximate number of mem-
bers.

12. Anything else you think we
should know.

Compile this information in legible

form (please don't just send your news-

letter) and mail it as soon as possible to:

User Friendly

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Rd.
Mendham, NJ 07945

This is your last chance to win fame,

fortune, and new members.

paper and crayon) posters.

And don't overlook the potential of

your own BBS and newsletter. The first

people we talked to at the Allentown

Expo were from Richmond, VA, and
about three quarters of the subscribers

we signed up at the show were from
states other than Pennsylvania. How
did they find out about an event so far

from home? Probably—directly or in-

directly—through a newsletter ex-

change.

So there you have a few hints and
personal observations that 1 hope will

make your Atari Expo more enjoyable

and more profitable for all concerned. If

those of you who have already held

shows have additional tips, please write

and let us know, we'll try to publish

them here to help others.

Atari Fair Schedule

Rosemonl, IL

SCAT, LCACE and CLAUG
July 25-26. 1987

Ramada Hotel O'Harc

Detroit, Ml

MAGIC, Genesee Atari Group. ST
User Group
August 29-30. 1987

Southficld Civic Center

Glendalo, CA

ACENET
September 19-20, 1987

Glcndale Civic Auditorium

Worcester. MA
Boston Computer Society Atari SIG
September 26-27, 1987 (tentative)

Worcester Centrum

Washington. DC
NOVATARI
October 17, 1987

Palm Beach. FL

Atari Club of the Palm Beaches
November 21-22, 1987

San Jose. CA

December 5-6, 1987

For further information, contact Sandi
Austin. Atari Corp, 1 1 96 Borregas Ave.

Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 745-2012.
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Mark Williams C,
Version 2.0

77i/5 new C compiler for the ST offers improvements

on an already strong package

System: Atari ST

Price: $179.95

Summary: Improvements

make this an excellent

system for hobbyists and

professionals alike.

Manufacturer:

Mark Williams Company

1430 W. Wrightwood

Chicago. IL 60614

(312)472-6659

(800)MWC-1700

Version I of the Mark Williams

C-languagc development sys-

tem, has been a strong product

since its first release last year. The mas-

sive package includes a high-qualitv

preprocessor, compiler, assembler, and

linker series, a disassembler, a debug-

ger, a Unix-like command shell, and a

MicroEmacs source text editor, along

with a complete set of standard and ST-

specific function libraries, an extensive

I nix ulilitv suite (dil'f. tail, etc.), an

enormous amount of source code for

editor, utilities, and example programs,

and a manual close to 700 pages in

length.

Yet. though feature-laden, the ver-

sion I package did not contain every-

thing needed to develop software on the

ST. Though a full set ofGEM functions

was supported by the compiler itself,

documentation of ihesc functions was

lacking. A Resource Construction

Set— used to design pull-down menus,

dialog boxes, and other GEM-relaied

graphic structures was also absent.

Ultimately, the purchase of Mark
Williams C version 1 could be rational-

ized by professionals and serious hobby-

ists who had cither already purchased

the Atari developer's kit and utilities, or

were willing to look far afield to find the

missing documentation and software;

but not by casual programmers or those

merely looking to sharpen nascent C-

programming skills.

Now, with the release of version 2 of

Mark Williams C, most of the deficien-

cies of version 1 have been remedied.

Mark Williams has taken a big step

toward producing the compiler of

choice for programming hobbyists as

well as professionals.

Documentation

The new MWC manual is somewhat

larger and more densely packed with

information than the original. As with

version I . the bulk of the version 2 man-

ual is occupied by a massive Lexicon —
an alphabetically arranged guide to vir-

tually every function supported by the

compiler, shell environment, and utili-

ties, plus a variety of useful information

on C-programming concepts, code

transportability, and other issues.

Complete GEM documentation is

now included comprising a rundown

of every major VDI and AES function,

along with descriptions of correct call-

ing procedures and often, detailed us-

age examples. In addition, all ST BIOS
(Basic Input/Output System) calls.

XBIOS (extended BIOS) calls. GEM-
DOS calls, and. to a lesser degree, Linc-

A calls, arc documented.

This wealth of information should en-

able a programmer who has purchased

Mark Williams C version 2 to develop a

fairly comprehensive idea of how to pro-

gram the ST with little in the way of

additional reference material.

On the other hand, though most of

what you need to know is represented in

the Lexicon, finding it is sometimes not

an easy task. Alphabetical ordering

means that items are not grouped by

function, and the index is not the "ana-

lytical" type used in most complex doc-

uments.

As a result, if you are stuck for a way

to handle mouse input, you can't just

look up the word mouse. Instead, you

must start with at least a vague idea of

how the mouse is handled by the ST
operating system, then search the sum-

marv entries pcrtaininsi to each subunil

of the OS: VDI. AES, TOS. BIOS.

XBIOS. GEMDOS. etc., to find proper

names for the functions you want to

explore in greater detail.

Beginning ST programmers will re-

quire further references to develop a

comprehensive overview of the system.

Beginning C programmers will need at

least one solid tutorial or reference work

on standard C before they will be able to

manage the Mark Williams documen-

tation.

By ALEX LEAVENS
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The Package

The MWC version 2 package consists

of the manual and four single-sided

disks, which contain the preprocessor,

compiler, linker, assembler, disas-

sembler, debugger, editor, utilities, li-

braries, a rebootable RAM disk pro-

gram, and bonus source code.

Again, a Resource Construction Set

has been left out of the package (Mark
Williams is in the process of developing

one), so programmers who want to ex-

ploit the full functionality of the ST in

the easiest possible manner will have to

obtain an RCS elsewhere for the time

being. Except for that, however, it is

difficult to imagine any basic software

tool that has not been included.

The disks are not copy-protected, and

a comprehensive install program is pro-

vided for establishing required directo-

ries on your working disk(s) and setting

up the compiler and utilities on your

system in usable form.

While lengthy—about a half-hour

—

the installation process is more or less

foolproof, defaulting to a standard di-

rectory configuration that is well

thought-out and eminently usable. Cus-

tom configurations can also be ar-

ranged.

To run Mark Williams C version 2,

you need, at minimum, a 520ST and

two single-sided disk drives or a 1 040ST
configured to emulate a two-drive sys-

tem using the RAM disk utility includ-

ed. Additional memory and drive ca-

pacity render the process of program

development far more convenient, how-

ever. A hard disk, for example, is a real

boon.

The Environment

The MWC programming environ-

ment is set up around a command-line

interface "shell" called msh, which

Unix fans may recognize as a combina-

tion of the popular Bourne and Berkeley

Unix shells. Basically, msh replaces the

GEM desktop, accepting commands
from the keyboard to perform most disk

operating system functions (change di-

rectory, catalog, etc.), execute pro-

grams, and generally manage the edit-

compilc-test-dcbug process.

Because this process consists largely

of executing programs (such as cc, the

compiler, or me, the editor) with passed

arguments (including various function

"switches," commands, filenames,

etc.)—something a keyboard -oriented

environment like msh is very good for—

it can be argued that this kind of shell

system is more convenient than GEM
for the serious C programmer.
The other advantage of msh is that

—

as an environment optimized for use

with Mark Williams C— the shell man-
ages environmental variables, pipes,

and other data structures that can be

used to set up complex suites of cooper-

ative programs in the shell environ-

ment.

Besides msh, the other corners of the

MWC development tripod are me, the

source code editor, and cc, the compiler.

The editor is a full-blown implementa-

tion of MicroEmacs. Being command-
driven (primarily by Control-key com-
binations), the editor is slightly user-

hostile. However, it is fairly fast and

brought up. your source file loaded, an
error message printed, and the cursor

placed on the line containing the mis-

take. This level of automatism could

eventually put us programmers out of a

job.

Since the release of MWC version I,

the compiler itself has undergone some
serious revision and improvement, too.

An entire compilation pass has been

eliminated, and the remaining passes

(there arc four, excluding the linker)

have all been significantly enhanced, so

much so that Mark Williams claims a

50% decrease in compile time over pre-

vious versions. While still not as fast as

the Mcgamax C compiler, the new
MWC is no slouch, especially when
used with a RAM disk.

The COmpHer SUite iS smart enough to recognize

standard C-source, assembly language source, and object file

extensions without special prompting.

reliable, permits editing more than one
source file at a time, and is well inte-

grated with msh and the compiler.

The Compiler

The Mark Williams compiler, cc, is

the heart of the development system.

Compilation under cc generally oper-

ates as a one-step process; the cc com-
mand calls the preprocessor, compiler,

assembler/disassembler, and linker, as

required.

The compiler suite is smart enough to

recognize standard C-source, assembly

language source, and object file exten-

sions without special prompting, and
can easily manage complex compile and
link procedures involving multiple

source files of different types. In combi-
nation with the included Make utility—
which, when properly used, automati-

cally keeps track of revisions to files

involved in a project -the compilation

process can be very simple indeed.

The shell, editor, and compiler are

somewhat better integrated in version 2

of MWC than in the previous release.

For example, if the compiler finds an
error in your source code after having

been given the directive -A for automat-

ic editor invocation, the editor will be

What is the cost of this increased

speed? Mostly, the size of the code pro-

duced. Mark Williams C version 2.0

produces program files that can be

about 15% larger than those produced

by Alcyon. for example, though Mark
Williams claims that version 2 pro-

grams will average about 10% smaller

than those compiled under MWC ver-

sion I. An overall 20% increase in exe-

cution speed over version 1 is also

claimed.

Mark Williams C version 2 clearly

provides most of what constitutes a

complete development environment for

ST programming. Beginners will find

the product tough going at first, though

it should be added that Mark Williams
provides very helpful and knowledge-

able phone support to registered own-
ers.

If you arc willing to seek out suitable

ancillary documentation and an RCS,
MWC version 2 is a good buy for serious

work on the ST.
Note: Owners of Mark Williams C

version 1 may upgrade to version 2 for

$50 plus shipping charges. Call or write

the company for details. (And don't for-

get to tell them where you read about

the product— Ed.)
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Keyring Problem

We have written a horribly ineffi-

cient program (Listing I ) to print solu-

tions (and near solutions, defined as ar-

rangements that produce all sums from

1 to 1 9). One answer to the problem is 1
-

3-10-2-5. But there is another; can you

find it?

You ought to be able to improve upon

the program substantially. Array A rep-

resents each key. For ease in adding the

values as we flip around the keyring, we

use A(6). A(7), and A(8) to represent

keys 1, 2. and 3. We put a 1 in each

location in the S (sums) array for each

sum that can be produced. What is your

approach?

\<d REM SOLVES KEYRING PROBLEM
20 DIM A< 10). 8(21

)

30 A( 1 )=1 A(6)-l
40 FOR J=l TO 1?
50 A(2)=J A(?)=J
60 FOR K»l TO 18-J
70 A(3)=K A(8)=K
80 FOR L~l TO 19-J-K
90 A(4)=L< A(9)=L
100 FOR M-l TO 20-J-K-L
110 A<5)-=M
120 FOR P«l TO 21 .S(P)=0 NEXT P
130 FOR N=l TO 5
140 S< A(N) ) = 1

150 S(A(N)+A(N+1) >-l

160 S( A(N)+A(N+1 )+A(N+2>)=l
170 S( A(N)+A<N+1 >+A(N+2>+A(N+3>

) = 1

180 NEXT N
190 S< 1+A(2)+A(3)+A(4)+A(5) )=1

FOR P=2 TO 21
IF S(P)=0 THEN 240

220 NEXT P
230 PRINT "SOLUTION'"
240 IF P<20 THEN 250
245 PRINT P-l>" N 1

"

" "jAI3)i" "jA<4>>'
250 NEXT M NEXT L NEXT

200
210

A(2);
" ;A(5)

K'NEXT J

260 PRINT "THAT'S ALL FOLKS!

Listing 1.

Puzzles

Probtem
mt Questions on page 29

Answers
Longest Ladder

There are several ways of solving this

problem, but one that lends itself to

computer solution is to divide the length

of the ladder into two segments -that in

the 4-meter alley and that in the 2.5-

metcr alley. The length of each segment

can be calculated by using sine or cosine

(see diagram). The following program

will compute all lengths between 1 and

89 degrees: you can refine the range as

you get closer. By so doing, you will find

the answer is 9.10977 meters.

The Rule of 72

In the formula for compound rate of

return, PI = P*(1+R)T , substituting 2P

for PI and solving for T yields

T=LOG(2)/LOG(l+R). The pro-

gram in Listing 2 compares the time to

double your money at various interest

rates using this formula with the "Rule

of 72." The rule "works" because the

log of 2 is approximately equal to .69

and. for small values of R. the log of

I +R is slightly less than R itself. Thus,

if you try dividing R into .69. .70. and so

on, you will find a good fit with .72 for

interest rates between 4% and 18%. the

range of most interest.

10 DE6
20 FOR A=l TO 89
3$ L=4/C0S< A)+2.5/SIN< A)

40 PRINT A,L
50 NEXT A

4.o

5 C=LOG<2)
10 FOR R=0.03 TO 0.2

STEP 0.01
20 T=C/LOG< i+R) R1=R*100
30 PRINT Rli " "iTi "

i?2/Rl
40 NEXT R

Listing 2.

Lucky 6

The digits 1 to 6 can be arranged in

720 different ways. We will publish the

best reader-submitted program to show

the entire sequence in a future issue. So

crank up your computer and send us

your program.

Flagstone Walk

We wrote a relatively simple pro-

gram (Listing 4) that produced a se-

quence of 192 stones. We have no rea-

son to believe that this is the maximum
length. Can you modify our program or

write one of your own to produce a rig-

orous solution?

Good and Bad Juice

The ratio of good to bad juice follow-

ing the eighth and last transfer was

0.523. The program in Listing 3 prints

the amount of good and bad juice in the

container along with the ratio of good to

bad.

User Grou?
mim

Don tBe
Lett 0\&

ot^e

For
Detail-

10 G=64 B=0
20 FOR 1=1 TO 8
30 G=0. 875*6
40 B=0.875*B
50 B=B+S
60 PRINT B,G,G/B
70 NEXT I

5 DIM 1(400) "S=3'T=1
10 I<1)=1 "PRINT "1 n

l

20 K2)=2PRINT "2 "j

30 FOR K=S TO 400 REM ADD FLAGSTONE
40 FOR M=T TO 3 REM SELECT COLOR
50 KK>=M = REM SET COLOR
60 FOR N=l TO K/2REM TEST SEQUENCES
70 a»0=REM SET TEST INDICATOR TO BAD
80 FOR L*=K TO K-N+l STEP -1

90 IF KDOKL-N) THEN A=l

100 NEXT L
110 IF A=0 THEN 140 REM GET NEW COLOR
120 NEXT N
130 PRINT KK)i" ";=GOTO 160
140 T=l NEXT M
150 PRINT PRINT "TOTAL*" ;K; GOTO 170

160 NEXT K
170 FOR J=K TO 3 STEP -1REM GO BACK

180 IF KJX3 THEN 200
190 NEXT J "PRINT "ALL DONE?" " STOP
200 S=J "T=I< J>+1
210 PRINT " BACK UP TO "

: S GOTO 30

Listing 3. Listing 4.
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PROGRAMMING

Getting Started

With Your Atari

grammer in this creative task, Basic

provides:

•A way of communicating with the

computer, entering Basic commands
from the keyboard, and correcting typ-

ing errors.

• Help in finding and correcting sim-

ple errors

—

automatic error checking.

•A way of testing to see if a given

Those of you who arrived a little

late for the Personal Computer
Revolution probably don't re-

member how it all began. Back in the

mid-1970's, inexpensive disk drives

were still a gleam in Steve Wozniak's

eye and the only practical ways that

early computer hobbyists and primordi-

al hackers had to exchange computer
software were via paper tape and, well

... via paper.

A visionary named David H. Ahl had
just begun producing the world's first

personal computing magazine

—

Cre-

ative Computing—and the program
listings in its pages were, in effect, the

first personal computer applications to

be distributed on a mass scale. Those
lucky, talented, or wealthy enough to

have access to a personal computer with

a keyboard and a Basic interpreter/edi-

tor (instead of just a big box with

switches on the front) could actually

type those programs in and sometimes
even make them work!

Typing in programs from computer
magazines thus has a long and honor-

able history. It is still probably the best

way to become familiar with your sys-

tem— its keyboard, editing features,

controls, and peripherals; learn some-
thing about programming; and access,

without charge, a vast and ever-growing

library of quality software. Most of this

software is written in Basic—an easy-

to-use, powerful programming lan-

guage originally invented for use by stu-

dents at Dartmouth College and now
the most widely-used language in per-

sonal computing.

Some Facts About Basic

Basic, like all programming lan-

guages, provides means for a sequence

of instructions, comprising a program,
to be delivered to, understood, and
obeyed by a computer. In Listing 1 you
see a very short Basic program that will

run on any Atari 8-bit computer—400,
800, 600XL, 800XL, 65XE, or
1 30XE— under standard Atari Basic.

Typing in programs from books and magazines

is a great way to learn about your Atari

andget some free software to boot—here's how!

While instructions written in the Ba-

sic language may seem cryptic, they are

actually very simple when expressed in

English. The following is an English

translation of the program in Listing 1

:

1. Blank the screen.

2. Print the message HELLO, HOW
ARE YOU? on the top line of the

screen.

3. Wait until the user types some-

thing and presses the Return key.

4. If what the user has typed is the

word FINE, then print the message

THAT'S GOOD! on the screen.

By carefully tying together many,
many instructions at this very simple

level, a Basic programmer can create a

complex, highly interactive, useful, and
entertaining program. To assist the pro-

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

instruction will do what you hope it

will

—

immediate command execution.

•A way of storing the list of instruc-

tions you type in, and keeping this list in

proper order as you make changes, ad-

ditions, and deletions—a memory stor-

age area.

•A way of executing the whole list of

instructions on receipt of a single com-
mand— program interpretation and ex-

ecution.

•Various ways of tracking down and
eliminating additional errors in a pro-

gram— tracing functions, run-time er-

ror checking.

•Ways to save your program on some
permanent medium— paper, tape, and/
or magnetic disk.

If you review the features of Basic

listed above, you will realize something

quite interesting: Basic has most of the

features of a typical application pro-
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PROGRAMMING!

10 DIM R$(25)
20 PRINT CHR$(125); "HELLO, HOW ARE YOU";
30 INPUT R$
40 IF R$-"FINE" THEN PRINT "THAT'S GOOD!"

Listing 1.

gram— a word processor, for example.

When you are using a word processing

program, you have a way of entering

data (in this case, text) and commands
into the computer; some kind of error-

checking that tells you if you have

pressed a wrong key or made some other

mistake; a way of issuing single com-
mands (like: "change all the 'redeves'

to 'receives' in this document"); a way

of storing your text (data) in memory-
keeping it all immediately accessible

even though there may be too much to

fit on the screen at once; a way of track-

ing down further errors in your data

—

automatic spelling checkers and the

like; and the usual save, load, and print

commands that lei you copy your data

(text) from memory onto some perma-

nent medium.
In fact, Basic is an application pro-

gram— plain and simple. It's just an ap-

plication program that understands a

larger and more fundamental list of

commands than your average word pro-

cessor. So varied are the commands un-

derstood by Basic that it is, in fact, pos-

sible to compose sophisticated

applications with them—applications

like word processors and arcade
games— that differ from their grown-

up cousins only in that they run inside

the environment provided by Basic, in-

stead of the larger environment provid-

ed by the computer hardware.

In effect, Basic acts as intermedi-

ary—an "interpreter"—between pro-

grams written in its own command lan-

guage—the Basic language—and the

larger hardware environment in which

Basic itself runs.

Getting Started

The steps involved in typing in a Basic

program and getting it to run are as

follows:

1

.

Get Basic fired up and ready to go.

2. Type in the program, using the

Basic typing, editing, and error-check-

ing features to correct your mistakes.

3. Save the program on some perma-

nent medium— like a disk—so your

work doesn't go to waste if something

goes very wrong (not very likely).

4. Tell the computer to run the Basic-

program.

5. Correct any further errors with the

help of the error-checking and editing

features of the language, which are al-

ways available— one of the nicest things

about Basic.

6. Save a final copy of the corrected

program on a permanent medium.

Once you have typed in a Basic pro-

gram, gotten it to work correctly, and

saved a final copy, you can use the pro-

gram any time you like by simply:

1

.

Getting Basic fired up and ready.

2. Telling the computer to load in the

program from tape or disk.

3. Telling the computer to run the

program.
We'll cover each of these steps in de-

tail for both 8-bil and ST computers.

Getting Basic Fired Up

Atari 8-Bit Computers
Before you start: If you own an Atari

810 or 1050 disk drive, you will proba-

bly want to use it to save your Basic

programs on magnetic disks. To do so,

you must make certain that your drive

or drives are properly hooked up, that

you have made a working copy of your

DOS disk, and thai you have one or

more formatted disks on hand. Read the

introductory sections of your disk drive

and/or DOS manual for instructions.

Basic was supplied in cartridge form

with the original Atari 400 and 800 se-

ries computers and the 1 200XL. If you

have one of these computers and don't

own an Atari Basic cartridge, you will

need to buy one before you can run

Basic programs on your machine. Send

a check or money order for $1 5.00 plus

$2.00 for shipping along with a letter

requesting CXL4002. Atari Basic Revi-

sion C to Atari Customer Relations,

P.O. Box 61657, Sunnyvale, CA
94088).

Owners of Atari 800XL and 600XL
computers, which were sold with Basic

Revision B, can obtain Revision C free

of charge, provided the machine is still

under warranty, by sending a dated

proof of purchase to Atari Customer
Relations at the address shown above.

To install Basic on an Atari 400 or

800:

1 . Make sure the power to the com-
puter is turned off.

2. Open the cartridge bay behind the

keyboard by pressing the catch forward.

Make sure your hand is in place to pre-

vent the hood from flying up too quick-

ly-

3. Hold the cartridge with the slotted

end (the business end) down and label

facing you. Insert it in the slot (the left

slot on an Atari 800), and press down
carefully until it is firmly seated. The
cartridge should not wiggle loosely

when correctly installed.

4. Close the cartridge bay.

Newer Atari 8-bit computers—the

600XL, 800XL, 65XE, and 130XE—
come with Atari Basic built in, so no

special installation procedure is re-

quired. If you turn one of these ma-
chines on without holding down the OP-

TION key, its built-in, "invisible Basic

cartridge" is automatically activated.

From this point on, startup procedures

will be the same, regardless of which

Atari 8-bit computer you own.

If you intend to use a disk drive to

save your Basic programs, you should

turn on the drive at this point and insert

a boot disk—a formatted disk with the

files DOS.SYS and DUP.SYS copied

onto it via the H option on the DOS
menu. If you have no such disk available

or do not understand these terms, do not

use the original DOS disk that came
with your disk drive. Stop here and

check your disk drive manual for in-

structions on how to create a boot disk.

Now turn your monitor or TV on, and
switch on your computer (remember
not to hold down the OPTION key if you

are using an Atari 600XL, 800XL,
65XE, or 130XE). If you arc using a

disk drive, you will the see the drive

become active for a few seconds and
hear a regular beeping noise from the

display (assuming the sound is turned

up).

Otherwise, you will simply hear a

gravelly sound, lasting a second or so.

Then, the screen will turn light blue and

the word READY will appear in the

upper left-hand corner of your screen.

Basic is now fired up and ready to go

—

on to step 2!

Atari ST Computers

Before you start: Boot your system

just as if you were preparing to run a

regular application program. If your ST
is an early model that does not have

TOS in ROM, start with whatever sys-

tem disk you normally use. Owners of

later model STs may boot from the disk

drive or not. as they prefer, depending

on whether they wish to have desk ac-

cessories present.
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For the time being, leave the system

in whatever resolution it is in when you

normally start up. Make sure you have

at least one formatted disk ready for

saving Basic programs. If you do not

know how to format a disk, check your

ST Operator's Guide for instructions.

You should also be familiar with ba-

Figura 1a. Atari 8-bit Basic startup screen.

sicGEM operations: pointing and click-

ing with the mouse, moving and resizing

windows, and selecting from menus.

The Operator's Guide contains a tutori-

al that should get you on your way.

ST Basic is supplied on the Language
Disk that came with your ST. However,
a new, updated version of Basic has

been prepared and will probably be

ready for distribution by the time you

read this; check with Atari Customer
Relations at the address listed above for

more information.

To get Basic fired up and ready, place

the Language Disk in your main disk

drive. Drive A. Double-click on the

Drive A icon to open a window on the

drive and display the directory. Find the

icon labeled BASIC.PRG and double-

click on it. The screen will clear, and, in

a few seconds, the ST Basic desktop will

appear; it consists of four windows, la-

beled LIST. OUTPUT, COMMAND, and
FD1T (which lies on the desktop under

the other three). The one you will use

now is the Command window at the

bottom of the screen, which contains the

Ok prompt.

Now you're ready to go.

Compatibility

Now that you have Basic fired up, it's

time to start typing.

But you can't just type in any Basic

program you run across and expect it to

work. A Basic program designed for an

Atari 8-bit computer, for example,

probably won't work on an ST, nor the

reverse. Even though both machines are

said to "run Basic," the versions of Ba-

sic that run on each machine, and the

hardware of the machines themselves,

differ sufficiently to make most of any
Basic program written for one machine
incomprehensible to the other.

This incompatibility extends to Basic

programs written for other brands of

computer, as well. Though it is possible

to write "generic" Basic programs that

can run on a wide variety of machines

under an assortment of different ver-

sions of Basic, this is seldom done in

practice.

Further considerations must also be

taken into account. For example,
though almost any program written for

an Atari 800XL will run on an Atari

1 30XE, the reverse is sometimes not the

case. The 130XE has more memory,
and programs written to make use of

this memory may not run on less power-

ful systems.

The configuration of your system,

and the peripherals you own may also be

significant in determining what pro-

grams you can type in. A graphics pro-

gram that makes use of an Atari

SMM 804 printer, for example, may not

be useful to you if you own an NEC
printer.

To avoid disappointment, therefore,

you must be careful to type in only those

programs designed to run on your com-
puter brand, model, and particular con-

figuration, under the version of Basic

that you own. This is seldom difficult to

determine.

Computer magazines usually identi-

fy their programs clearly—more often

than not in such a way that even some-

one who has not read the article or in-

structions accompanying a program
listing will not be fooled into typing in a

program that cannot run on his ma-
chine. Atari Explorer, for example,

prints an "Atari Key" above each pro-

gram listing, providing this information

in concise and consistent format. Nev-
ertheless, it is good practice to make a

habit of reading all the material accom-
panying a program listing before trying

to type it in.

When considering whether to type in

a program, ask yourself the following

questions:

•Was this program written for my
brand and model of computer?

• If not, do I have reason to believe it

will work on my machine? While differ-

ing in such details as amount of RAM
memory available, all Atari 8-bit ma-
chines—from the 400/800 to the
130XE— are fundamentally compati-

ble with one another. Likewise, though
the 1 040ST has twice the memory of the

520ST, the machines are internally very

similar. What you need to ask is, does

this program address aspects of a par-

ticular machine that don't exist in my
own computer? If you are not familiar

with programming, this is sometimes
difficult to determine. If you're not

sure, try another program.
•Do I have the version of Basic that

Mi Fill h* Ui\ totj
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Figure 1b. Atari ST Basic startup screen.

this program requires?

• Does my system include all the peri-

pherals this program requires? If not,

are the peripherals I lack considered

optional? For example, a program may
be capable of using some peripheral-
say, a printer— if it is available, but the

basic function of the program may not

be compromised if that peripheral is not

available.

Two short example programs—one
for Atari 8-bit computers, one for

STs—have been included in Listings 2

and 3 at the end of this article. These
can be used for typing practice in the

discussion that follows.

Program Typing

For most people, typing is an ardu-

ous, error-prone, and time-consuming
task—even with a computer. Before be-

ginning, make sure you are seated com-
fortably, can reach the computer key-

board without strain, and have enough
light to see clearly what you are doing.

Now look at the computer screen. If

you have followed the instructions given

above for getting Basic up and running,

your screen should look something like

Figure la or lb.

On Atari 8-bit machines, the word
READY indicates that Basic is patient-

ly waiting for you to type something in;

the word Ok in the lower left-hand cor-

ner of the ST Basic screen means the

same thing. Beneath this prompt (or

next to it, in the case of the ST) is a

cursor—a marker that shows where the

next letter you type will appear.

Try pressing the A key. See what
happens? The letter A appears (in lower

case on the ST, unless you have pressed
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the Caps Lock key), and the cursor

moves one space to the right, marking
the next position on the line.

Now let's get rid of that letter. To do

this, 8-bit owners should press the De-

lete key, ST owners the Backspace key

(there is a Delete key on the ST, too, but

it performs a different function from

that on the Atari 8-bit machines.) The
letter disappears, and the cursor moves
one space to the left, resting once again

near the margin.

It's very much like using a word pro-

cessor. You type something in, and if

you don't like what you have typed, you

erase it by using the Delete or Back-

space key. There are other, more sophis-

ticated ways of correcting mistakes, as

well, but all you need to know to get

started is here.

Now let's get a little more adventure-

some. Press the A key again, to put the

letter back on the screen. Then press the

Return key.

Whoa! Something happened, right?

What happened was that when you

pressed Return, Basic assumed you

wanted to register what you had
typed—either as an immediate com-
mand, or as part of a program. But the

letter A isn't one of the commands that

Basic understands, nor does it conform
to the special grammatical rules that

would identify it as part of a program.

So Basic complained, telling you that it

didn't understand what you were trying

to do.

Basic takes an interest in what you

have typed only after you press the Re-

turn key. and not before. To test this, try

typing in the entire alphabet, several

times. When the cursor reaches the

right margin of the screen (or the text-

entry window, on the ST), just keep on

typing letters—a few dozen more. On
Atari 8-bit systems, the cursor will

"wrap around" to the left margin, mov-

ing down to the next line, automatically.

On STs, the text-entry window will

scroll left, letting you enter more text

than will fit on a single screen line. Now
press Return. See? Basic didn't com-
plain until you pressed the Return key,

even though you filled up a complete

line of the screen with nonsense.

Now, let's try giving Basic something

it understands. Type in the following

expression, exactly as it appears, and

press Return when you are done:

PRINT "HELLO THERE!"

What happened? Your computer
printed the message HELLO THERE!

on the screen— it obeyed your com-

mand to PRINT what you told it to. On
Atari 8-bit systems, the message is

printed right underneath the line on

which the command was typed. On ST
systems, the message appeared in the

OUTPUT window at the upper right.

Now let's try something a little more

Typing

in programs from

computer magazines has a

long and honorable history.

advanced. Type in the following, includ-

ing the preceding number and separat-

ing space, and press Return when you

are done:

10 PRINT "HELLO THERE!"

Now what happens? Nothing at all, if

you have followed instructions correct-

ly. The number 10 tells Basic that you
want to register what you have typed as

a program line— part of a program that

you are typing in—so it doesn't execute

it right away. Instead, it stores what you

have typed, including the number, in its

program storage memory, and awaits

additional instructions.

Let's give it some. Type RUN, and

press Return.

What happened? Probably the same
thing that happened up above, when we
gave Basic an immediate command.
The message HELLO THERE! ap-

peared on the screen or in the OUTPUT
window. By typing RUN and pressing

Return, you told the computer to exe-

cute the program it was holding in

memory—and it did just that.

Now let's try another command.
Type LIST and press Return. The com-
puter responds by displaying a list of the

program statements it is holding in

memory. Atari 8-bit systems print this

list right underneath the line on which

you entered the command. ST sys-

tems-somewhat more sophisticated

—

print it in a List Window at the upper

left of the screen, but the result is the

same.

Naturally, there is only one state-

ment in this listing— the one you just

typed in. Let's add another. Type:

20 PRINT "GOODBYE!"

Did you remember to press Return?

Now. let's try executing the program by

typing RUN and pressing the you-

know-what key. What happens? If ev-

erything is in order, Basic will have

printed HELLO THERE! and GOOD-
BYE! on the screen.

Obviously, the new statement you
just typed in was registered as part of

the program. Now tell the computer to

list the program by typing LIST. This

time, both program lines should be

printed out.

Now, let's remove one of the lines. To
do so, just type 10 and press Return.

Try typing LIST again. What do you

sec? By giving Basic a number that cor-

responds to the number that precedes

one of the statements in a program, you

eliminate that statement.

Now, let's add something new to our

program. Type:

10 PRINT "HI THERE!"

and press Return. What do you think

will happen? To find out what Basic has

done, type LIST. If you have followed

instructions, the following listing

should appear:

10 PRINT "HI THERE!"
20 PRINT "GOODBYE!"

Basic has accepted a new line 10 and

has automatically sorted it into its prop-

er position in the program. If you type

RUN, the statements in the program
will be executed in the order of their line

numbers, and the following output will

appear on your screen:

HI THERE!
GOODBYE!

Now let's review what we have

learned:

• Basic commands and program lines

are given to the computer by typing

them in at the keyboard.

•Simple typing errors can be fixed

using the Delete or Backspace key to

erase the error and then retyping it.

• Pressing the Return key registers

what you have typed, causing Basic to

respond to it. Basic does not respond

until you press Return, and does not

mind if what you type runs over the

right margin of the screen.

•Once you press Return, Basic will

inform you if what you have typed in
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does not make sense.

•Your Atari understands a variety of

Basic commands, including print,
RUN. and LIST.

• If you precede what you type with a

number, Basic treats what you have en-

tered as part of a program and stores it

in memory. Programs are built up in

this way: from many statements, en-

tered in sequence, each beginning with a

unique number. The lines of a program
are automatically sorted and executed
(when you type RUN) with reference to

these numbers, regardless of the order

in which they were entered.

•A program line is erased by typing

in its line number and pressing Return.

A program line can be modified by typ-

ing in its line number, followed by new
text and a Return.

Getting Down to Business

Now that you know the basics of how
to interact with Basic, it's time to start

typing in a more substantial program,
like one of the example programs below.

As you just learned, a Basic program
is made up of a sequence of statements
or program lines, each beginning with a

unique line number and ending with a

press of the Return key. Typing in a
program is simply a matter of typing the

printed listing into your machine, press-

ing Return at the end of each program
line to register it and place it in memory.
Take a look at one of the sample list-

ings. Note that certain numbered lines

don't fit on a single physical line within

the space allowed—they run over onto

the physical line underneath. This is not

an indication that you should automati-
cally press Return, as you would on a
typewriter, when you reach the right

margin of the page— it is just the result

of the magazine having to print the list-

ing in a confined space.

When you reach such a point, just

keep on typing, moving your eye down
one line, until the remainder of the logi-

calprogram line has been entered. Only
then should you press Return. Con-
versely, certain program lines that take
up only one physical line on the printed

page may not fit onto one physical line

on your screen. Again, just keep typing,

letting the cursor wrap around (or let-

ting the window scroll left) until you
have entered the entire line—then reg-

ister it with Basic by pressing Return.
Obviously, the format of program

lines—at least as far as line breaks are

concerned— isn't very important. The
content is. Basic is a very dense and
precise language in which virtually ev-

ery letter, number, space, and punctua-
tion mark is significant.

Until you understand Basic well

enough to know where the shortcuts lie,

you should strive to duplicate the con-
tent of each line in the printed listing

(including line number) exactly. Other-
wise, there is a good chance that your
program won't work. Copying a line ex-

actly includes being careful to:

•Type capital and lower-case letters

as indicated in the listing.

•Count spaces and other "filler"

characters carefully, and copy them ex-

actly where they appear.

• Distinguish between characters of
similar appearance. Don't substitute a

O (capital letter O) for (numeral
zero)—zeros are usually slashed to

make it easier to identify them. Don't

use an 1 (small letter L) for a 1 (numeral
one). Don't substitute square brackets

for parentheses, or apostrophes (') for

quotation marks ("). While all these

things may pass when preparing type-

written documents for human readers.

your computer will be much less forgiv-

ing.

Note that certain program listings

you come across may contain special

characters—odd blocks, little heart-

shaped characters, and other peculiar-

looking things—or inverse charac-
ters—characters printed in a dark color

on a light background. This is particu-

larly true in Basic programs designed
for Atari 8-bit computers, though ST
listings may also contain characters

that don't seem to be represented on the
ST keyboard.

Instructions on what keys to press to

produce these characters can be found
in your computer or Basic manual.
Magazines and books that print listings

containing special characters also usu-

ally provide a key, giving instructions on
how to produce them from the key-

board.

When typing, remember that if you
make a mistake, you can simply use the

Delete or Backspace key to erase the

line back to the offending character and

TWINKLE, TWINKLE

ATARI KEY
Any Atari 8-Bit Home Computer
Atari Basic

10 DIH VH42,2),V2(46,2)
29 PRINT CHR*< 123) 'POSITION 5, 10 POKE 752/1
39 PRINT "*TUINKLE, TWINKLE, LITTLE STAR*"
49 FOR I«l TO 42 READ A, B VI ( 1 , 1 )=A > VI ( I > 2 >=B NEXT I

59 FOR I»l TO 46 READ A, B V2( 1 , 1 )=A V2C I , 2 >=*B NEXT I

£9 Tl=« T2=0 P1=«P2=«
79 IF Tl-« THEN SOUND *,<*,<»,<& P1=P1 + 1 SOUND 9,VKP1,1>
,19, ie T1=VKP1,2)*2«
80 IF T2-9 THEN SOUND 1,9,9,9 = P2-P2+1 SOUND 1,V2(P2, 1)
,19, 1« T2=V2<P2,2)*20
99 Ti-Tl-1»T2-T2-1
1M IF Tl>9 OR P2<46 THEN 79
119 POKE 732,9
1999 DATA £9, 1,69,1,49, 1,49, 1,35, 1,35, 1,49,2
1929 DATA 45,1,45,1,47*1,47,1,53,1,53,1,69,2
1939 DATA 49,1,49,1,45,1,45,1,47,1,47,1,53,2
1949 DATA 49,1,49,1,45,1,45,1,47,1,47,1,53,2
1959 DATA 69,1,69,1,49,1,49,1,35,1,35,1,49,2
1969 DATA 45,1,45,1,47,1,47,1,53,1,53,1,69,2
1979 DATA 69,1,81,1,47,1,69,1,45,1,69,1,47,1,69,1
1989 DATA 53,1,64,1,69,1,72,1,91,1,81,1,121,2
1999 DATA 47,1,81,1,53,1,81,1,69,1,81,1,64,1,81,1
1199 DATA 47,1,81,1,53,1,81,1,69,1,81,1,64,1,81,1
1119 DATA 69,1,81,1,47,1,69,1,45,1,69,1,47,1,69,1
1129 DATA 53,1,64,1,69,1,72,1,91,1,81,1,121,2
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start typing again from that point.

Until you press Return to register the

line with Basic, you can make all the

changes you like in this way. Once you

have pressed Return, Basic will check

the line for additional errors. If it finds

any, it will tell you about them. To cor-

rect errors in a line you have already

registered, type it in again from the be-

ginning, including the line number, and

press Return to substitute the correct

line for the incorrect one in memory.

There are also other, more efficient,

ways to edit parts of a program listing,

which you can check out in your com-

puter or Basic manual. Note that the

automatic error checking feature of Ba-

sic can spot only such errors as render a

command or program line grammati-

cally incorrect.

Basic cannot check for underlying

flaws in logic or other errors that, while

incorrect in the context of a particular

program, are still legal in terms of Basic

grammar. In other words, although er-

ror-checking can help you to some ex-

tent, you must still be very careful when

typing in a program.

Insurance

Once you have typed in a whole pro-

gram, the next step is to save your work

so that if something goes wrong, it won't

be lost. The Basic command save lets

you do this. Atari 8-bit owners who
want to save a program on disk should

follow this procedure:

1

.

Place a formatted disk (prepared in

advance according to instructions in the

disk drive manual

—

do not use your

original DOS disk!— in your disk drive

and close the drive door (or bring down
the latch).

2. Type: SAVE "DFILENAME",
substituting a name appropriate for

your program, eight characters or less

in length, between the quotation marks
where the word FILENAME appears,

and press Return. The disk will whir for

a moment, while Basic saves the pro-

gram for you.

To reverse the process, bringing the

TWINKLE. TWINKLE

KSTatarikey
Any Atari ST Computer

ST Basic

lO dim vl(42,3>,v2<46,3>
20 sound 1,0, 0,0,0* sound 2,0,0,0,0* sound 3,0,0,0,0
30 Have 7,7,0,0,0
40 4u11h 2sclearw 2sgotoxy 21, 7lprint "«TWINKLE, THINK
LE, LITTLE STAR*"
50 for i = 1 to 42* read vl <i , 1> , vl <i ,2) , vl <i ,3) snext i

60 for i=l to 46:read v2(i , 1) , v2Ci ,2) , v2(i ,3) inaxt i

70 tl - 0st2 = Ospl = Osp2 =- O
BO if tl = then sound 1 ,0, O, 0,0: pi p 1+1: sound 1,10
,vl<pl,l),vl(pl,2>,Ottl = vl(pl,3) » 30
90 if t2 = O then sound 2,0,0,0,0:p2 = p2+lx sound 2,10
,v2<p2, I),v2(p2,2),0*t2 - v2<p2,3> « 30
100 tl - tl-lst2 = t2-l
110 if tl > O or p2 < 46 then BO
120 sound 1,0, 0,0,0: sound 2,0,0,0,0
IOOO data 1, 4, 1,1, 4, 1,B, 4, 1,8,4,1,10,4, 1,10,4,1,8,4,2
IOIO data 6,4,1,6,4,1,3,4,1,3,4,1,3,4,1,3,4,1,1,4,2
1020 data B, 4, 1,8,4,1,6, 4, 1,6, 4, 1,5, 4, 1,5, 4, 1,3, 4,

2

1030 data 8,4,1,8,4,1,6,4,1,6,4,1,5,4,1,5,4,1,3,4,2
104O data 1,4,1,1,4,1,8,4,1,8,4,1,10,4,1,10,4,1,8,4,2
1050 data 6,4,1,6,4,1,5,4,1,5,4,1,3,4,1,3,4,1,1,4,2
1060 data 1,4,1,8,3,1,5,4,1,1,4,1,6,4,1,1,4,1,3,4,1,1,
4,1
1070 data 3,4,1,12,3,1,1,4,1,10,3,1,6,3,1,8,3,1,1,3,2
1080 data 5,4,1,8,3,1,3,4,1,8,3,1,1,4,1,8,3,1,12,3,1,8
,3,1
1090 data 5,4, 1 ,8,3, 1 ,3,4, 1 ,B,3, 1, 1,4, 1,8,3, 1, 12,3, 1,8
,3,1
llOO data 1,4,1,8,3,1,5,4,1,1,4,1,6,4,1,1,4,1,5,4,1,1,
4 »*
lllO data 3,4,1,12,3,1,1,4,1,10,3,1,6,3,1,8,3,1,1,3,2

program back into memory, type:

LOAD "D:F1LENAME". substituting

the name you gave in the previous in-

struction for the word FILENAME,
and press Return.

Owners of Atari 8-bit cassette sys-

tems follow a similar procedure to save

and re-load their work. The Atari cas-

sette drive must be properly attached,

and an appropriate cassette inserted. To
save a program, press down the Record

and Play buttons of the tape drive si-

multaneously—the drive will not start

moving when you do this, but will await

a command from the computer. Type:

SAVE "C:FILENAME'\ substituting

a name of your choice, as above, and

press Return. The computer will beep

twice and write the program onto the

cassette.

To reverse the process and re- load the

program from the cassette into memo-
ry, start by re-winding the tape to where

it was when you began. Then press down
the Play button. Type: LOAD i4

C:FI-

LEN AME", substituting the name you

gave in the previous instruction, and

press Return. The computer will beep,

and load the program from the cassette.

In general, cassettes are less reliable

than disks, and it is a good idea to save

each program twice, without rewinding

the cassette in-between. That way, if

one copy of the program turns out to be

bad. you will still have another.

ST owners should follow a similar

procedure to save their work:

1. Place a formatted disk (prepared in

advance according to instructions in the

ST Operator's Guide or ST Basic man-
ual) in drive A.

2. Type: SAVE A:
4F1LENAME\

substituting a name of your choice

where the word FILENAME appears.

Basic will save your program on the

disk.

If you attempt to use the above com-

mand twice in a row (supposing you

have already saved a program under a

certain name, corrected an error, and
are now trying to save it again using the

same name) an error occurs. At this

point, you have two options—save the

new copy under a slightly different file-

name (many programmers save multi-

ple versions of their programs under a

related series of names, e.g. FILE I,

FILE2, FILE3) or use the REPLACE
command to replace the file containing

the old version of your program with a

file containing the new version, under

the same name:

REPLACE A:'FILENAME'
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Why save a program before testing to

see if it works? Simple— if something

goes wrong, you don't want to have to

type the program in again from scratch.

Mistakes in a Basic program can

cause strange things to happen; they can

even, on occasion, cause whole pro-

grams to "self-destruct." If you have a

copy on disk or tape, you have nothing

to worry about—just LOAD it into mem-
ory, find your mistake, fix it, and save a

new copy before trying to run it again.

Note that your valuable time is really

the only thing at risk when working with

Basic. The worst thing that can possibly

happen (and even this is highly unlike-

ly) is that something you do will acci-

dentally erase a disk. Typing and pro-

gramming errors cannot harm your

computer, disk drive, or other peripher-

als in any way.

If something happens that makes you

very uncomfortable (like your printer,

all of a sudden, begins to spew forth

reams of paper), don't panic. If worst

comes to worst, you can just turn the

system off and start up again.

Debugging

You have typed in your program and
saved it on disk or tape. Now comes the

moment you have been waiting for

—

time to test it out. As you probably re-

member, you can tell the computer to

execute a Basic program that is in mem-
ory by typing RUN and pressing Re-

turn.

If you are a) an extraordinarily good

typist or b) incredibly lucky, the pro-

gram will work right off. The rest of us

less talented souls who do not enjoy Di-

vine protection will probably be greeted

with a friendly error message or some
other indication that the program con-

tains one or more typographical mis-

takes. What to do now?
First, eliminate the obvious. Did you,

by chance, type RNU instead of RUN?
That will get you every time. No?
Check the printed listing again. Did you
accidentally type in a Commodore 64
program? Nope.
Once all the easy possibilities have

been eliminated, it's time to look your-

self squarely in the eye and admit that

you might possibly have made one or

two little typing errors. Debugging is

the computer term for finding and elim-

inating these mistakes.

Until you have learned quite a bit

more about Basic, you can't expect to be

able to debug a program simply by ex-

amining its behavior. Instead, you will

have to adopt the more systematic ap-

proach of checking each line you have

typed against what appears in the mag-
azine, searching for discrepancies be-

tween them.

To list a particular program line on
your computer screen, line 40, for ex-

ample, type LIST 40 and press Return.

Line 40 should be displayed on-screen

Complicated
mathematical equations with

many levels ofparentheses

cause beginners more than a

little frustration.

(it will appear in the List Window on
the ST).

It is also possible to list larger chunks

of a program to make checking go a

little faster. To display all the program
lines between, for example, line 40 and
line 80, 8-bit owners should type LIST
40,80 and press Return. ST owners
should type LIST 40-80 to accomplish
the same thing. Note that Atari 8-bit

Basic uses a comma to separate refer-

ences to line numbers, while ST Basic

uses a hyphen.

If you own a printer, checking your

listing against the magazine is even eas-

ier. To get a printout of your work, turn

on your printer, making sure that it is

properly loaded with continuous-form

paper. Eight-bit owners should type

LIST "P:" and ST owners, LLIST, fol-

lowed in either case by Return.

As you work your way through the

program, checking for mistakes, keep in

mind the need for absolute accuracy.

Have you substituted a letter O for a

zero? Dropped a few spaces between a

pair of quotation marks? Put a comma
where a period should be, or vice versa?

Remember that the error you are look-

ing for is probably quite subtle.

Data statements—program lines

beginning with the usual number, fol-

lowed by the word DATA and a long list

of numbers or words separated by com-
mas, often cause beginning program-
mers a great deal of trouble. Because
there is no visible pattern to most of the

content of the line, typing it accurately

becomes a very mechanical process

—

prone to error.

Complicated mathematical equa-

tions with many levels of parentheses

also cause beginners more than a little

frustration. Both data statements and
math expressions tend to be very fragile,

in the sense that one tiny mistake can

change their meaning (and ruin your

program) completely—check them
carefully.

When you find your mistake, there

are many ways of handling it using the

editing features of Basic. The one sure-

fire way, however, is simply to type the

whole line in again from the beginning,

including the line number, and press

Return to replace the original line with

the repaired one.

As you find and correct mistakes, re-

member to save a new copy of the pro-

gram on disk or tape every so often.

There is no sense in wasting the time

you spend debugging any more than
there is in wasting the time you spent

typing.

Sometimes, you will be unable to find

your mistake, even though you have

searched through the listing over and
over with all the diligence you can mus-
ter. Chances are still very good that the

error is yours; only very rarely can prob-

lems with a program be attributed to

errors in the original printed listing. Ex-
plorer, for example, tests its program
both before and after publication, to

ensure that errors have not crept in at

any point in the makeup and printing

cycle.

In the event that you cannot find any
errors and the program still doesn't

work as advertised, you have two
choices. The first, and probably the best

choice, is to seek the assistance of a

more experienced Atari programmer.
To find one, consult your local Atari

user group.

Your second choice is to sit tight and
wait for the magazine to discover its

mistake and publish a correction— most
will do so in the most timely manner
possible.

On To the Wider World

You now know the basics of how to

type in Basic programs. As you become
more familiar with your Atari computer
system, you will learn many additional

techniques and tricks that will speed up
the process of typing in and correcting

published listings.

Careful study of the manuals that

came with your Atari computer and
peripherals will enhance your skills and
understanding and ease the process of

acquiring good, useful software from
the printed page.
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Software
Survey

These short reviews will keep you up to date on some of the latest,

greatest, and not-so-great software available for Atari computers.

If
the play is truly the thing. Arena

isn't likely to satisfy many of its

customers. But if showy graphics

that darn near look like video tape high-

lights are paramount, then Arena may
be the game of the year.

Sporting the best graphics I have seen

in a game program. Arena is 60% of a

decathlon: six of those ten familiar

events are included. On board are the

100 meters, long jump, shot put. javelin,

high jump, and pole vault. A look at the

missing events gives a good indication of

the weaknesses of the program.

Gone arc the hammer throw, two

longer races, and the hurdles. Why the

hurdles were left out is a mystery. But

the reason for the omission of the other

events isn't a case for Agatha Christie.

Participation in the six included

events is accomplished by pounding a

key on each side of the keyboard to

correspond with the planting of alter-

nate feet. The quicker these keys are hit,

the more speed the runner gains. The

only other key that comes into play is

the space bar or "jump key" as it is

PLAYABILITY
Harrier Strike Mission

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

System: Atari ST

Price: $49.95

Summary: High-flying

aircraft simulation/battle

Manufacturer:

Miles Computing

7741 Alabama Ave.

Ste. 2

Canoga Park, CA 91304

(818)341-1411

GRAPHICS

The unique abilities of the Harrier

Jump Jet make it one of the most

innovative and versatile aircraft

in history. It can be pilotted like a jet at

velocities near the speed of sound or

maneuvered like a helicopter by direct-

ing engine thrust downward, allowing

for hovering and vertical takeoffs and

landings.

Harrier Strike Mission puts the con-

trols of a Jump Jet in your hands and

challenges you to destroy an enemy base

and its tanks, aircraft, and fuel depot.

Your arsenal includes three Sidewinder

heat-seeking missiles, unlimited cannon

fire, and 1 6 flares, which, by means of

strong infrared output, draw enemy

missiles to themselves and away from

your aircraft.

This may not seem like much of a

challenge, but remember, you must

control the aircraft as well as the arma-

ments. Harrier Strike Mission is an ad-

equate flight simulator that will take

some time to master. Sensitive mouse

control and a fair number of keyboard

commands will have you careening

wildly about in the sky on your first few

flights.

Fortunately, the creators have pro-

vided a quality manual and some op-

lions that will enable you to case into

familiarity with the controls: you can,

for example, choose peacetime, unlimit-

ed fuel supply, or slower enemy speed to

make vour mission more manageable.

While the options include some
graphic enhancements, one discourag-

ing thing about Harrier Strike Mission

is that there is only one mission to ac-

complish. Once you can finish the job on

the Expert level, there is not much you

can do tovary the challenge. Hopefully.

Miles Computing will support buyers of

the program with additional missions

on disk, and a sequel is in the works. I'll

be hovering patiently near my ST
awaiting new challenges.

Note: At the time of this writing.

Miles Computing was adapting Harrier

Strike Mission to include joystick con-

trol. The new version was not ready in

lime for review, but should be available

by the lime vou read this.

—

Andy Eddy
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called in the manual.

Whai the game boils down to is bang-

ing as fast as possible on the keys and
then picking the right time to hit the

space . . . er . . . jump key. That's all

there is to it.

Don't take that to mean the game is

easy. Getting the runner up to speed

takes great finger-to-key coordination

and an ability to forget how much you

paid for your computer. And hitting the

jump key has to be timed just right.

Should you fail on either of these

counts, a little man with a clipboard will

come by, look at your result and say

something insulting. Of course, you

don't actually hear him, but you can

read what he says in a comic-strip bal-

loon above his head.

Points awarded to each competitor

are based on standards. Players com-
pete for the best time, height, or dis-

tance in each event; then point scores

from all events are combined to deter-

mine an overall winner. It is quite possi-

ble for a player to win seven of the ten

events and not be overall champ if his

scores were very poor in the other three

events.

Practice is the key to success in this

game. There isn't anything novel—or

even very exciting—about Arena, other

than the tremendous graphics, which

Arena

will almost make you think you can

smell the guy running next to you. But if

you are into graphics and digital aero-

bics, you might want to give it a try.

— Rick Teverbaugh

System: Atari ST

Price: $34.95

Summary: Track and field

simulation with outstanding

graphics

Manufacturer:

Psygnosis Ltd.

Liverpool, England

Distributors:

Computer Software

Service

129 Sherman St.

Cambridge. MA 02140

(617)876-2505

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

495-A Busse Rd. GRAPHICS

Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

(312)439-4444

Goto is a one-player simulation

that gives you full control of and
responsibility for a World War

II combat submarine. In the game, you

are given one of a series of missions that

you must complete before you can re-

turn to the safety of Allied territory.

Twenty missions are included on the

disk, and Spectrum Holobyte promises

that additional missions will be made
available to extend the challenge of the

game.
As captain, you must control the ele-

ments that keep your craft in good con-

dition and your crew in good health-
oxygen, battery, and fuel levels; speed

and direction; torpedo and mine quanti-

ties, etc. Managing the sub is not an

easy task, but you do have maps on hand

to guide you—at least on the beginner

levels. On higher levels— there are ten

in all— it takes more shots to down an

enemy ship, the enemy craft show up
differently on your display maps, and

the instructions for your mission are

transmitted in Morse Code rather than

being printed on the screen as they are

when you start out.

Also variable throughout the contest

are factors that affect both enemy ships

(aggressiveness and speed) and your

own sub (turning rate and hull

strength). When you know what these

factors are, you can tailor the battle to

your own abilities and experience.

The choice of mouse or keyboard con-

trol and GEM compatibility make the

GRAPHICS

System: Atari ST

Price: $39.95

Summary: Good

submarine simulation that

could use a little polishing

Manufacturer:

Spectrum Holobyte

2061 Challenger Dr.

Alameda, CA 94501

(415)522-3584

Goto scenario very easy to set up and

Play-

Though the layout is easy to under-

stand and the game is fun to play, there

are a few shortcomings that may hinder

your enjoyment of the game somewhat.

Seeing a ship through your periscope

when it is actually on the other side of an

island, for example, is annoying, but

you can make allowances and still be

challenged by the game. Nor are sound

effects and graphics used to anything

resembling the full potential of the ST.

All in all, Goto is an entertaining un-

derwater simulation, and I look forward

to more releases from Spectrum Holo-

byte.— Andy Eddy
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Micro League Baseball

1

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

I

GRAPHICS

System: Atari ST (and 8- bit)

Price: $59.95

Summary: Baseball

simulation with arcade-like graphics

Since its introduction three years

ago. Micro League Baseball for

8-bit computers has been flat-

tered by many imitators. None has ap-

proached it in graphics and only a few

have surpassed its statistical base.

Now, with the development of com-

puters like the ST with larger memories

Manufacturer: Micro League Sports Assoc

220 1 Drummond Plaza

Newark, DE 19711

(302) 368-9990

(800) PLAYBAL

and superior graphics, baseball fans

have been clamoring for a new version

of Micro League that would again take

the lead in baseball simulations.

The new ST version answers that call

but not always with all the features for

which the fans have been longing.

The ST version is clearly superior to

all other versions in four areas. The first

is in the area of unusual plays. Making
use of the extended memory available,

almost anything possible in a real game
can now occur in Micro League. These
plays vary from sublime interruptions

for minor injuries to more radical

changes for ejections, rain delays, and
power failures (mostly in domed stadi-

ums).

A second improvement comes in the

area of customizing each game to the

stadium of the home team. The pro-

gram takes into account not only the

dimensions of the park but whether

there is natural grass or artificial turf.

Based on a small sample of games, it

appears that there are more base hits

Ihrough the infield when a contest is

played on turf rather than grass. You
would also expect errors to be cut down
due to truer hops.

A third area of improvement is also

an area of concern. With the original

Micro League it was necessary to pre-

load another disk before the game disk

if you wanted to print out a box score or

compile stats for the game to be played.

Now that decision isn't necessary be-

cause both functions are included on the

game disk -a real plus.

But in the original version it was also

necessary to buy a General Manager's

Tennis isn't a complex game: two

people with rackets hit one ball

back and forth over a net. Should

be a snap for a computer to simulate,

right? Wrong, evidently. Even this cur-

rent effort. Match Point, leaves the

sport of tennis without a solid simula-

tion on the computer market.

The Nintendo people have a good one

in the arcades and for their own home
game system, but computers still ha-

ven't found a champion.
Match Point is a near miss in several

areas and a blatant double fault in oth-

ers. As you might expect in an ST prod-

uct from MichTron, the graphics are

nearly flawless. It is quite easy to follow

the flight of the ball thanks to the well-

drawn figures and the realistic shadow.

There are ballpeople to retrieve the

ball when it goes into the net and line

judges who are so accurate that even

John McEnroe would probably find lit-

tle reason to complain.

After each odd-numbered game, the

players trade sides. The match is a best

of five sets, so hang in there. No lead is

Match Point

System: Atari ST

Price: $39.95

Summary: Arcade-type

tennis simulation

Manufacturer:

MichTron Inc.

576 S. Telegraph

Pontiac, Ml 48053

(313) 334-5700

PLAYABILITY

CHALLENGE

I

ADDICTIVENESS

EASE OF LEARNING

GRAPHICS
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disk to create teams of your own, and
then you were limited in the number of

teams that could be saved at one time.

Expanding beyond that number meant
buying another Security disk.

Fans had hoped that the new version

of Micro League would recognize the

shortsightedness of that policy and
make it possible to save teams on a

blank formatted disk and have the cre-

ation program as part of the main pack-

age. Alas, nobody at Micro League was
listening to the roar of the crowd.
The final area of improvement is in

graphics. There wasn't anything wrong
with the original format, but the ST
version is much improved. The sliding

of the runners is better drawn, and the

fielders really move their arms to throw
the ball.

There is one more change that can't

really be considered an improvement.
The program will accept commands
from the mouse. It isn't easy to under-
stand why anyone would choose to press

the mouse button, move the pointer to

the proper spot, and press the button
again instead of merely selecting one
key on the keyboard, but for those who
have forgotten how to use the keys, the

feature is there.

For those not familiar with the origi-

nal version, here is a quick recap of the

features that have made Micro League

Baseball an 8-bit institution. Twenty-
five teams, ranging from Hall of
Famers to a couple of all-time great

franchises, are included on the disk as

are some great individual seasons, be-

ginning with the 1927 Yankees and ex-

tending through the 1983 Orioles.

When his team is at bat, the manager
can choose to swing away, bunt for a hit,

run aggressively or safely, steal, hit and
run, sacrifice, send up a pinch hitter, or

send in a pinch runner. On defense the

options range from type of pitch (fast-

ball, curve, slider, change) to pitchout,

intentional walk, moving the infield in

at the corners or in all around, and mak-
ing lineup changes. You can also have

your pitchers warm up in the bullpen;

the new version tells you when the pitch-

er is ready or when he has toiled too long

in the pen.

One other addition, good for league

play, is the option to have the computer
handle both sides of a matchup, taking

away the graphic display and removing
all pauses. In this way, you can play a

game necessary for the standings and
stats of the replay but not of play-by-

play interest to the gamer in under five

minutes.

All things considered. Micro League
Baseball is a worthy addition to the

library of any ST owner who loves base-

ball.— Rich Teverbaugh

insurmountable, unless you're playing

against the computer.

And that brings us to one of the

faults. There arc three levels of difficul-

ty in taking on the computer, but none
seems tame enough to really introduce

the game. Not a novice at sports games
by any standard, I played against the

easiest level and wound up with a score

of 6-0, 6-1, 6-0 in my first match.

The selection screen appears after the

game boots. The computer can play

both sides (nice for a demonstration but

after that, who cares?), one side, or

none at all. Control can be by keyboard
(an awful choice), mouse, or joystick.

Because most games of this type are

played with the joystick, this method
will be the most familiar in the shortest

time, but I recommend the mouse, espe-

cially if you have a good pad for the

critter.

Really, the biggest problem with

Match Point is the rule book, the area

easiest to correct yet most often bungled
by software houses. The actual rules of

game play take up two pages. There is

no discussion of how to control the di-

rection the ball takes as it leaves the

racket, nor are there any instructions on
how to serve—what hitting the button
at the height of the toss means as op-

posed to waiting longer, for example.
There is a pause key that works all the

time and another key to end the game
that works only on occasion. Four ver-

sions of the game are found on the

disk— monochrome and color versions

in both English and French. This pro-

vides a popular solution to the old home-
work vs. play dilemma—practice a for-

eign language while you improve your
eye/hand coordination.

I would have preferred it had Mich-
Tron used the disk space to make a

doubles game available. It probably
wouldn't be possible to make it a four-

player all human contest, but the com-
puter could have handled the teammate
of each human foe or two teammates
against two human foes.

In all, the game does simulate tennis

action. It is easier to rally from the base-

line than take chances and charge the

net. for example, but it is nearly impos-
sible to beat the computer with that

conservative strategy. Match Point is a

pleasant diversion, but definitely not a

Grand Slam event.

—

Rick Teverbaugh

XM301
MODEM SPECIAL

$49.95
FREE SIGN-UP FOR GENIE

FREE SOFTWARE:
1030 EXPRESS {version 2. 1)

FEATURES
Compatible with ATARI XE™ and XL™
Personal Computer Systems
(except 1200XL™).

300 baud, direct connect

Full or half duplex.

Automatic dialing.

Automatic answering.

LED carrier indicator.

Audio via monitor or television
speaker.

Includes XE TERM™ communications
program on disk:

• Supports standard ASCII and
ATASCII character modes.

• Selectable auto-answer and duplex
modes.

• Autodial and auto log-on support.

• Three file transfer protocols.

• 130XE™ Computer RAM disk

support.

• Upload/download capability.

No power supply needed.

Interlace cable included.

TECHNICAL DATA
Standard ATARI 8-bit interface.

FCC part 68-approved line interface.

Touch tone (DTMF) or rotary (pulse)

dialing method.

Modular telephone jack USCO RJ11C.

Dimensions: 1.5" high x 2.75" wide

x 5.25" deep.

REQUIREMENTS
ATARI XE, XL, or 800™ Personal

Computer Systems with 48K RAM.

Television or composite monitor.

ATARI Disk Drive.

Telephone line.

To order, send check, money order,

or VISA/MasterCard number (including

expiration date) to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. S7

P.O. Box 61657

Sunnyvale. CA 94088

Shipping and handling add $2.50

No COD's. please.

California residents, add 7% sales tax.

Outside USA. add $10 for shipping.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.
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PRODUCT REVIEW

Strategy Games
Old And New

By ARNIE KATZ and BILL KUNKEL

Mind challengers

from Chess

to Archon

for Atari 8-bit computers

The Atari 8-bit computer line is

more than just an affordable

home arcade machine. Its excel-

lent audio-visual capabilities are tailor-

made for thunderous explosions, siz-

zling lasers, and adorable animated

characters.

But the library of Atari entertain-

ment software includes a lot more than

just slam-bang shoot-'em-ups and
thrill-a-sccond maze chases. The cata-

logue bulges with programs designed to

test your brain rather than your motor

reflexes. In fact, there are so many pure

strategy games that even a lengthy arti-

cle could only scratch the surface. If we

are to do justice here to the best of the

brain games, we must leave the war-

games, sports simulations, and adven-

tures to future issues of Atari Explorer.

Similarly, programs that require a lot

of manual dexterity are beyond the

scope of this survey. Action-strategy

contests like Rainbow Walker from

Epyx and Boulder Dash from Avantage

will get their due in an upcoming article

about action-strategy games for the 8-

bit systems.

The King of Strategy Games

After hundreds of years and millions

of minutely annotated matches, chess is

indisputably the most popular and re-

spected strategy game of all time. Its

essentially simple rules and breathtak-

ing range of possible moves keep it fresh

and fascinating through a lifetime of

play.

When "electronic brains"* made the

transition from science fiction to daily

newspaper headlines after World War
II, ft was only natural to apply the logic-

handling capabilities of computers to

chess, the most intellectual of all board

games. Computer scientists found the

idea attractive, too, because a chess-

playing machine could provide the aver-

age American with a comprehensible,

yet impressive demonstration of the

power of microprocessing.

Computer chess has come of age in

the last decade, and numerous tourna-

ments pit computer chess players

against each other or, occasionally, hu-

man opponents. Though today's chess

programs play much better than those

published even as recently as the early

Chessmaster 2000
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1980s, a program that can defeat a

Master or Grand Master is still only a

dream.
Computer chess has several advan-

tages over the non-electronic version of

the game. It provides an ever-present

source of opponents, it offers a context

for learning and improving your profi-

ciency, and it can be fine-tuned to give

any chess lover a competitive game.

Sargon III from Spinnaker Software,

designed by Dan and Kathe Spracklen.

is the most

recent version

of the classic

home computer chess program. Wheth-
er you arc an expert or a novice, Sargon
III is ideal for times when you want a

game and can't find a human foe. Its

nine difficulty levels expand to 18

choices with a special setting that limits

thinking time for the computer. You
can even raise or lower the skill level

during a game.
Sargon III can moderate a match be-

tween you and a human rival, compete
with you, or even play agai.'ist itself. The
latter mode allows novice players to

study moves and situations without the

strain of active participation.

This high quality chess disk provides

hints and lets you take back moves,

switch sides, invert the board, or alter

the positions of the pieces. You view the

board from an overhead perspective,

with pieces shown in profile.

Sargon III also contains a roster of

famous games and problems for serious

chess enthusiasts to replay or study.

Other programs now claim to be able to

beat Sargon III at the top skill setting,

but few offer as much for the average-

to-good chessplayer.

The top-ranked challenger to Sargon
III is Chessmaster 2000 from Software

Toolworks. The package boasts of tour-

nament victories over rival programs,

but what really distinguishes Chess-

master is its flexibility and wealth of

features. Simply put, no program offers

a broader range of difficulty settings or

helpful features.

Chess Nouweau

Chess may be the top strategy board

game of all time, but that doesn't keep

people from trying to improve it. Over
the years, game authors have proposed

hundreds of variations, called Fairy

Chess, on the basic game, and a few

have tried to apply the overall principles

of chess to new environments and situa-

tions.

The most intriguing attempt tocreate

a "new chess" for the Atari is Archon
from Electronic Arts. It is the most sig-

nificant computer contribution to the

field of strategy-oriented board games.

Archon, which may have been in-

spired by the holographic board game
C-3PO and Chewbacca played in "Star

Wars," is a battle between the armies of

Light and Darkness. The armies,

though of equal power, are not com-
posed of identical pieces. Icons includea

unicorn, phoenix, valkyric, golem, djin-

ni, and wizard for the Light forces,

while the banshee, troll, basilisk, shape-

shifter, dragon, and sorceress represent

the Dark side. There are also several

kinds of pawns on each side.

Only the existence of the computer

makes the Archon board practical.

Some squares on the board cycle from

Light to Dark. The lighter a square, the

more it enhances the power of any Light

piece sitting on it. Dark pieces benefit

most from similarly colored squares.

These shifts keep the game situation

fluid and put a great premium on plan-

ning ahead to take advantage of upcom-
ing color changes in key positions.

Unlike chess, Archon uses an action-

combat sequence to determine the re-

sults of combat. When two icons occupy
the same square, the combatants are

transported to an arena screen where

their particular strengths and weak-

nesses combine with your joystick apti-

tude to settle the issue.

The graphics are excellent. Each of

the 'individualized icons moves and

fights in a unique way, and they are

easily distinguished from each other on

the board and in the arena.

While Archon requires a little exper-

tise with the joystick to win the battles,

it is primarily a strategy contest, and a

challenging one at that. It provides a

refreshing change of pace for chess fans.

Free Fall Associates, the design team
behind Archon. has produced a sequel,

Archon II: The Adept, also from Elec-

tronic Arts. It makes a noble attempt to

range further from chess than its prede-

cessor, but it is not quite as satisfying to

play.

Archon II is a battle between the

Master of Law and the Mistress ofCha-
os. Each side employs four magicians,

called adepts, to summon demons and
elemenlals, which can attack the rival

force. The adepts can also cast spells

which heal, imprison, weaken, release,

or banish creatures which rival adepts

have conjured. There is also an "apoca-

lypse" incantation, which forces a lop-

sided match to a speedy conclusion.

The most prominent features of the

Archon II Lords of Conquest
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PRODUCT REVIEW

After hundreds of years and
millions of minutely annotated matches, chess is indisputably

the most popular and respected strategy game of all time.

main game board are the four bands

that represents the elements of fire, air,

water, and earth. In addition, there are

two neutral "void" squares and a citadel

for each side. Adepts can teleport any-

where on the board, though at some cost

in magical energy, while icons slide

along the clement band as far as desired

to jump to a different band.

As in Archon, combat is settled on a

separate screen. The powers of the vari-

ous demons and elementals come into

play as players move and fight using a

joystick-activated control scheme.

Archon II: The Adept offers a unique-

strategy gaming experience. Its game
board, so different from the rows and

files of squares of a traditional chess

board, produces a freewheeling contest

in which tremendously powerful pieces

can move around the board quickly and

strike almost anywhere. It is, admitted-

ly, the second squeezing of the grapes,

but Archon II is still a heady vintage.

Strategy Conquers All

The territorial imperative is the guid-

ing priciplc behind a pair of geopolitical

strategy games

—

Lords of Conquest

from Electronic Arts and Colonial Con-

quest from Strategic Simulations.

Both feature more realistic settings

than the abstraction of the chessboard,

but the attraction for strategists is quite

similar in many ways. Like chess, these

games take a broad view of the situa-

tion, rather than simulating a wealth of

small details as wargames do.

Eon Software, which previously de-

signed such non-electronic strategy

games as Cosmic Encounter, has made
the most of the switch to the computer.

In Lords of Conquest, one to four par-

ticipants struggle for no less a prize than

world domination, and, in our opinion,

the game surpasses all similar non-elec-

tronic board games.

One of the outstanding features of

the game is the module that lets you

create additional mapboards when you

get tired of the 20 that come with the

package. So when you become jaded by

one playfield, there is always another to

offer fresh strategic possibilities.

Lords of Conquest can be played at

any of four levels of complexity. While

only two types of resources, gold and

horses, are important at the easiest set-

ting, the more complex versions add ad-

ditional resources, allow a country to

shift resources from territory to territo-

ry, and permit ship construction.

Players represent imperialistic pow-

ers. During each turn, equivalent to a

year in real time, countries try to seize

territories to acquire their resources.

Raw materials allow a nation to build

cities, and the first player to construct

three and defend them against rivals for

a year wins the game.

Although the program can provide

automated opposition. Lords of Con-

quest is best when played with human
opponents. Diplomatic dealing is the

most fascinating aspect of the game,

and that requires the presence of other

people.

Colonial Conquest from SSI is a

multi-player strategy game based on

the struggle for world domination in the

period 1880-1914. One-to-six players

assume leadership of six major coun-

tries and try to gobble up more than 1 20

minor nations. England, Germany,
France, the United States, Japan, and

Russia must use diplomacy, covert in-

telligence, and military might to con-

quer territories and gain victory points.

One by one. players take control of

the screen and use the joystick to enter

orders for the coming quarter. They can

build armies, fleets, and fortifications;

dispense foreign aid; engage in espio-

nage: pay bribes to de-stabilize minor

countries; move land and sea forces; and

engage in combat.

The disk includes a choice of three

initial set-ups. The standard scenario

starts each major country with no hold-

ings beyond its national borders. The
1880 and 1914 versions of Colonial

Conquest are historical. They assign

each major country the possessions it

actually controlled in the indicated

year.

If you like non-electronic strategy

contests like Risk and Diplomacy, be

sure to check out these titles. They have

a similar feel, augmented by the extra

features that can be found only in com-

puter games.

A War of Words

The package for Word Challenge

from Spinnaker bears the inflammatory

phrase. "Better then Boggle." The
game inside not only equals Parker

POSSIBLE SCORE : 130
POSSIBLE WORDS

:

91
BOARD NUMBER : 30409

K M L E

T O S D

C L I E

B H G E

LEX : 34
YOU: 10
TIE : 6—WORD LEX YOU-i

MOLE YES
OIL YES
OLD YES
SEE YES

SLED YES
SLOT YES
SOIL YES
SOLD YES
SOLE YES YES
SOT YES
TOIL YES
TOLD YES
TOLED YES
TOLES YES

SCORING FINISHED-1

10YOU: I

LEX : MHMBH 34
PRESS ANY KEY FOR UNCREDITED WORDS I

Colonial Conquest Word Challenge
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Brothers' outstanding tabletop game,
but employs the computer to surpass it

in several respects.

The object is to find and list words of

three or more letters which are hidden

within a grid of letters. Each letter of a

word must be adjacent to the next letter

in the word horizontally, vertically, or

diagonally on the letter matrix.

A robot adversary. Lex, can be handi-

capped to make the game a reasonable

challenge for any player. At game's end,

the program counts up the points and
tallies the scores.

The optional features make a great

word strategy game even better. Word
Challenge has 26 difficulty levels and
modes which allow everything from

credit for "embedded words" (run is

"embedded" in runner) to manual setup

of the board. The size of the playfield

itself can be 3 X 3, 4 X 4, or 5 X 5.

The often-used phrase "fun for the

whole family" describes Word Chal-

lenge perfectly. Either solitaire or

against live opposition, this program
will please anyone who enjoys word

play.

The Lighter Side of Strategy

Even avid strategy gamers need a

change of pace, and Strip Poker from
Artworx may fill the bill. This simple-

to-play poker game is considerably en-

livened by the nature of the computer
controlled opposition.

When the player, shown in full-color

illustration, runs out of chips, he or she

trades in an article of clothing for more
chips. If you show good "card sense," it

doesn't take long before the bare facts

become obvious.

A selection of opponents is available.

A couple are included with the basic

game, and additional data disks can
provide variety. Although most of the

on-screen strippers are attractive ladies,

Artworx also markets a male poker

partner.

The Atari 8-bit computers will al-

ways have a special place in the hearts

of joystick jockeys everywhere, because

they present such vivid action games.

But as we have seen, more thoughtful

Atarians should also esteem the 400/
800/XL/XE range for its mind-
stretching strategy software.

Where to Find the Games

Artworx
1844PenfieldRd.
Penfield,NY 14526

(800) 828-6573

Electronic Arts

1 820 Gateway Dr.

San Mateo, CA 94404
(415)571-7171

Software Toolworks
13557 Ventura Blvd.

Sherman Oaks, CA 91423
(818)907-6789

Spinnaker Software

One Kendall Square
Cambridge, MA 021 39

(617)494-1200

Strategic Simulations

1046 N. Rengstorff Ave.

Mountain View, CA 94043
(415)964-1353
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•The first ot it's kind, a fully GEM based
chemistry spreadsheet

Generate complex molecules with ease

•Lewis structure calculations preformed
automatically

Number ot bonds
Number of unshared electrons

•Formal charge calculator

•Positive or negative ionization of

elements

•All non-transition elements supported

•Statistics on element usage available

•Bond error checking

•Variable line drawing size

•Use Degas printer drivers or save
output to a Degas tile

•GDOS output or save to a metafile

(Pending release of GDOS by Atari)

•Not copy protected

Stone Age
I We accept MC and
VISA All prices ir»

[
shipping and handling

the continental US
ICOD s add $3 00 I

AflUIii
PO BOX 1216

Amherst. NH 03031
(6031881 7689

CompuServe PPN »73277.2SS7

Software, Inc.

Lewis 123 Rev 3
Encrypt Rev? i

LntiaCaki Rev 2
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Data Transfer.
Need to transfer data

between your Atari

and another brand

of computer?

Here are some

strategies

You have just purchased a shiny

new Atari ST and are planning

reluctantly to retire your true-

blue, much-used Atari 8-bit system.

Unfortunately, half your novel is al-

ready stored on 5.25" disks in Atari-

writer format.

Or perhaps you have an IBM PC at

the office and an ST at home, and you

want to take work home on a regular

basis.

Or maybe you have found a BBS sim-

ply loaded with public domain clip art

for the Amiga—just the kind of stuff

that could make your latest NeoCh-
rome graphics presentation a big hit.

What do you do?

There is a big computing world filled

with useful information out there. Un-

fortunately, given the number of differ-

ent computer and software brands and

the resulting welter of disk and data

format standards, a good part of this

information isn't immediately available

to your Atari.

For some, this is a hindrance to pro-

ductivity and a source of frustration.

But it doesn't have to be. Many methods

that give Atari users access to data

—

and in some cases, even software— used

by "incompatible" machines exist to-

day. This two-part series describes

strategies that can help you and your

Atari reach out into the wider world of

information at large.

that run heln Makln 9 *• Connectionmax can neip.
Jhc firsl phasc of the data transfer

process involves moving data from one

incompatible system to another. This

can be done in several ways.

If you want to move data between

your Atari and a system such as an I BM

£

it

chassis ground

Sk£
receive and transmit

signal ground

Figure 1. Schematic of a "standard" null modem cable with 25-pin

connector at each end.

Figure 2. Schematic of a null modem cable— Atari 850 interface to

DB-25 connector.

F
si
SB

receive and transmit

signal ground

X
V
-7

Parts list (check your system to determine proper gender for

connectors):

•Male DB-25 connector (Radio Shack #276-1547)

•Female DB-25 connector (Radio Shack #276-1548)

•Male DB-9 connector (Radio Shack #276-1537)

The Productivity Bridge
PC or Macintosh (particularly on a fre-

quent or high-volume basis) the best all-

around solution may be to equip the

machines to read one another's disks

directly. Data transfer then becomes a

matter of carrying disks back and forth

between the two computers— ideal if,

for example, one system is at the office

and the other at home.

Surprisingly, an ST equipped with

double-sided drives is quite capable of

reading and writing to IBM PC format

3.5" disks. IBM-to-ST transfer prob-

lems can thus be solved by equipping

your PC or close compatible with an

IBM-style 3.5" outboard disk drive and

controller card (or using an IBM Con-

vertible PC). One caveat: PCs some-

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG
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times have trouble reading disks for-

matted on the ST, so use disks

formatted by the IBM for all transac-

tions between the two machines.

An alternative approach is to buy an

IBM-compatible 5.25" floppy drive for

your ST. The Microbyte A and B from

Paradox Enterprises and the I.B. Drive

from I.B. Computers, both let STs read,

write, and format IBM XT and AT-
standard disks. The Atari PC, available

this summer, will offer the best solution

in both directions— it comes with a

5.25" drive built in, but can work direct-

ly with ST 3.5" drives as well. File

transfer heaven!

The Macintosh connection is cur-

rently a bit more problematic. Pacific

Data Systems is said to be developing a

device that will give an ST the ability to

read and write to Macintosh disks. Data

read can then be saved on ST-format

disks for processing by the ST in its

native mode. No release date has yet

been set.

Atari 8-bit systems are not as well

supported as STs in the emulation de-

partment. A device called the

ATR8000. no longer manufactured, al-

lowed an Atari 8-bit computer to inter-

face with standard 5.25" and 8" drives,

enabling disk exchange with CP/M-
based systems. ATRs may occasionally

be found through mail-order or second-

hand hardware concerns.

A more flexible approach to data

transfer involves getting computers to

talk to one another by wire. The same

kind of software and equipment that

lets your Atari communicate with bulle-

tin board systems and information ser-

vices can serve to transport data be-

tween it and another, similarly

equipped small computer.

Direct Connection

If the systems you are looking to con-

nect are close together and both have

RS-232 ports, they can be linked via a

simple null modem cable.

(NB: while Atari 8-bit systems do not

have RS-232 ports built in, these can be

added inexpensively by purchasing an

Atari 850 or 1CD PR:Connection gen-

eral-purpose interface unit. The alter-

native, attempting direct connection

through some medium other than stan-

dard RS-232. requires technical exper-

tise greater than that possessed by most

casual users and is not well-supported

by commercial products.)

A null modem cable can be put to-

gether by anyone with a flair for solder-

ing or made up by a cable shop accord-

ing to the schematics in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure I describes a "standard" null

modem cable with a 25-pin connector at

either end. while Figure 2 shows a varia-

tion for 8-bit owners who use the Atari

850 interface module.

Note that the only difference be-

tween a null modem cable and a

"straight through" RS-232 cable of the

kind used to hook up a modem is that

connections to pins 2 and 3 (transmit

and receive data) are switched at one

end. This serves to conduct data trans-

mitted from one computer to the "re-

ceive data" pin of the other, and vice-

versa.

Once the machines are connected in

this fashion, standard terminal software

is used to send files back and forth be-

tween them. Terminal parameters must

be the same for both systems— a good
"generic" setting is 8 data bits, 1 stop

bit, no parity, half duplex. Baud rates

must also be identical and can be set to

the highest speed both systems can

manage— usually 9600 baud.

Because the systems arc close togcth-

onc else in on the act— not always an
easy thing to do.

If a pair of modems is already avail-

able and at least one of them has auto-

answer capability, one way to eliminate

the second operator is to run a BBS
package on one machine. While conve-

nient, however, this approach will prob-

ably force you to leave the slave system

up and running for long periods of

time— not great for the equipment.

Moreover, while the BBS is up and run-

ning, your data will be vulnerable to

scrutiny by, shall we say, "unauthori-

zed" callers. Using a BBS package that

provides password protection can limit

this risk considerably.

Another way to eliminate the second

operator is to adopt a sequential mode
of transfer in place of "real-time" tele-

communications. To use this approach,

you must have access to the upload/
download sections of a public BBS or,

better yet, have an account with a com-
mercial information service like Com-
puServe or Genie.

Step 1 is to upload your files from the

III a WOrSt Case Situation some serious translation

may have to take place before data can be used.

er, you can control both ends of a file

transfer yourself with little difficulty.

For additional convenience, one system

can be designated as slare and its termi-

nal software replaced with a bulletin-

board package, permitting remote con-

trol.

If both systems are already equipped
with Hayes-compatible modems, an al-

ternative method of direct-conncct can

be implemented by running a modular
telephone cable between their line

jacks. Hayes-compatible modems are

unusual in being able to perform this

trick— most modems cannot. Note that

in this configuration, data transfer

speed is reduced to whatever maximum
speed the modems can support.

Remote Connection . . . Alternatives

If the machines you want to connect

are in different locations, communica-
tion by modem and phone line may be

the only way to go. While the prototypi-

cal configuration for this kind of tele-

communication involves modems, ter-

minal software, and trained operators

at both ends, this may not be the most
efficient approach in all situations.

Among other problems, it involves the

logistical complication of getting some-

source system to the BBS or service,

using, if possible, a personalfile area to

which others who log on will not have

access. Later, you can download your

files using the target system. Note that

if both source and target systems can
use the same modem, only one modem is

needed to pull off this kind of transfer

—

just take it with you when you go.

A portable computer like the Radio
Shack Model 100 can also be used to

ferry data between source and target

systems, eliminating the need for mo-
dems and additional personnel. In this

scenario, data is transmitted from the

source system to the portable using a

direct-connect cable and standard ter-

minal software, as described above.

Then, the portable is carried to the tar-

get system and the process repeated in

reverse.

While this may seem like overkill,

you would pay considerably more for a

pair of Hayes modems than you would
for a Model 100 ... not that I'm trying

to rationalize, but those portables sure

are fun to own!

Data Types

Now that we have examined our op-

tions for getting data from one machine
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to another, let's begin looking at phase

two of the transfer process— presenting

the data in acceptable form to software

running on the target system.

This almost always entails some kind

of data massage. In a best case situa-

tion, mere filtration may be all that is

required. For example, if an Atari 8-bit

system is sent a standard ASCII text

file, care must be taken to convert all

ASCII carriage returns (decimal 13"s)

to 155*s as per Atari ASCII (ATAS-
CII) requirements.

In a worst case situation, by contrast,

some serious translation may have to

take place before data can be used. For

example, a picture file created on an

Atari 8-bit system using Microlllustra-

tor software must be subjected to the

following manipulations before it can

be used on the ST low-res screen under

WeoChrome:
1

.

Color register and other informa-

tion must be separated from the actual

picture file.

2. The picture must be '"uncompres-

sed" to its original, hardware-depen-

dent, graphic bitmap form.

3. The bitmap must be scaled to ex-

pand it from Antic E mode resolution to

Atari low resolution.

4. Color equivalencies must be calcu-

lated and a NeoChrome compatible

RGB table set up.

5. The scaled bitmap must be re-

mapped using four bits per pixel instead

of two in such a way as to conform with

the ST low-res screen memory layout.

6. A NeoChrome-compa\\b\c picture

file, containing color information and

the revised bitmap, must be assembled.

. . . Agony, or what? No wonder

"graphics standards" are in the news

nowadays.

The amount and type of processing

required before a transferred file can be

used is proportional to how closely the

fundamental data type (text, graphics,

sound, etc.) is tied to hardware features.

To understand what this implies, let's

look at some examples.

Most computers provide operating

system facilities for handling text in

ASCII form— ASCII text is thus a ge-

neric data type, not bound by a particu-

lar hardware system. As a result, pro-

grams that generate text (editors, word
processors, etc.) tend to be able to share

data with a fair degree of freedom, re-

gardless of the system they are running

on. Moreover, even programs like

spreadsheets, because they ultimately

produce what can be thought of as

"readable material," can share data in

text form, though their "native" file for-

mats may differ alarmingly.

Graphics data, by contrast, is very

closely aligned with specific aspects of

the computer hardware. Total incom-

patibility is the rule, even between dif-

ferent graphics modes of the same sys-

tem. Moreover, because graphics
usually occupy a lot of room in memory
and on disk, graphics programs tend to

implement baroque schemes for file

compression that further complicate

the lives of data transfer mavens. Sound
data is similarly hardware-dependent.

Next issue, we'll put together the

complete data-interchange toolkit—

a

group of commercial, public-domain,

and. yes, even home-made utilities that

will perform Shiatsu massage on even

the most intractable information.

COMING SOON
FOR YOUR ST
Battlezone

1st Word Plus

Moon Patrol

To order, send check, money order,

or VISA/MasterCard number (including

expiration date) to:

Atari Bonanza, Dept. S7
P.O. Box 61657

Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Shipping and handling (under $50,

add $2.50; over $50, add $5.00)

No COD's, please.

California residents, add 7% sales tax.

Outside USA, add $10 for shipping.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for delivery.

STAR RAIDERS
The Classic Game for Your ST

Is Now Available

ATARI ST COMPUTER SOFTWARE
DS5027 NEOChrome (Final version) $ 39.95

DS5045 Crystal Castles (color monitor required) $ 29.95

DS5019 ST Star Raiders (color monitor required) $29.95

DS5026 Joust (color monitor required) $ 29.95

DS5004 DB Master One $ 49.95

DS5034 dBMan $149.95

RS5035 VT- 100 Emulator $ 39.95

DS5029 1ST Word (1.06) $ 19.95

ST EXTRAS
SF354 Single Sided Disk Drive $199.95

SMM804 80 CPS Dot Matrix Printer $229.95

CO70263 Ribbon for the SMM804 $ 12.95

C026224 Blank Disks, 3.5" Double Sided (box of 5) $ 16.95

C0266313 International ST Software Catalog $ 12.95
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Part 4: An Intro to BIOS I/O

Programming with GEM
By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

In
preparation for next issue's planned foray into the world

of high-level GEM user interface programming—events,

dialog boxes, windows, etc. we thought it would be a

good idea to pause and explain a few of the lower-level I/O
functions of the ST, particularly those that have cropped up
without explanation in previous example programs in this

series. Most of these have been functions supported by the ST
BIOS (Basic Input/Output System).

As before, our medium of exploration will be the C pro-

gramming language— specifically, the Mark Williams im-

plementation— but users of Pascal, Modula-2, and other lan-

guages that support a consistent interface to low-level OS
functions will have little difficulty abstracting from this dis-

cussion to their own preferred programming environments.

So far, each article in this series has concluded with one or

more large-scale example programs. This time, to add some
variety and change the pace, we have scattered short demon-
stration programs, utilities, and functions throughout.

BIOS I/O Functions

BIOS functions available through Mark Williams C in-

clude macros for handling single-character I/O with the

console (keyboard/screen combination), printer, RS-232
(auxiliary), and MIDI ports.

BIOS macros also exist for examining the state of the Shift,

Alternate, and Control keys: determining the logical system

configuration; inquiring about the media change status on a

particular drive; reading and writing individual sectors on a

disk; and setting 68000 exception vectors for low-level error

trapping and other purposes.

BIOS-level I/O. while crude by comparison with the far

more elegant, all-encompassing functions provided by higher

levels of the OS, is fast and easy to use. Often, a handy BIOS
call is just the thing when you're trying to hack something up
in a hurry. For example. Listing 1 shows the program I use to

set my SMM804 printer to boldface mode, prior to printing

out text files from the desktop.

That's all there is to it—three BIOS-level calls. No need to

worry about opening workstations or initializing AES control

arrays—just good old, down and dirty I/O. The program can
be compiled from the $ prompt of the Mark Williams MSH
shell by typing:

S cc -o boldprt.tos boldprt.c

where boldprt.c is the name of your source file. The resulting

object file, boldprt.tos, can be executed from the shell or by
double-clicking on the filename.tos icon from the desktop.

In Listing 2 is another example of low-level BIOS I/O
programming: a (very) dumb terminal program that will let

you communicate with CompuServe and other full-duplex

information services.

Compile the program by typing:

S cc -o dumbtrm.tos dumbtrm.c

where dumbtrm.c is the name of your source file. The result-

ing object file, dumbtrm.tos, can be executed from the shell or

the desktop, as you prefer.

In compiling both of these programs, we have used the -o

option of the shell to put a .TOS extension on the output files,

instead of the default .PRG. Programs with .TOS extensions

are launched somewhat differently than programs with .PRG
extensions.

PRG programs arc launched into the GEM environment:

the screen is blanked, assuming the foreground color; the

mouse cursor is switched to busy bee format; and the name of
the program is written into the center of the menu bar. In

contrast, by giving the object file a TOS extension, we can
cause it to be launched in a more subdued manner, into a

lower-level TOS environment.
When a .TOS application starts up, the screen blanks out,

changing to the background color; a square block cursor
appears in the upper left hand corner; and the mouse cursor
disappears.

The TOS environment emphasizes simple character dis-

play and keyboard control, rather than graphic interactions.

In other words, .TOS programs use the ST as if it were a

(gasp!) conventional computer, which is fine and dandy for

quick, low-level hacks and certain kinds of specialized appli-

cations that don't use the features of GEM.

Basic BIOS I/O Macros

The little programs in Listings I and 2 make use of four

BIOS I/O macros— Bconstat( ), Bcostat( ), Bconin( ), and
Bconout( )—defined in the OS bindings header file, osbind.h.

Respectively, these macros permit input and output status

testing, and single character input and output for the printer,

serial port, console, and MIDI ports.

In using these macros, the different devices are referenced

numerically, according to the following scheme:
0. Printer

1. Auxiliary port (RS-232)
2. Console (keyboard and screen)

3. MIDI ports

Bconstat( ) is used to tell if a character is waiting for input

from a particular device. The device number is passed as an
argument, and Bconstat( ) returns a non-zero value if a char-

acter is available; zero otherwise. The expression Bcon-

Li sting 1.

•include <osbind.h>

main!)
<

if (Bcostat(O)) <

Bconout (0,27)
Bconout(0.69)
>

exit(O) ;

/• If printer is ready . .

.

/* send it an ESCape . .

.

/* and an 'E' to set boldface

/* Clean. n-GEM exit. */
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•include <osbind.h>

mainO
<

char c;

/* As long as 1 is true, i.e. forever ... "/

while (1) <

/• If there's a character waiting for input
at the RS-232 port . . . *

/

if (Bconstat(l))
/• Retrieve it. mask off the top bit. and

print it on the screen. */
Bconout(2.(c - BconinU)) & 127);

/• If there's a character waiting for input
at the keyboard ... */

if (Bconstat(2)) <

/* Retrieve it. If the user has pressed ESC
(decimal 27). then end ... */

if ((c - Bconin(2>) — 27) break;
/• Else send the character out the RS-232 port

Bconout(l.c)

;

/* Remove the comment delimiters around the
next statement if you want the program
to work in a half-duplex environment. •/

/• Bconout(2.c) */

)

>

exit(O)

;

Listing 2.

stat(O), which would check for input from the printer, is

naturally illegal. To check whether a character is ready for

input at the RS-232 port, for example, our dumb terminal

program uses the expression

if (Bconstat(l) ) < . .

.

BcostaK ) docs the reverse— it checks to see if a device is

ready to accept a character of output. Again, the device

number is passed as an argument, and a non-zero value is

returned if the device is ready; zero otherwise. Our printer-

setter uses the following expression to check if the printer is

ready to receive output:

if (Bcostat(O)) ( . .

.

Bconin( ) handles actual input. The macro accepts a device

number as an argument (Bconin(O), for the printer, is illegal)

and returns a long (four-byte) value. When input is retrieved

from the console (device 2), the low byte of the high word of

the returned value contains the scan code for the key pressed,

while either the ASCII code of the key, or zero, is returned in

the low byte of the low word, depending on whether the key

was ASCII or one the special ST keys. When input is re-

trieved from other devices, the byte of data is returned in the

low byte of the low word, and the rest of the long can be

discarded.

Bconout( ) performs output. The macro accepts two argu-

ments, a device number, and an integer value for the charac-

ter you want sent to the device. To send an ESC character to

the printer, for example, our printer-setter uses the expression

Bconout(0.27)

:

where 27 is the ASCII code for ESC.

BIOS I/O Tips

As noted above, Bconstat( ), Bcostat( ), Bconin( ), and

Bconout( ) are # defined as macros in the header file os-

bind.h. They actually represent four different kinds of call to

a single real function: bios( ). This function accepts one of 1

3

available commands and one or two parameters as argu-

ments, sets things up, and executes trap # 1 3. dispatching one

of the range of BIOS operations available. Bconin( ), for

example, calls BIOS function 2. It is defined in osbind.h as

follows:

•define Bconin(a) bios(2.a)

If desired, the function bios( ) can be called directly, and

examination of the macro definitions in osbind.h will reveal

the command numbers and syntax required for each opera-

tion. If you decide to take this approach (out of machismo or

love of the esoteric), you can drop osbind.h, provided you

remember to declare the function bios( ) as returning an

external long integer at the head of your source file:

extern long bloflO;

When using BIOS-level I/O, it is important to test input

and output status for a device before attempting, respectively,

to read from or write to it. If called before their time.

Bconin( ) and Bconoul( ) will wait, hanging up your pro-

gram, until the device can perform the requested operation.

BIOS-level console I/O (device 2) is extremely handy for

keyboard-oriented program control. Following are some

handy functions that use console I/O to accept keyboard

input in various ways:

This function waits for a keypress to occur, then returns

the long value retrieved.

long wait_for_key()
<

long c;

while(Bconstat(2) )

;

while(!Bconstat(2))

j

return(c - Bconin(2)):

/* Clear the input buffer •/
/* wait for a fresh keypress ... */
/* and return it to the caller. */

This function waits for a keypress to occur, returning an

integer containing the ASCII code of the key pressed or zero

if non-ASCII input was received.

int wait for asciiO

int c;

while(Bcon8tat(2) ) :

while(!Bconstat(2) )

;

return(c - Bconin(2));

/* Clear input buffer •/
/* wait for keypress •/
/• and return low word to caller */

Note that breaking out the low word of input returned is

done by accepting input into a integer variable, effectively

ignoring the high word of the returned value. This can also be

done with a variable of type char.

•This function can be used inline to grab a keypress on the

fly. If no key has been pressed, the function returns a OL (long

zero).

long grab_key()
{

long c - 0;

if (Bconstat(2)) c - Bconin(2); /*

return (c); /*
If a key's been pressed */

return it. •/

This function, and its associated union and structure,

demonstrate another way of breaking down BIOS-level con-

sole input into its various parts. When called, it waits for a

function key to be pressed and returns an integer between 1

and 10, corresponding to it. Other keys are ignored.
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union <

struct (

int SCAN;
int ASCII;
) key;

long c;

> keyin;

int get_f unction_key_number()
{

do (

keyin. c - Bconin(2)

;

) while (keyin.key. SCAN < 39
return(keyin. key .SCAN - 38);

>

key in.key. SCAN > 68)

BIOS-IbvbI Console Output

When using BIOS-level console output, the following ex-

pression:

Bconout(2.13) ; /• 13 is ASCII carriage return V

will cause the cursor to return to the left margin of the screen,

but will not move it down one line. To do this, an explicit

linefeed must be sent, using

Bconout(2.10) ; /• 10 is ASCII linefeed V

This is somewhat confusing for C programmers accus-

tomed to using standard I/O functions such as printf( ) for

screen output. When a newline (\n or ASCI I 1 3) character is

sent through printf( ), the result is a carriage return with

linefeed. The standard library function adds this linefeed

automatically.

The VT52 Terminal

One of the most interesting features of BIOS-level console

output is that it provides an easy-to-use and elegant system of

screen controls—controls to move the alpha cursor around,

blank all or part of the screen, and change character fore-

ground and background colors. These functions arc actuated

by sending special escape sequences—groups of one or two
characters preceded by the ESC character, decimal 27

—

through Bconout(2). The available functions correspond to

features of a VT52 terminal and are referred to collectively as

"VT52 commands."
The short program in Listing 3, when run on a color

monitor, demonstrates some of the VT52 commands.
Compile the program, double-click on the icon, and . .

.

instant greenscreen (assuming that you haven't changed the
default colors of your desktop). The function con_string( )

sends a null-terminated string out through Bconout(2).
Depending on resolution, determined by Getrez( ), the

Listing 3.

•include <osbind.h>

mainO
(

>

int rez;

rez - GetrezO :

if (rez — 0) con_string( "\33b\42\33c\37\33E")

;

else if (rez ~ 1) con_string("\33b\42\33c\43\33E")
exit(0)

;

con_string (string)
char 'string;
<

while(*string !- '\0') Bconout (2. •string**) j

>

program outputs one or another string of VT52 escape se-

quences. The first sequence sets the foreground color of char-

acters to index 2 (normally green); the second sequence sets

the background color to index 3 or index 15, depending on
resolution (normally black); and the third sequence clears the

screen (filling it with all-black space characters) and places

the cursor in the upper left-hand corner (at the home posi-

tion).

Note that the expression \33 is octal string notation for

ESC (decimal 27) and that other numbers are expressed in

octal as well. If you feel uncomfortable with this notation, a

sequence of Bconout( ) commands, with decimal or hexadeci-

mal arguments, can accomplish the same thing:

Bconout(2.27)

;

Bconout I 2. 'b' )

;

Bconout (2. 34)

;

Bconout (2. 27)

;

Bconout ( 2
.

'

c
' )

;

Bconout (2. 35)

;

Bconout (2. 27)

;

Bconout (2. '£')

;

/* ESC */
/* b — sets foreground color */
/* Color index 2 + 32 */

/* ESC */
/* c — sets background color */
/• Color index 3 + 32 •/

/* ESC V
/" E — clears screen, homes cursor •/

A complete list of screen control sequences is given in the

Atari developer's documentation and on page 446 of the

Mark Williams vl.04 lexicon (under Screen Control, aptly

enough) For those attempting to follow along with other

documentation, a complete list of these sequences is shown in

Figure 1

.

As you can see, even when the ST isn't being a graphics

machine, per se, it is still remarkably ST-like—powerful,

versatile, and flexible. Though we haven't really even

scratched the surface of the low-level functions of the ST in

this brief discussion, we hope to have given you some inkling

of the complexity and wealth of options available to the

persistent experimenter.

Next issue, (drum roll, please), it's back up into the ozone
layer of the AES for an introduction to GEM objects.

Figure 1 . Screen control sequences.

<esc> A Cursor up

<esc> B Cursor down

<esc> C Cursor right

<esc> D Cursor left

<esc> E Clear screen, home cursor

<esc> H Home cursor

<esc> I Reverse linefeed (vertical tab)

<esc> J Erase from present cursor position to end of screen

<esc> K Erase from present cursor position to end of line

<esc> L Insert blank line at cursor

<esc> M Delete line at cursor

<esc> Yrc Put cursor at r,c where r,c are characters with

codes (desired row + 32) and (desired column + 32)

<esc> be Set foreground color. The first c is simply the

character c. The second c is a character with code

(desired color index + 32).

<esc> cc Set background color to c, where c is a character

with code (desired color index + 32)

<esc> d Erase from cursor position to start of screen

<esc> e Make cursor visible

<esc> f Make cursor invisible

<esc> I Erase line at cursor

<esc> o Erase line to left of cursor

<esc> p Enter reverse video

<esc> q Exit reverse video

<esc> v Wrap text at end of line

<esc> w Discard text at end of line
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A hypnotic demonstration

of high speed STgraphics

Helix

Remember the arcade game Qix?

In Qix, the player builds walls

across the playfield, striving to

confine a whirling helix of lines in a

smaller and smaller area. Though the

game itself was challenging, the real

selling point of Qix was the helical Qix

itself: whirling about the screen, bounc-

ingoff the walls, stretching and twisting

into iridescent, almost three-dimension-

al patterns.

To program a helical effect similar to

that of Qix, you might begin by defining

two endpoints, drawing a line between

them, then moving the endpoints by

adding or subtracting certain constant

values, drawing another line, etc. Once

iAny Atari ST Computer
i Mark Williams C-Language Development System

•include <osbind.h>

/*

*/

Setup: Declare control and data arrays required by AE8/VDI,
some Morkstati on-related arrays and variables, and a pair
of format strings for the program's alert boxes.

int contrlC123, intinC 1281, ptsinC 1283, intoutt 1283, ptsoutC 1283;
int Hor k _i nC 123 , work out C 57 3 , hand 1 e,-< 1 , yl ,cl;
char tclrs = "C03C Do you prefer helixes in ... 3 CCOLOft IBLACK3 "

;

char tcret = "C03C Would you like to ... 3 [CANCEL I RESTART 3'

/*
In mainO we initialize the application, open a workstation,
perform the lines routine until told to stop, close the
workstation, and exit the application.

*/

main < >

appl_init O

;

open_vdi <)

;

whila(linesO);
v_clsvwk (handle)

;

appl_exit ()

;

/% linesO is the heart of the matter. It runs the line demo. */

1 i nes (

)

t

int vC43,pC1203;
int i , bound, stat,mx, my, chroma - O;
int pi = 0,p2 = 4,q = 4;

/*

*/

/*

We start by clearing the point-storage array, and setting
start coordinates for our two points at random. We also set
vectors of motion (x and y-deltas) with random magnitudes.

for <i = 4; i < 120; pCi*+3 = 0)

;

pC03 m rand Cxi); pC13 = rand(yl);
pt23 = rand(xl); pC33 = rand(yl);
forCi = 0;i < 4;vti++3 = rand (4) + 2);

If we're running in monochrome, we don't bother asking the
user if he/she wants color in the display. Otherwise we do.
Variable cl = color range in present graphics mode.

«/

if (cl > IX
if (form_alert (2,clrs) == 1) chroma = cl

;

>

/t Ditch the mouse-cursor , clear the screen, and off we go. */

v_hide_c (handle)

;

v_clrwk (handle)

;

a predetermined number of lines had

been drawn- say, eight— you would go

back to the first line and erase it. Then
you would draw the ninth line and erase

the second, draw the tenth and erase the

third, and so on. By repeating this pro-

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

cess, the helix could be made to move
across the screen in a continuous wave.

Sounds simple enough— but hold on.

Your program has to have some way of

remembering where your line segments

arc so it can erase them later. What
would happen if you tried storing the

endpoints in successive elements of an

array?
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t/

dot

Select a random color (in color nodes) and draw a line.
Undraw another line. In the beginning, of course, these
"other lines" haven't yet been initialized, so what we're
really doing is running our second pointer once around an
array -filled with zeros, undrawing a point in the upper
left hand corner of the screen. A reprehensible dodge, but
it eliminates an "are we ready to start undrawing lines yet?'
flag and test in the loop.

ft

vsl color (handle, rand (chroma) +-1 > ;

v_pline(handle,2,&pCpl3)

;

vsl_color (handle, 0)

;

v_pline (handle, 2, fcpCp23)

;

Do screen boundary checks, negate appropriate movement
vectors if helix is about to run off the screen, add
movement vectors to present endpoints to generate new ones.
whileO loop makes it possible to use the results of our
test addition as our new value except when we hit a border.

*/

for <i = 0;i < 4;i++)

C

if (i — O I I i mm 2) bound m xl;
else bound * yl

;

while((p[q + i 3 = pCpl + i 3 * vtiJ) > bound II

pCq + i3 < O) vti3 = -vCi3;
>

/* Increment our pointers and wrap around as necessary */

pi = (pi + 4) X 120;
p2 = (p2 + 4) 7. 120;
q = (q 4) Y. 120;

ft Any wild mouse activity? If not, continue. »/

vq_mouse (handl e, bstat , &mx , &my )

;

> while (stat mm oi

;

/* Clear screen, show mouse, ask user what he/she wants. */

v_clrwk (handle)

;

v_show_c (handle)

;

return (form_alert (2, cret) - 1);

/* Open a virtual workstation; get bounds and color range. */

open_vdi ()

f.

int i,d;

for (i=0;i<10;work_inEi++3=l) ; work_inC 103=2;
handle = graf _handle(&d,&d,tid,8<d)

;

v_opnvwk (work_in,&handle,work_out)

;

xl m work_outC03; yl = work_outC13;
cl = (xl / yl) + 14 * (xl mm" 319);

/* Get random number between and x-1 $/

rand (x)

int x;
i

return (Random () X x);
>

Suppose you started one index off at

zero, drew a line, stored the endpoints at

the indexed position in the array, and
incremented the pointer. Once eight

lines had been drawn, you would start a

second pointer off at zero, grab the end-

points stored there, undraw the line be-

tween them, increment both pointers,

and continue. As the helix moved, suc-

cessively higher and higher ranges of

array elements would be accessed by the

pointers. Eventually you would run out

of array space, at which point your helix

would run out of gas.

The solution to this problem is appar-

ent when you realize that drawing a

helix of eight lines means keeping track

of only eight sets of endpoints at a time.

Each time you "undraw" a line, the

array element containing its endpoints

is freed up and can be used again. You
can turn this fact to your advantage by
creating a data structure called a ring

buffer—an array that can be accessed

in circular fashion by means of "wrap-

around" pointers.

You start by setting up an array with

only eight elements, and setting your
first index to zero, as before. You draw
your first line, store its endpoints in the

indexed element, and increment the in-

dex. When you reach the eighth line,

you start your second index off at zero,

grab the endpoints stored there, undraw
the line between them, and increment
both indices, as you did before.

The top index now points beyond the

end of your array, so you wrap it around
to zero once again (using a test-and-

branch or a modulo instruction) so that

it points to the newly-vacant lowest ele-

ment, causing the endpoints of "line 9"

to be stored there. You can continue this

process indefinitely, wrapping the

pointers around one after the other, and
never run out of array space.

The program Helix, presented here

written in Mark Williams C, uses the

ring buffer approach to create an ex-

tremely high speed, highly variable,

multicolor helix effect. After you dou-

ble-click on the program icon, an alert

box asks you to choose whether you pre-

fer your helixes in color or black. The
program then chooses random direction

and speed parameters for the current

helix and sets it in motion.

You will find that each helix has its

own personality, and that a single helix

can be observed for quite a while before

repeating its characteristic pattern of

motion. When you have tired of a par-

ticular helix, pressing either mouse but-

ton will bring up a second alert box,

asking you if you care to exit the pro-

gram or restart the effect with new ran-

dom parameters.

To run Helix, enter the listing as

shown into a file called helix.c, using

MicroEMACS or an equivalent editor.

When you are finished, compile the pro-

gram from the Mark Williams MSH
shell $ prompt by typing:

$ cc helix.c -laes -lvdi

The -laes and -lvdi switches serve to

link in the necessary Application Envi-

ronment Services and Virtual Device

Interface libraries.
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News

from

CompuServe

and Genie

and

a directory

of ST BBSs

Teletalk
By JOHN J. ANDERSON

Howdy-do. modemers. I trust

your carrier tones are strong

and steady, and that handshak-

ing is enabled. Let's have a look online

and see what's new.

BBS Update

The first item of business this month
is the Atari ST BBS Hotlist. Edition

3.0, courtesy of The Hotline BBS in

Arlington, VA, which appears as Table

New on CompuServe

If you have read my review of Aegis

Animator ST elsewhere in this maga-

zine, you already know how impressed I

Table 1. Atari ST BBS Hotlist.

St BBS Name

AK Hole in the Wall

AL Bloom County

AR LRBBS
AZ Phase Computing BBS

AZ Bookman's ST Emporium

CA Fresno ST User Group

CA Mount Olympus

CA Weird City*

CA PC Heaven*

CA MIDI World Network*

CA The Mid-Cities Connection*

CA Micronic Connection*

CA Yamo's Yacking Yard

CA Star Fleet Academy

CA Atari Shoppe BBS
CA Iron Works

CA X-Factor

CA Ace Connection

CA B.A.U.G.

CA OSS, Inc.

CA Atari Corporation #1

CA Atari Corporation #2

CA Atari Corporation #3

CA Atari Corporation #4

CA Atari Corporation #5

CA SJC Computer

CA KOME
CA ST Users BBS *

CA Beckemeyer Development

CA WelchNet*

CA SLCC BBS
CA Liad BBS

CA Castle BBS
CA STrategic Command

CA Amber BBS
CA Atari Line ExPgi's

CA Stallion BBS

CA Ridgecrest BBS
CA ST'SIG Online Edition

CA SMART
CA STATE (ST Applications Mag.

CA Pipeline

CA Camp Crystal Lake

CA Inner Realm

CA The Way BBS
CA Infinity

CA Exceptional Software BBS

CA Atari 16+32

CO Electric Land*

CO Mycroft*

CO ForeST of Mordor*

CT Pyrotechnics BBS
CT Skyline BBS
CT Excalibur

CT Hi-Tech BBS
DE Delaware BBS

FL ST Repeater

FL Computer Spectrum

FL Southern Atari Remote

FL SST BBS (SST Systems)

Phone Number Baud

907-338-0348

205-772-8526

501-224-9454

602-258-7205

602-745-2837

209-292-1777

209-526-9889

213-273-5234

213-374-7929

213-826-4288

213-867-1943

213-867-5073

408-227-7868

408-244-1614

408-249-4029

408-257-7147

408-279-8086

408-353-4531

408-358-1520

408-446-3451

408-745-5308

408-745-5970

408-745-2642

408-745-4758

408-745-5664

408-778-0205

408-985-8675

415-221-9505

415-452-4792

415-664-2811

415-782-4402

415-939-3586

415-939-5606

415-939-6275

415-964-0584

619-282-6608

619-428-0319

619-375-6750

619-726-4419

619-741-2369

707-585-2194

805-526-5660

818-352-0046

818-352-7102

818-363-3505

818-760-0943

818-769-9538

818-996-9565

303-447-2227

303-699-7195

303-972-8566

203-287-0780

203-488-0816

203-776-1411

203-776-2850

302-378-2277

305-247-7789

305-251-1925

305-266-6178

305-383-0353

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12/24

3/12

3/12/24

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12/24

3/12

3/12/24

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

Remarks

8-Bit System

FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software

ST Citadel

ST-Unk Software

MichTron ST

FoReM ST

FoReM ST

FoReM ST

MichTron ST
MichTron ST
MichTron ST
MichTron ST

BB/ST
ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

BB/ST
MichTron ST

8-Bit System

MichTron ST
MichTron ST

MichTron ST

MichTron ST

MichTron ST
FoReM ST

MichTron ST

MichTron ST
FoReM ST

Other System

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

MichTron ST

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST

MichTron ST

ST-Unk Software

8-Bit System

8-Bit System

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST
Other System

FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

Other System

Other System

FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST

MichTron ST

MichTron ST
MichTron ST
MichTron ST

ST-Unk Software
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St BBS Name Phone Number Baud Remarks

FL National Users Group BBS 305-383-1413 3/12 ST-Unk Software

FL Battlestar Atarian 305-488-0480 3/12 FoReM ST
FL Police Department 305-574-9483 3/12/24 FoReM ST
FL A.C.C.P.B. 305-585-7879 3/12 ST-Unk Software

FL The STarship BBS 305-658-1425 3/12 MichTron ST
FL The Disk Bank 305-774-8986 3/12/24 ST-Unk Software

FL LBBS 305-788-6226 3/12 8-Bit System
FL A.S.U.G. ^^^^^^^ 305-793-9385 3/1 ST-Unk Software

FL McDonald Development Group 305-886- 1632 3/12 MichTron ST
FL McDonald Computer Center 305-896-6707 3/12 MichTron ST
FL Computer Chip BBS 813-351-3604 3/12/24 Other System

FL Sota Computers 813-924-4590 3/12 Other System

GA BaSTilleBBS* 404-627-1995 3/12 MichTron ST

HI Maximum Security 808-422-2247 3/12 MichTron ST

ID Hig's Hideout 208-233-7742 3/12 MichTron ST

ID

IL

Atari Kingdom

JAF Data Systems BBS

208-522-3583

312-238-4328

3/12 FoReM ST

3/12/24 Other System

IL Blue Moon* 312-457-2219 3/12 MichTron ST
IL New Dawn * 312-459-8498 3/12 MichTron ST
IL SCAT BBS* 312-462-9844 3/12 8-Bit System
IL The Remote Atari BBS* 312-587-1349 3/12 ST-Unk Software

IL Dark Side of the Moon * 312-639-1993 3/12 FoReM ST
IL Back Door* 312-725-6232 3/12 MichTron ST

IL SunDog BBS* 312-759-9101 3/12 ST-Unk Software

IL ChicagoLand AUG 312-889-1240 3/12 Other System
IL Stash BBS 312-980-5617 3/12 MichTron ST
IL Porthole to Oblivion 815-838-3615 3/12 ST-Unk Software

IN Hart City BBS 219-262-3980 3/12 FoReM ST
IN Megahertz 812-379-1162 3/12 FoReM ST

KS KC Atari 816-353-7541 3/12 ST-Unk Software

KS Bloom County 913-842-5011 3/12/24 Other System

LA Outlets BBS 504-277-3541 3/12 ST-Unk Software

LA Bit Map BBS 504-394-6224 3/12 MichTron ST
LA American Networks III 504-436-7222 3/12/24 Multi-line

MA Games People Play 617-471-2270 3/12 MichTron ST

MA
MA

Metro ST

FoReM ST (Commnet Sys

617-536-6974 3/12 MichTron

terns) 617-620-0903 3/12/24 FoReM ST

MA CompuClub BBS 617-788-0024 3/12 Other System

MA Freeport Express* 617-825-3124 3/12 Other System

MA Harbor BBS ^^^^ 617-929-8678 3/12 MichTron ST
MD TanjBBS* 301-251-0675 3/12 8-Bit System

MD Mission Impossible* 301-384-6153 3/12 FoReM ST

MD Blackbird BBS* 301-445-5496 3/12/24 FoReM ST
MD The 8th Dimension* 301-460-6030 3/12 MichTron ST
MD The Pentagon * 301-464-0948 3/12 8-Bit System
MD Vanguard BBS* 301-577-3569 3/12 MichTron ST
MD ST Hospital

* 301-654-0565 3/12/24 FoReM ST
MD
MD

CalCom BBS* 301-681-8933 3/12 Other System

Starship 301-833-4361 3/12 MichTron ST

ME Maniac 207-854-2687 3/12 MichTron ST

Ml Griffon BBS (MichTron) 313-332-5452 3/12 MichTron ST
Ml

Ml

Club II BBS 313-334-8877 3/12 ST-Unk Software

Surfboard BBS* 313-547-5671 3/12 FoReM XE

Ml Ann Arbor BBS 313-665-7286 3 ST-Unk Software

Ml Tony's Corner/Collosus BBS* 313-754-1131 3/12 ST-Unk Software

Ml

Ml

MACE BBS ^^^^ 313-978-1685 3/12 8-Bit System

SuperServe 616-791-2109 3/12 ST-Unk Software

MN Spike Master 612-374-3232 3/12 FoReM ST
MN STatus 612-777-6376 3/12 MichTron ST
MO
MO

314-522-1460 3/12 FoReM ST

A.U.R.A. 314-928-0598 3/12 FoReM ST
MO KC Atari Central 816-353-7541 3/12 FoReM ST
MO Rampart General 816-356-6142 3/12/24 FoReM ST
MO Atari Outpost 816-765-1150 3/12 FoReM ST
MS Coastal Area BBS 601-388-3490 3/12 MichTron ST
NC East Coast Systems 704-529-0375 3/12 FoReM ST
NE Atari-O! 402-592-4435 3/12/24 FoReM ST
NJ The Border BBS* 201-549-8419 3/12 MichTron ST

was with the program. If you are inter-

ested in seeing the program in action,

head over to DL10 of the Atari 1 6- Bit

SIG. There you can find headroarc/
binary, an animation made with the

program. It features that total star of
the tube. Max Headroom.
You will need to capture player-

.ARC/binary to view the animation.

That is the stand-alone player for Ani-
mator ST. Make sure that it resides in

the same directory as the animation you
want to view.

If you arc interested in the possibility

of purchasing Animator ST, this file

will give you an idea of the capabilities

of the program. It is also likely that

future animations will appear as

uploads to the ST SIG, so hold on to

your copy of the player.

New in DLI is CHECKE.PRG/binary,
a neat little checkers program that runs

in medium resolution only. The pro-

gram is in the public domain.
Also to be found there is

SPACEW.ARC/binary. a fairly good ver-

sion of Space War (like the old Atari

Coin-Op game). It is strictly keyboard
controlled and requires two players.

The mono mode is more finely tuned,

but the color has nice explosions. Takes
about 1 1 minutes to download at 1200
baud.

If you would like to have a look at

Michtron's Time Bandits, download Tl-

MEBA.ARC/binary from DLL It is ver-

sion 0.96 of the game that the folks a

Michtron have been kind enough to put

into the Public Domain. It is not nearly

as good as the current version (2. 1 ), but

it should whet your appetite for the real

thing, as it is well worth the download
time (618 blocks Xmodem).

In DL3 you will find TD.ARC/binary,
a time and date management utility

that simplifies entering at boot time. It

also will use the DSI2I6E
SmartWatch, the chip used in most
clock kits, if one is installed.

Alongside that program in DL3 is

TURTLE.ARC/binary, which will be of

interest to hard disk owners. This is ver-

sion 2.1 1, replacing 2.10 (which had a

bad resource file). The hard disk back-

up program supports TWISTER format

disks, recovers from hard disk read er-

rors, eliminates the need for resets, and
is far less vulnerable to folder crashes. If

you use Supra's autoboot, run the prop-

er RAMdisk yourself before running

TURTLE. The autoboot sets all the bits

in the drive map, so all drives appear to
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be active. See CHANGES in the ARC file

for full details.

New on Genie

Desk accessories are among the

handiest items around for your Atari

ST, and Library 1 of the Genie ST
Roundtable is chock full of the little

biters. Let's have a look around.

STARTUPM.ARC displays the free

memory, time, and date in the upper

right corner of the ST screen and inserts

an entry in the desk menu tilled Other.

From Other you can run a TOS pro-

gram, idle the computer (blank the

screen with an occasional ST drawing)

or reset the desktop parameters from a

desktop.inf file. A nice little accessory.

EZFRMTI4.ARC is a disk formatter

program. It is very easy to use and al-

ways there when you need it. It does

regular ST format plus the extended

format of 10 sectors per track, 82

tracks. It also has error trapping (of

sorts).

RaMBUFFR.ARC is a combination

RAMdisk and printer buffer that is ac-

cessible from within any GEM-based
program. The documentation is ARC ed

along with the program files. Very nice-

ly done.

CLOCKACC.ARC is an analog clock

desk accessory. This one is a lot simpler

than the one from Atari and has no cute

arrows on the end. C source included.

TlNYTOOL ARC is a great little desk

accessory for every programmer. It is a

memory, sector, or file editor that can

be accessed as an accessory from the

desktop or from within any GEM-based
program.
MOBZUTIL ARC is a file utilities pro-

gram that is installed as a desktop ac-

cessory upon booting. It allows you to

copy, delete, create folders, rename,

check memory, etc.

ALARMCLK.ARC is a desktop acces-

sory courtesy of Micro-Time Electron-

ics. It allows you to set up to five differ-

ent alarm reminders to go off from

within any GEM application. It also

places a digital clock in the top right

corner of the screen. The utility sup-

ports '*?*' wild cards, so you can have the

alarms armed to go off hourly/daily/

monthly, etc. It allows for a reminder

message of about 35 characters for each

alarm. Alarms can be saved to a DAT
file for regular use and also disabled

temporarily from within any GEM pro-

gram. The ARCed file contains docu-

mentation, and the program works in all

St BBS Name Phone Number
201-583-5758

Baud
3/12

Remarks
MichTron STNJ Fizban's Towers

NJ Dark Side 201-782-3727 3/12/24 ST-Unk Software

NJ AtlantiST 201-793-0996 3/12 MichTron ST

NJ Backstage BBS* 201-944-1996 3/12 ST-Unk Software

NJ ST Wizard 609-627-4556 3/12 FoReM ST

NJ Tannoy Control 609-953-8496 3/12 MichTron ST

NV 520 ST Systems 702-363-8111 3/12 ST-Unk Software

NV Rebel BBS
NV Computer World

702-435-0786

702-735-7264

3/12 Other System

Other System3/12

NV The Shelter 702-826-9633 3/12 FoReM ST

NY Fever ST BBS* 212-562-5161 3/12 MichTron ST

NY QMI BBS (QMI, Inc) 315-457-7216 3/12 BB/ST

FoReM STNY YCAMP 516-295-0823 3/12

NY Strike Force 516-368-2476 3/12 FoReM ST

NY ST Realm 516-536-1068 3/12/24 ST-Unk Software

NY Computer Palace 516-698-6182 3/12

3/12/24

MichTron ST

FoReM STNY Atari Link 516-924-1281

NY Atari Apex BBS 716-458-2638 3/12/24 FoReM PC

NY Crazy Train 716-741-9822 3/12 ST-Unk Software

NY Army Outpost 718-332-5851 3/12 FoReM ST

NY World of Krypton 718-373-0623 3/12 ST-Unk Software

NY IMF BBS 718-476-9659 3/12 8-Bit System

NY Dateline (B.A.S.I.C.) 718-648-0947 3/12 MichTron ST

NY Imperium Galactic 718-851-5785 3/12/24 FoReM ST

NY Beehive BBS 718-852-2823 3/12 FoReM ST

NY Hunter's Hangout 718-897-5578 3/12 FoReM ST

NY The Telephone Company 817-778-2506 3/12 MichTron ST

OH Pep Board 216-888-5466 3/12 FoReM ST

OH Flag City ST 419-423-0206 3/12 FoReM ST

OH Powerhouse 419-472-6835 3/12 FoReM ST

OH InfoNet 513-435-8381 3/12 Other System

OH The Scan Line 513-829-0389 3/12 MichTron ST

OH The Pixel Palace 513-856-9742 3/12 ST-Unk Software

OK M*A*S*H 405-743-0651 3/12 MichTron ST

OR Atarian 503-245-9730 3/12 8-Bit System

OR I.B. Computers 503-292-1321 3/12 FoReM ST

OR A.CE. of Eugene 503-343-4352 3/12/24 8-Bit System

OR SS BBS 503-479-9516 3/12 Other System

OR The Machine 503-747-8758 3/12 8-Bit System

OR Data Dogs BBS 503-935-4605 3/12 FoReM ST

PA ST Atari Haven* 215-586-8705 3/12 FoReM ST

PA ST Emporium* 215-757-7308 3/12/24 FoReM ST

PA Cornerstone BBS 215-775-5684 3/12 MichTron ST

PA Intentional Intellect BBS
PA Atari Elite

215-791-2304

412-384-5609

3/12/24 FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software3/12

PA The Underground BBS 717-735-8885 3/12 FoReM ST

Rl Narragansett Bay BBS 401-683-9115 3/12 FoReM ST

SC Springdale BBS 803-794-3307 3/12 ST-Unk Software

SD M.U.Q. BBS 605-226-1590 3/12 MichTron ST

TN Troll's Cave 615-242-7909 3/12/24 FoReM ST

TN Computerama BBS 615-892-1454 3/12 ST-Unk Software

TX Principia Discordia ST 512-444-1840 3/12 MichTron ST

TX Trade/Sell BBS of Texas* 713-242-6041 3/12 Other System

TX Computers to Grow BBS * 713-271-0571 3/12/24 Other System

TX Atari ST* 713-541-9160 3/12 MichTron ST

TX Imagery* 713-928-2392 3/12

3/12/24

MichTron ST

MichTron STTX HASTE* 713-955-9532

TX ST BBS* 713-995-0843 3/12 ST-Unk Software

TX Dai-Ace BBS 817-267-4913 3/12 ST-Prlvate BBS

TX Church Mouse BBS
TX Jenkins Computer Store (STEP

817-284-5725

915-751-7837

3/12 MichTron ST

3/12/24 ST-Unk Software

UT Atari Connection 801-377-1617 3/12 ST-Unk Software

UT Well of Souls 801-485-6349 3/12 FoReM ST

UT Robotech

UT Weber State College RBBS #2

801-561-9500

801-626-7906

3/12 MichTron ST

3/12 Other System

UT Matrix 801-628-5755 3/12 FoReM ST

UT Wizard's Workshop 801-789-6439 3/12/24 FoReM ST

UT Heart of Gold 801-964-9764 3/12 FoReM ST
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St BBS Name

VA Gallifrey*

VA Rivendetl
*

VA The Other Side of Reality'

VA WAACE ST (Novatari)*

VA The Hotline/Hotlist Author*

WA Bytes & Pieces*

WA The Farm*

WA Foundation & Empire BBS*
WA Asylum BBS
WA ST Bit Bucket*

WA New World*

WA DOS File ST BBS*
WA Suburbia 1200*

WA M.O.T.

WA SIG 16

WA BauhausBBS*

WA XanthBBS*

WA XanthBBS #2*

WA Space Butlers'

Wl After Hours BBS (7pm-8am)

Wl Atari Havoc

Canadian ST BBSs

68000 Mice

Northern Lights

Megabaud

ST Connection

Atari Corp of Canada

ST BBS
Gold Board (12pm-8pm)

Star log

FASTER
ST Base One

S.T.A.R.S.

Natl Capital Atari Users

The Grue's Lair

AM Computer

Media Land

Husky BB9Tv9

Phone Number Baud

703-256-

703-437-

703-451-

703-569-

703-683-

206-24V
206-264.

206-323

206-347

206-363

206-365

206-367

206-488

206-535

206-636

206-672

206-682

206-823

206-941

414-235

414-545

3223

9380

4412

3227

3944

8963

4281

1330

1008

8592

6938

3453
7496

0574

3403

0956

8039

9707

-2824

-9164

-6230

403-242-

403-791-

416-243-

416-276-

416-579-

416-662-

416-691-

416-926-

514-489-

514-671-

519-472-

613-231-

613-394-

613-745-

613-820-

705-949

0706

0457

9519

4101

2169

7717

4859

8874

0680

5719

1638

3411

3676

6372

7326

7366

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12/24

3/12/24

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12/24

3/12

3/12

3/12

3/12

Remarks

FoReM ST

FoReM ST
FoReM ST

FoReM ST/Fee

FoReM PC
MichTron ST
MichTron ST

FoReM ST

FoReM ST
FoReM ST
MichTron ST
ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST
FoReM ST
ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST

FoReM ST

FoReM ST
FoReM ST

MichTron ST

FoReM ST

FoReM ST
8Pm-3Pm
MichTron ST

FoReM ST
MichTron ST

MichTron ST

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST

ST-Unk Software

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST
FoReM ST

MichTron ST

ST-Unk Software

FoReM ST
ST-Unk Software

Note: This list is provided as a service for

Atari Explorer readers. The magazine does

not endorse any of the BBSs listed here, nor

does it make any judgment as to the legality or

appropriateness of their content.

' Denotes that the BBS is accessible via Te-

lenet's PC Pursuit.

PC Pursuit Info: (Data)800-835-3001; (Data)

in VA 703-689-2987; (Voice)800-TELENET

8:00 a.m -5:00 p.m. Eastern Time. BBSs in

Maryland (MD) and Virginia (VA) marked as

being accessible through PCP can be

reached through the Washington DC (202)

node.

resolutions.

KALKLOCK.ARC is a very nice Clock/
Calendar. The arc file contains full

documentation .ACC and ,PRG versions

of the program. The calendar can dis-

play any month between years 1 753 and
2 399. Ii can also display the number of

days between two dates. The clock can
be set through the .ACC version of the

program.

NuiNTRAM.ARC is an improved ver-

sion of the INTERSECT Installable/De-

installable RAMdisk. It allows you to

set it up for auto install at boot-up and
still de-install and re-install it at will.

Also included is documentation that

will allow you to use it in a snap.

Dirprintacc is a desk accessory to

print your disk directories to your print-

er. The formatting of the printout isn't

all that great, but it does do the job. Just

put this file on the disk you use for boot-

up, and it will be there when you need it.

ACCLOADER PRG is very neat. Put it

in an auto folder on your boot disk, and
you can then have as many (or as few)

desk accessories as you want. When
loaded, choose the accessories you
want; the program automatically names
all unwanted desk accessories with an
ACX extension. Easy to use, and very

handv.

Can Your

Computer Make

YOU

IRE?

It cos
Wl

LOTTERY

your compu

lottery games

LOTTERY

believe there
" original ' LOTTi

the raw power of

the various
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than the
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User Groups!
Don't miss this opportunity to tell the world

about your user group. See User Friendly in

this issue for details.
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Last time, we covered MIDI Note

On and Note Off messages,

learned something about run-

ning status, and made a few stabs at

analyzing incoming MIDI information.

This issue, in an incredible flurry of

hasty explanations and intellectual

prestidigitation, we're going to examine

the rest of the MIDI protocol and hack

together a powerful program to disas-

semble an incoming MIDI data stream,

fasten your seat belt!

Table 1 covers the whole MIDI pro-

tocol. Memorize it. The end.

Actually, I'm just kidding. If you feel

like memorizing Table 1, which indeed

docs cover the whole of the MIDI proto-

col, go right ahead it's probably good

for the soul. But whether you memorize

it or not, this is just the beginning. Now
it's intellectual overview time.

Channel Voice Messages

Channel Voice messages transmit

data about performance actions and dy-

namics. Besides Note On and Note Off
(the sine qua non of la musique), the

most important Channel Voice mes-

sages are Program Change, Pitch

Wheel Change, and Control Change.

Program Change is sent when you

press one of your preset buttons, chang-

ing the sound produced by your instru-

ment or carrying out some other pre-

programmed action. The protocol

supports up to 127 different programs

per channel.

Pitch Wheel Change is sent each time

your pitch bend wheel or slider moves.

The two-byte value sent along with

Pitch Wheel Change describes the mo-

mentary position of the wheel relative to

neutral (0). Turning the wheel all the

way up thus produces a veritable flurry

of messages—up to 64 separate mes-

sages on a Casio CZ-101, which uses

only the lower significant byte to trans-

mit wheel position. More sophisticated

synths use both bytes, dividing the arc

of the turning of the wheel into up to

1 6, 1 29 positions and sending thousands

of messages each time it moves.

Note that values sent by Pitch Wheel

Change describe only the position of the

By JOHN JAINSCHIGG

wheel and bear no absolute relation to

how much notes are actually bent. The
portamento range controlled by the

pitch wheel is variable and set indepen-

dently for each instrument in a MIDI
chain. Thus, when one synth is acting as

"master" to another, for example, mov-
ing the pitch wheel on the master synth

may bend its sounding notes upward by

a fifth, while the same notes sounding

on the slave synth arc bent up by only a

third.

With Program Change looking after

the patch banks and Pitch Wheel

Change handling the bend wheel, the

job of Control Change is to handle, well,

everything else. Each of the other

knobs. dials, pedals, buttons, levers, and

gizmos on the synthesizer control panel

is keyed to one of the 1 22 different "con-

trol" values that can be sent with Con-

trol Change.

The slate/position/setting of the

control in question is sent in the second

data byte. The logical arrangement of

controls and the rules governing the for-

mulation of Control Change messages

about them is complex, and we'll leave

off discussing it for now.

Polyphonic Key Pressure messages

are sent by sophisticated synthesizers

capable of distinguishing how hard an

individual key is being held down.

Channel Pressure messages are sent by

less sophisticated synths and reflect the

pressure on the key that is being held

down hardest: when received by a slaved

synth. this value controls the sound of

all notes in the given channel. Inexpen-

sive synths like the Casio don't have

pressure-sensitive keyboards, hence

don't send either of these message types.

Channel Mode Messages

Channel Mode messages, as you can

see by looking at their command byte,

actually form a subset of Control

Change messages. They come in six fla-

vors.

Local Control messages revector the

sound generating facilities of the synth.

When Local Control Off is received, a

synthesizer produces sound only in re-

sponse to incoming MIDI data, while

continuing to generate MIDI data in

normal fashion. Sound control is rcvec-

torcd to the instrument controls when
Local Control On is received.

All Notes Off is a special message

used to shut down sounding notes on all

channels. It is used as a sort of panic

button.

Omni Off -and On, Mono, and Poly

control the ability of the synth to re-

spond to note data on multiple channels

and control allocation of voices. Four
combinations of the commands can be

formed, each with different effects.
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Status Byte Data Bytes

High Nibble Lou Nibble

CHANNEL VOICE MESSAGES

Note OH 1000 Channel 0-15 Note: 0-127 Velocity: 0-127

Note On 1001 Channel 0-15 Note: 0-127 Velocity: 0-127

Polyphonic Key Pressure 1010 Channel 0-15 Note: 0-127 Pressure: 0-127

Control Change 1011 Channel 0-15 Ctrl Nuaber: 0-121 Value: 0-127

Prograa Change 1100 Channei 0-15 Program 0-12"

Channel Pressure 1101 Channel 0-15 Pressure: 0-127

Pitch Wheel Change 1110 Channel 0-15 LSB: 0-127 MSB: 0-127

CHANNEL NODE HESSAEES

Channel Node Change 1011 Channel 0-15 Local Control

All Notes Off

Oani Node Off

Oini Node On

Mono Node On

Poly Node On

122

123

12*

125

126

127

On:

Off: 127

Dundy :

Duaty:

Duaay:

1 Voices in Receiver

Duiay:

.

SYSTEM COMMON MESSAGES

Undefined mi 0001

Song Position Pointer mi 0010 LSB: 0-127 MSB: 0-127

Song Select mi 0011 Song: 0-127

Undefined nn 0100

Undefined mi 0101

Tune fieguest nn 0110

End-of-Exdusive nn 0111

SYSTEM REAL-TIME HESSA6ES

MIDI Clock nn 1000 (2* beats per quarter note)

Undefined un 1001

Start Sequence nn 1010

Continue Sequence nn 1011

Stop Sequence nn 1101

Active Sensing nn 1110 (Send once/300as. Mhen no oth er activity)

Systea Reset nn 1111

SYSTEM EXCLUSIVE MESSAGES

Whatever tin 0000 Hanuf. ID: 0-127 (Followed by data!

End Mith EOX nnoni)

Table I.MIDI Byte Table.

Omni On/Poly On causes the synth

to accept voice messages regardless of
channel and assign them to voices as

they come in. All voice messages pro-

duced by the synth are sent out under

the selected basic channel.

Omni On/Mono On permits the

sNiiih id accept voice messages on any
channel, but permits only one voice to

sound at ;i given time. Likewise, only a

single voice can be produced at the key-

board, and MIDI messages for this

voice are senl out under the selected

basic channel.

Omni Off/ Poly On causes the synth

to ignore voice messages on any channel
except the selected basic channel. Mes-
sages received on this channel are as-

signed polyphonically to available

voices as they come in. Voice messages
produced by the synth are sent out un-

der the basic channel.

Omni Off/ Mono On causes the synth

to accept a given number of voices N on
a sequence of channels starting with the

basic channel and assign each of these,

monophonically, to voices I through N-
1 . Voice messages produced at the key-

board are assigned monophonically to

channels between the basic channel and
the basic channel + N-1.

System Common Messages

System Common messages are mes-
sages received and acted upon (as ap-

propriate) by all equipment in a MIDI

network, particularly master equip-

ment such as sequencers. Song Position

Pointer is used to set sequencers to a
particular position in a song before

commencing playback. It relays an off-

set of MIDI clock beats (24 of which
occur each quarter note) into the song.

Song Select is used to tell multise-

quencers which song is now going to be

played. Tune Request tells all analog
synthesizers in the network to tune their

oscillators to a common reference tone.

The End OfExclusive message informs
the network that a System Exclusive

data dump has been completed.

System Realtime Messages

System Realtime messages are used

for synchronizing all the equipment on
the MIDI network. The Clock message
is sent out 24 times per quarter note by
the master sequencer or clocking unit

and serves as a timing reference for

playback by subservient sequencers.

The Start message tells sequencers to

commence playback at the beginning of

the present song and causes drum ma-
chines and similar equipment to begin

playing their patterns. The Stop mes-
sage, naturally enough, does the oppo-
site, halting the present sequence and
shutting down auxiliary equipment.

The Continue message is used in

combination with Song Position Pointer

to restart playback at a particular point

in a sequence. The Active Sensing mes-
sage is optional; if it is ever received,

equipment will expect to continue re-

ceiving it at intervals of no more than

300 milliseconds whenever the MIDI
network is otherwise idle. If the signal

fails to reoccur within this interval,

equipment will shut down and assume
its default state.

The System Reset message is another

panic button. When received, it shuts

the network down, putting everything

back at power-up status.

System Exclusive Messages

Or, rather, the System Exclusive

message— no s. SYSEX is used to signi-

fy the start of a message intended for

only one brand/model of equipment in
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MIDI ANALYST

ATARI KEY
i Any Atari ST Computer

•ST Basic

10
:rs=0
20
30
t
40
50
60
70
80
90
lOO
110
170
130
gcto
140
O
150
160
170
+bv* <

ISO
190
n;"—
200
210
next

dim t*(29,3>,b<29} ,buf <9>:bc=0:p=0

-for i-0 to 28tread a:b(i)=a-l
for j=l to a:read t* (i , j) :next :nex

full** 2: clear* 2
if inp<-3) then a-inp (3) : goto 50
if not inp(-3) then 60
bv=inp(3) and 255
i-F (bv and 128) =0 then 150
if (bv *nd 24Q)=24C then 120
coi»-(bv and 1 12) /16: chn=bv and 15

bc=b (com) : goto 60
if (bv and B> then 14C
rs-0icom=(bv and 15) :bc=b (com+13)

:

60
coro=(bv and 7) :bc=b (coro+20) :goto 6

buf (p)=bv:bc=bc-isp=p+l
if bc>0 then 60
i* cora=3 and buf (O) M22 then con>^7

0?—122
print t*(com, 1 ) ;

"—-—-

-

H
;

if conK13 then print "channel ";ch
•

for i*=Q to p-1
print t«(co«n,i*2) } ": ";buf (i);" ";:

J : print

720
230
1000
1010
1020
1030
ing
1040
1050
106O
1070
n/off
1080
ummy
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1 J BO
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280

p=Osi* rs thon bc=b(co«r.)

goto 60
data 3, note of f , note, velocity
data 3, note on, note, velocity
data 3,, poly pressure, note, pi eboure
data 3, control change, control , sett

data 7, program change, program
data 7, chan pressure, pressure
data 3, pitch wheel , lsb,msb
data 3, mode change, local control,

o

data 3, mode change, all notes off,d

data 3, mode change, omni off , dummy
data 3, mode change, omni on, dummy
data 3, mode change, mono on, dummy
data 3, mode change, poly on, dummy
data 1, undefined
data 3, song point er , lsb,msb
data 7,cong select, song
data 1, undefined
data 1, undefined
data l,tune request
data 1 , end -of -ex elusive
data 1,M!DI clock
data 1, undefined
data 1, start
data 1, continue
data 1, undefined
dat a 1 , stop
data 1, active sensing
data 1, system reset
data 7, system exclusi ve,manuf . ID

More Basic Computer Games

The sequel to the best-selling book, Basic Computer Games,

can be yours for just $5.00.

Basic Computer Games by David Ahl was

the first computer book to have ever sold 1

million copies. Its sequel. More Basic Com-

puter Games, first released in 1979, contains

84 additional games, many of them even

more creative and interesting than those in

the original volume.

In More Basic Computer Games, you'll be

able to evade a man-eating rabbit, crack a

safe, tame a wild horse, become a million-

aire, race your Ferrari, joust with a knight,

trek across the desert on your camel, and

navigate in deep space. You'll find gambling

games, logic games, word games, fantasy

games, and psychological games.

Perhaps the most famous game in the vol-

ume is Hunt the Wumpus by Gregory Yob. In

it. you roam around a 3-D dodecahedron hunt-

ing a Wumpus with your bow and crooked

arrows that can travel up to five caves away.

You must contend with bottomless pits, su-

perbats that lift you from one location to

another, and, of course, the horrible man-

eating Wumpus himself. Moreover, the book

is the only place that contains Yob's sequel,

Wumpus II, with six additional types of caves

and a cave editor so you can construct your

own labyrinth.

In the book, you'll also find Bobstones. the

game played in Watership Down, the original

game of Dodge Em, the first Basic version of

Eliza, and Edward de Bono's sensational L

Game.

You'll find More Basic Computer Games in

your local bookstore for $7.95. but we have a

small quantity with the older cover that we're

selling for just $5.00 postpaid. Payment in

advance please; no credit cards, no CODs, no

orders to be billed. (Price to Canada is $6.00

in U.S. funds )

Send your $5.00 check or money order

today to Creative Closeouts, 12 Indian Head

Road. Morristown, NJ 07960.

Listing 1.

the network. Following the SYSEX flag

is a single data byte called a Manufac-

turer ID. After that comes a sequence

of data bytes pertinent to some function

of the designated equipment -received

and acted upon by it, ignored by every-

body else. An End Of Exclusive mes-

sage marks the end of the data set trans-

mission.

MIDI Analysis To Go

The ST Basic program in Listing 1.

Midi Analyst, captures the information

presented above in coherent and func-

tional form. Analyst receives and ana-

lyzes incoming MIDI data, disassem-

bling the input stream in much the same

manner as a sophisticated synthesizer

and providing an abbreviated English

language translation of each message.

Analyst is designed much like an as-

sembly language program; its "know-

ledge" of the MIDI protocol is encoded

in a set of offset tables, permitting fast

response to input by avoiding the unnec-

essary use of conditional expressions.

Next issue, we'll turn away from the-

ory for a change and check out the

cream of the crop of ST M I Dl sequenc-

ing packages. Until then, keep an eye

out for active sensing and avoid being

hit in the head by bulk dumps. Ciao.
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What Next?
After the new wears off, many personal computers wind up

gathering dust in a closet. Don't let your Atari be one of them.

Why did you originally buy an Atari comput-

er? To do word processing? To compose

music? To manage your business? To play

games? Chances are. whatever your initial

reason for buying an Atari, you've discovered

that it has many additional capabilities and

potential applications.

The flip side of the coin is that you've

probably experienced some frustration as

well. Maybe your word processing package

won't do subscripts or underlining. Perhaps

your database wont sort on as many fields as

you need. Or, it could be that when you write a

program, your whole system acts user-hos-

tile.

Depending upon the balance between your

satisfaction and your frustration, you may
continue to use your computer or set it aside.

But there is a better way: Atari Explorer

magazine.

As the premier magazine for Atari comput-

er owners, it is our responsibility to make sure

that you get the most out of your computer To

us. that means making sure that your Atari

does more than you bought it to do, more

than friends and associates' computers do,

and, indeed, more than you ever imagined

that a computer could do.

To make sure that you get the most out of

your computer, Atari Explorer brings you ob-

jective, in-depth reviews of hardware and

software: up-to-date information about new

products; practical tutorials: stimulating col-

umns; thought-provoking articles, and valu-

able inside information.

Hard-hitting Evaluations

At Atari Explorer, we obtain new peripher-

als and software packages as soon as they

are released. We put them through their

paces in our on-site laboratory and also in the

environment for which they are intended:

home, office, lab, or school.

Our evaluations are unbiased and accu-

rate. We are not afraid to call a spade a spade

or a lemon a lemon. Our first obligation is to

you, our readers, and editorial excellence and

integrity are our highest goals.

Practical and Stimulating

We know that some of our readers are

beginners and others are experts Thus, it is

our responsibility to make what we publish

both comprehensible to newcomers and in-

teresting to veterans. That does not neces-

sarily mean that the material is simple; we
know you like to be challenged What it does

mean is that we provide the inexperienced

user with every possible means to seize the

subject matter and make it his own.

However, we don't want the experts to be

bored, so although articles are accessible to

beginners, they are theoretically non-trivial,

cover topics in depth, and present informa-

tion on more than one level

At Atari Explorer, we are intensely inter-

ested in all aspects of computing Ours is the

magazine of pragmatic applications, commu-
nicative graphics, stunning animation, mind-

expanding games, and realistic simulations.

We take our business seriously, but we have

fun too. We are convinced that you will. too.

when you go exploring with the Atari Explorer

family.

A Great Deal! Guaranteed!

To order your subscription to Atari Explor-

er, send a check or money order for $14.95

for six issues or $39.95 for 18 issues (25%
saving over the newsstand price) to: Atari

Explorer. 7 Hilltop Road. Mendham. NJ
07945. If you prefer, you may charge your

subscription to your Visa or MasterCard. We
guarantee your complete satisfaction or we
will refund the unfulfilled portion of your sub-

scription.

Atari Explorer

7 Hilltop Road

Mendham, NJ 07945

Yes. enter my subscription to Atari Explorer.

6 issues. $14.95*

18 issues. $39.95*

" Canadian subscribers, add $5 00 per 6 is-

sues; overseas subscribers, add $10.00 per 6

issues. Checks must be in U.S. funds and

drawn on a U.S. bank.

Name

Company

Address _

City .State -Zip

Payment enclosed

Credit card number

Expiration date

Signature

MasterCard D Visa
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It's All In The Co lTKH4f[IJI

com pat i bil ity (karri pat's bil'i te)

n. 1. capable of living together harmoni-

ously or getting along well together.

Sounds more like the kind of relationship

shared between best friends rather than

between Atari 8-bit computers and non-Atari

peripherals, doesn't it?

Not anymore.

Not since we've defined peripheral compati-

bility for the Atari XL/XE systems.

It's about time you were able to choose a

printer or MODEM because it possessed the

special features needed to enhance your

system's performance. Right?

And isn't it about time your selection was not

just limited to only a handful of peripherals

boasting Atari Compatibility' as their most

impactful benefit?

Now, the time has come to change your

peripheral habits . . . for the better. Our
compatible connections give you choices you've

never had before, bridging the gap between the

hundreds of printers and MODEMs available

today and the Atari 8-bit world.

The P:R:Connection is packed full of

surprises ... a standard 'Centronics' parallel

printer port plus, not one but two serial/

MODEM ports! The serial ports resemble that

of the Atari 850 interface, possessing all the

same signals and functions while using a fully

compatible R:handler. Simply plug it into the

serial port of your Atari 8-bit and suddenly the

power of compatibility enables you to explore

new and exciting dimensions in today's printer

and MODEM resources.

Our Printer Connection does just what its

name implies . . . supplies a compatible

connection between your Atari 8-bit and the

standard 'Centronics' parallel printer of your

choice!

Either way you look at it, both connections

have clearly defined "compatibility" for the

Atari 8-bit user. Finally, peripheral choice is

yours at last. Now, only the hard part is left up

to you . . . making up your mind!

For further ICI) product information, please call or

write for our catalog today.

l220HiHksi-.il

Kockford. II Mini II :i

|H15) 96H222H

MODEM: [8B)M8-2229

FAX: will %m.«uw

/• ttrt iMMcdbn ami I'rmter Connection are trademark* of ICI). Inc Atari XUXK. STandKSOare trademarks ofMori Corporation.


